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A New Director

Entered as Second Class Mall Matter
By The Courler-Gpxette, 4«S Main St.

Charles H. Morey

James M. Brown Will Serve Death Of Man Who Gave
the Farnsworth Memo
Rockland Long and Ef
rial Building
ficient Service
The Boston Safe Deposit and
Trust Company, as trustee unaer
will of Lucy C. Farnsworth, an
nounces the appointment of James
Monroe Brown as director of the
William A. Farnsworth Memorial
Building and Lbrary now nearing
completion. Mr. Brown Is at pres
ent Assistant Director of the Insti
tute of Contemporary Art in Bos
ton, and will assume hls new du
ties as director in April.
After graduation from Amherst
College In 1939, Mr. Brown attend
ed Harvard University, studying the
history of art and museum admin
istration. Prior to his enlistment
as a seaman in the Navy in Decem
ber 1941, he held the position of
Assistant to the Director of the In
stitute of Contemporary Art in
Boston, then the Institute of Mod
em Art.
Mr. Brown served on the converted
yacht, "USB. Cythera," which,
24 hours after sailing from Norfolk,
Va.. in May 1942. was sunk by a tor
pedo from a German submarine,
off the coast of North Carolina. The
entire crew of 18 was lost except for
Brown and one other survivor, who
were captured and taken aboard the
enemy craft. They were landed in
France and sent to separate prisoner
labor camps for the three years
that remained of the war. They
were the first two American sailors
captured by Germany in World War
Two.
After separation from the Navy,
Mr. Brown returned to Harvard for
an additional year of. training in his
field, receiving his M.A. in June
1946 He was then appointed As
sistant to the Director of the Dum
barton Oaks Research Library and
Collection In Washington. He re
turned to the Institute of Contem
porary Art in Boston in Septem
ber, as Assistant Director.
The director and trustee have
planned the Farnsworth Memorial
Building and Library not o.uy as a
museum of art (for which a large
number of paintings have already
been acquired), but also as a center
for creative activity in this com
munity. The Gallery facilities will
be used for informal classes in
crafts, photography, drawing and
painting. In addition, a pregram
of special lectures and events will
be developed, in keeping with the
best Interests of the town and this
region.
The permanent collect'on of the
Gallerv will be supplemented by oc
casional loan exhibitions from other
museums and institutions, not only
of paintings and drawings, but also
of the industrial arts and crafts of
New England.
,
More specific plans for the cc- |
tlvltics of the Farnsworth Memo
rial Building will be announced
shortly, as the building itself nears
completion.

Magic “Tea Leaves”
A H.nch Which Restored
Union Couple’s Missing
Automoibile
It's a good yarn, and it's also
true.
It concerns the young couple
which came in from Union the
other day and parked their car
back ot the Fireproof Garage.
Came time to go back home, and
___ __couple_____
the dismayed
could not find
their car.
A couple of days went by with
out the automdbfle being restored
and the matter of buying a new

NOTICE!
During my absence from

■

March 1 to April 16

DR. ROBERT MEEHAN
••ill be in attendance at my

Office

Howard E. Hattcsen, D. 0.
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RECENT TOWN MEETINGS
WARREN

Martln Joyce, fire ward. Newly
elected officers included Sherman
Baird, constable; Mrs. Owen Grant,
school commit teewoman; Emery
Wooster, road commissioner and
Clyde Joy, succeeding Herman
Crockett who recently resigned.
Lloyd Crockett served as modera
tor.
Mrs. Winona Brown was re-elect
ed toffii clerk to serve for a 154h
term.
Principal expenditures included
$5,000 for a new sewer in the
Sleepyville section; $800 for new
streets and *675 for new fire hose.
A committee was named to study
the advisability of purchasing a
power loader for the road depart
ment.
Mrs. Austin Joy and Ira Curtis
were elected trustees of the North
Haven Port District. Re-elected
were John Lermond, James Lewis
and Carl Bunker.

Stepping up their appropriations
to $53,015.40, Warren voters grant
ed the town *10,890 more than
Charles H. Morey, HI, retired city Hast year when they met yesterday
treasurer, died Saturday morning.
a largely attended town mcetFuneral services will be held this in8afternoon at 2 o'clock from the First
For the first time in the memory
Baptist Church. Rev. J. Charles of older residents, the selectmen
MacDonald officiating. Burial will were this year empowered to serve
be in Achom cemetery.
in the added capacity of assessors,
Mr. Morey served for a period Qf (they have always acted as over
24 years in the position of city seers of the poor also). The unani
treasurer and in 1946 took on the mously elected board is comprised
added duties of tax collector. He of: Elbert Starrett, Maurice E. Da
requested retirement in December vis and Curtis C. Starrett.
of last year and left the service of
In a contest for road commis
the city upon the appointment of sioner, Edgar Wiley (R) polled 127
his successor Jan. 1.
votes as against 40 for Silas A.
A career public servant, he had Watts (Republican running Inde
held the appointive office for pendent.) Willis A. Moody (R)
nearly a quarter century, regard won the post of tax collector de
less of which party was in office and feating his opponent, Mrs. Julia
continued in service under the Coun Watts (Republican running Inde
cil-Manager form of government pendent) by a vote of 124 to 59. The
which was instituted in December remaining offices were filled with
STONINGTON
1945. The manner in which he con little ado: Moderator, Elbert L.
Appropriations totalling $45,874.50
ducted the business of his office put Starrett; clerk, Mrs. Helen B. Over were made and it was voted to add
hm beyond the political shifting so lock; treasurer, George W. Star $8,100 from the surplus fund. This
prevalent in other city government rett; school committee. George A. Is an increase of $15,000 over the
positions.
Buck (three years) and Harold 1947 appropriations and boosted the
He had been in failing health for Boggs (two years); town agent. El tax rate by eight mills for the
some time prior to retirement and bert Starrett.
coming year.
was hospitalized only a few days
The highest single appropriation
Appointed to the Budget Com
ago.
mittee were: George W. Walker, was $20 000 for schools, an increase
He was born in Rockland Nov. 9, Austin
K. Kalloch and Edgar A. of $4,000. It was also voted to set
1876 and was a sen of Charles B. Wiley, with
the Selectmen author aside $5,000 from the surplus for a
and Susan (Duncan) Morey. He ized
to appoint others as necessary. sinking fund for a new High School
was a graduate of Rockland High
These town officers were elected:
The article which created great
School in the class of 1896. of which
interest was the matter of rais Moderator. Gordon McKay; clerk,
he was historian, and of Holman’s est
Mrs.
Natalie Shepard; selectmen.
ing money toward a building fund
National School of Accounting.
Mrs. George McKay and Stephen
for
the
erection
of
a
two-room
ad

Prior to entering city service, he
dition to the present Junior High McDonald; school committee. Dr.
operated a shoe store for several School
Building to house the first Arnold Brown.
years and was employed as account four grades.
sum of $2,000 was
ant by Bodwcll Granite Company appropriated The
DEER ISLE
but under a supple
and the Art At Wall Paper Co.
Yesterday the voters elected the
mentary
article,
it was
.j----.—, ..
»•■».-> voted to
vu ap- I following officialsHe had been a member of the First ---------point an> Investigating committee f°Xerat“ Walker Pickering;
Baptist Church for 55 years and
i moi
was chairman of the board of dea- Lf xrntact
^±1...,
the State Departm
clerk, Mrs. Norman Powers; select
or
Education,
cor
“
ult
a
™
h
“
£^
man- philiP Haskell. Harry Beck
cons of the church and clerk of the
and
contractors
and
present
plans
clark
and tex
parish He also served as superin and figures as to the cost of a two- and
-- -----tendent of the Sunday School for room annex, which may or may not collector,
Norman Powers; school
a 20-year period, ending in 1938 and be attached to the present Junior committee, Dorothy Carman and
was a member of the Ingraham
School. To this committee Prank Milan; road commissioner,
Bible Class and the Baptist Men’s High
those
appointed
were: Three mem Rav Lowe.
League, being a charter member of bers of the School
Total appropriations. $43 197. an
Committee,
both.
increase of $8040 over last year. A
Surviving are hls wife. Susie Chester Wyllje, as representative commercial xourse will be added
(Sherer) Morey; a son. Cleveland
^^^’’Vhe' S |
<ihe Highschool. Schoofapp^
and two grandchildren, Charles and
nation,
$18,000.
David, and a sister, S. Elizabeth r5a, er Association. Leroy Me.
Morey, all of Rockland.
I clu.skpy. Virgil H1U, Charles Kigei
and Harold Drewett.
A movement to introduce the
_____
Australian ballot form of voting (Uarrnw/ c.fqn(1 Crnm Trinlo
met with insufficient support and j WarrOW USCape ITOm I Tipie
'passed over.” Other matters
Killing At Nobleboro
One In Nobleboro Next Tues was
which received negative action ;
Blister rust control, adver
Railroad Crossing
day—Rockland the Fol were:
tising natural resources, building \
lowing Day
Three
Lincoln
County person-s
of road
from
Gammon Comer to i narrowly “
uoo,n. vounty
___ Line,
___
...and
death Saturday
—— '
‘ Union
building of road | n[gat escaped
(he Nobleboro
railroad
Newcastle disease and P0"1*-. | from Blake’s cemetery to Waldo- i crossjng when their car was struck
among poultrymen at present - ;
‘“lra?ain said by Rockland bound train 59 at
These two questions w ill be taken
an, article to see if 8.40 p. m.
up at two poultry meetings to be 1 „„,,AOT'"I1,1''oud vo*’e to allow a disClarence B. Prior, 30, of Medomak
haid ’tn the conntv this month
Iitate
f.1.taxes
of two
Percent
on real esi 1 relates
held’in the county this month.
if naid
mat, n;s
that
his LVM
1933 Plymouth sedan
"befnren.lv
MB
Next Tuesday, a .peering will
be | tate
J™ taxes
the same to apX
to persons stalIed on the crossin8 and that an
Kill W
held
at
Nobleboro
Grange
rid
Hall
(not North Nobleboro Community i tax.
!
Arlene Luce, 29, of Waldoboro
Hail) starting at 10.30. FrankReed ,
and Ruth Hodgkins. 30, of Damari
Road construction was approved, scotta,
Poultry Specialist and Dr. Frank
leaped from the car as the
! however,
the 11
sum of“"d
$900onwith
V^Ir.of wlmSdl^’ltooh^O^n ,the
provlsoin lhat
the ;down
them athrough
blinding
train on
rounded
curve aand
bore
speakers. Wned,'e^(,‘>;J^r?11iUat!k Station road built last year. Main- | snowstorm,
the afternoon, starting at 1,
tenance of State Aid roads was alReed, poultry specialist,
will speax
„„„ft*:™'*™*,™
---------------- ,
UTTWraTK
«»
I«KS SSRttSfS
at a meeting
Court House, Rockland
enect
We statc
i and carried down the tracks fOr a
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THE BLACK CAT

Formidable List Was Chosen
At the Fourth Quarterly
At Perry’s Park Street Market This Morning—
Conference
The Rev. C. D. Wentworth, Su
perintendent of the Augusta Dis
trict of the Methodist Church, pre
sided over the Quarterly Confer
ence of Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church of Rockland, February 17.
Reports were given by Leroy A.
Chatto, Superintendent of the
Church School, Mrs. Ivy Chatto,
President of the Woman’s Society
of Christian Service, Robert C
Gregory as treasurer of the Trus
tees, Mrs. Louise Gregory as Church
Treasurer. Ralph U. Clark as Lay
Leader, Mrs. Edith Tweedie as
Treasurer of Benevolences, and
Rev. Alfred O. Hempstead as pas
tor. AU the reports w-ere well re
_ indication
___
ceived as
of healthy
growth in a'll departments ‘of“‘the
church life. The reports covered
the fiscal year 1947. The follow
ing officers and committees were
elected for 1948 and will serve un
til the first of January 1949 or un
til their successors are elected.
Pastor: Rev. Alfred G. Hemp
stead.
Trustees: Class of 1949, A. W.
Gregory, Gershom Rollins, Ralph
U. Clark. Class of 1950, Robert C.
Gregory, [Dr. (H. V. Tweedie, Perrv
F. Rich. Class of 1951, Herman A.
Stanley, R. H. Winchenbaugh,
Francis E Havener.
•Lay Leader: Ralph U. Clark.
Church School Superintendent:
Leroy A. Chatto.
Recording Steward: Leroy A
Chatto.
Communion Steward: Mrs. Mar
garet Philbrook.
Financial Secretary: Mrs. Ivy
Chatto.
Church Treasurer: Mrs. Louise
Gregory.
Treasurer of Benevolences: Mrs.
Edith Tweedie.
Auditor; Ernest Buswell.
Custodian of Legal Papers: Rob
ert C. Gregory.
Purchasing Agent: Leroy A.
Chatto.
Stewards: Mrs. Inez Ames, MrsMildred Blood, Mrs. Lorita Bick
nell, Mrs. Laura Buswell. Miss An
nie Mae Chase. Mrs. Ivy Chatto
Leroy A. Chatto, Winfield Chatto
Mrs. Vincie Clark, Mrs. Katherine
deRochemont. Mrs Esther Dolliver,
Mrs. Fannie Dow, Harrison L. Dew,
Capt. Mary Emery, Frank Gardner,
Mrs. Louise Gregory, Mrs. Millicent
Gregory, Mrs. Ellen Hempstead, Mrs.
Carol Jillson, Charles Jillson, Mrs.
Grace Lurvey. Alfred MacFarland.
Miss Nellie Murch, Mrs. Evelyn
Orcutt. Mrs. Margaret Philbrook,
Mrs. Minnie Rogers, Mrs. Shirlev
Rollins, Mrs. Thelma Stanley, Mrs.
Frances Stevens, Capt. John A.
Stevens, Mrs. Lena Stevens, Mrs.
Edith Tweedie.

Poultry Meetings

Raymond H. Angel of 38 Grace
street balked a burglary of Perry’s
Park street market this morning
about 6 10. Passing the store Angel
who himself owns a store on South
Main street, saw the front door
ajar.
Thinking that Manager Eddie
Post must be in, he entered to talk
with him a moment before contin
uing on to his own establishment.
Looking around the store for Post,
he entered a back room where he
heard movement and was hit over
the head the instant he passed the
threshold.
In faUing, he was able to get a
good look at his assailant and has
w-lth a com
plete description. The burglar fled
after hitting Angel.
He immediately called police and

store officials who discovered that
all the cash registers in the store
had oeen rifled and some merchan
dise taken.
Chief of Police Lilienthal states
that investigation had progressed
to such a point at press time this
morning that an early arrest was
expected. Police report that the
front door of the store had been
forced by the burglar who muS;
have worked in broad daylight as
he had apparently not been in the
store too long a time before Angel
dropped in upon seeing the door
open.
The store has been the scene of
burglaries several rimes in past
years, the most recent being the
theft of a considerable amount of
sugar at the time when that com
modity was rationed.

THE NORTH HAVEN IN PERIL

... .. .. .. .. . . » 6 Bi. 4.
Passenger Boat Rips Two Holes, Bucking Ice—
Passengers Taken Off—Boat Towed Here

Red Cross Drive

Faster CookingInstant Hot Water

RUMMAGE AND
ODDS AND ENDS SALE

Mobil-flame

SATURDAY, MARCH 6

G. A. R. Hall, Rockland
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Subject To Extra Charge

Cash and Carry

THE THORNDIKE HOTEL

THOMASTON CLEANERS & DRYERS
79 MAIN STREET,

THOMASTON, ME.

ANNOUNCES FAMILY NIGHT

COMPTON’S
17 PARK ST., ROCKLAND
Call 1135-W18*
For
It Service

82-T-tf

Friday, March 5th

THOMASTON
RADIO SALES AND SERVICE

In The Main Dining Room
7.00 P. M. to 8.30 P. M.

Dine Out with Family and Friends to the Music of

Harold Bates at the Piano
Family Specials, $1.10-$15#

For Reservations Telephone 1485

Union
Plumbing & Heating

24 HOUR DRY CLEANING SERVICE

BENEFIT SOUTHEND P. T. A. MILK FUND

18-U

TELEPHONE 257,

THOMASTON, ME.

Philco 'Radios and Refrigerators
Apex Washers, Simplex Ironers
Now Available at Latest Lowest Prices

By The Roving Reporter

“""I

Discoverer Is Blackjacked

The passenger vessel, North Ha easing her ahead onto the beach as
ven 2d, narrowly escaped disaster the tide came to keep her from
Monday morning as she made her sinking as she went ashore at dead
way out Pox Island Thorofare, en low water about 930 in the morn
route to Rockland. Ripping two ing.
holes in her bow below the sheath
Coast Guard dispatched the life
ing, she was filling rapidly with boat of the Whitehead Lifeboat
water
forward'11 whenCr«h 5 COmp?rtment
and the ice breaker. Snojurwara when she
sne wax
hnmich The Snohomish
___ ,
was hparhod
beached homish.
placed a
near Brown's Head Light Station. submersion pump aboard and sup
Captain Neal Burgess relates that plied power from her generators to
he had been breaking 12-inch ice operate it. The North Haven backed
as he worked his way from North off the beach at high tide, about 3
Haven docks to open bay, to cross p. m., and moved alongside the
to Rockland. Deckhand Victor Pres Snohomish. Lashed to the cutter’s
cott happened to go forward to the port side, she was towed to Gen
crew’s quarters and discovered the eral Seafoods Shipyard for repairs.
inrushing sea before it had gained Waiting crews at the shipyard
enough headway to weigh the ship placed pumps aboard her as the
down by the head.
Coast Guard turned her over to
Before she could be swung from yard care.
her course and beached, the com
About two years ago, Captain
partment was nearly half full.
Lipovsky -was the rescued rather
Burgess said that it had been than the rescuer as he lost his boat.
off
utt the lce pack-^back Maid of All Work, outside the
?aln .and a^ain to Thorofare in a storm and he and
make his way athrough
two passengers rode a raft to safe
Planks, weakened
■
____ _ by steady ice I ty
*jr on an island
where they were
breaking all Winter, gave way as discovered hours later by searchers,
he was breaking into the clear and suffering from extreme cold and
ready to run into the open bay on i immersion.
tlie course for Rockland. Early disThe North Haven 2d, a 65-foot
covery of the situation prevented ' diesel driven craft, was bought
possible loss of the vessel had she from war surplus over two years
got part way across the bay before ago and placed in passenger and
the water broke through into the freight service under the ownerfreight compartment next aft.
ship of the town. She was formerly
Four passengers were transferred an Army Tug built by Billings of
Committees
thj North Haven mall boat of Stonington and saw war service in
Membership: Mrs. Ivy Chatto, to
Captain Frank Lipovsky which was the Philippines. Under town ownerRalph U. Clark, Mrs. Thelma Stan following close behind as the larg- ership, she was returned to her
ley.
boat broke the way for her. builders yards for conversion f°r
Finance: Winfield Chatto. Leon er
They were. Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey her present duties.
I
Fickett, Robert C. Gregory, Mrs. Platt of New York; John Stewart ' Crew members of the North HaLouise Gregory. Dr. H. V. Tweedio,! of Millinocket and James Haskell ven 2d are. Captain Neal Burgess,
Mrs. Ivy Chatto.
of North Haven. The crew stayed engineer Elmer Carver and deckPastoral Relations: A. W. Greg with the beached craft and kept hand Victor Prescott.
Standing pat on officers’ salaries, distance of 500 feet,
car was under consideration.
ory, Ralph U. Clark, Dr. H. V
The car was a complete wreck Tweedie, H. R. Winchenbaugh.
Up spoke the bride’s mother. the same amount as last year was
Mrs. Lena Stevens, H. R, Winchen
“Before you do that,” said she, raised—$3200 Largest appropria- and was pushed over the railroad Winfield Chatto.
tion
was
$11,800
for
common
embankment
to permit the train to
"why don’ tyou go down and con
Nominations: The Pastor, Mrs. baugh.
schools;
$6,700
for
the
High
School;
j
proceed
to
Rocklahd.
However,
besult that Clark Island woman who
Louise Gregory, Mrs. Grace Lur
Music: Mrs. Lorita Bicknell, Mr.;
roads and bridge. $5,000 and next ■ fore the train was moved, it was vey, Winfield Chatto, Mrs, Laura
Allen Payson of Camden, Knox
reads fortunes from tea leaves?”
in
line
was
$4,000
for
snow
removal.
Lena Stevens, the Pastor.
in
,in»
cAnnn
—
-----------------’
j
necessary
to
disconnect
the
p'lot
as
'•Tea leaves, your grandmother!'
County
Chapter Red Cross chair
Buswell.
Proud
—------o---•—•••—daughter,
• | proud^he
ofvoters
its athletic
It had
beencollision
so badly
Parsonage: Mrs. Lena Stevens, man, has announced quotas for
rpplied
the discouraged
readily standing.
granted $300
to ' the
thatdamaged
it would in
not clear
Records: Mrs. Fannie Dow, Mrs.
Mrs. Millicent Gregory. Mrs. Edith towns in the annual Fund drive to
h’lt being a very dutiful daughter help
for grading the baseball crossings and switches.
Arlene Fickett.
she decided to give the tea leaves ftejd near the
High School
The train was delayed 45 minutes
■Hospitals and Homes: Leroy A Tweedie, Mrs. Lena deRochemont, raise $10940 in the County. Ralph
a try.
building. Other expenditures of at the scene of the accident, and Chatto, Mrs. Thelma Stanley, Miss Mrs. Marion Fickett.
W. Lee of Owl’s Head is fund drive
And you can never guess wtiat s^^le amount but of routine na- again at Waldoboro, where the oc- Leona Wellman.
Building Committee: Rev. Alfred chairman. The quotas are as fol
happened. Even O. Henry couldnt ture were: support of poor, vet- cupants of the car were taken and
Church Board of Education: Le
have guessed.
erans’ relief and aid to dependent were met by Dr Frank A. Randolph roy A. Chatto, Mrs. Louise Greg G. Hempstead, Ralph U. Clark, lows:
Rounding the turn which leads chUdren
hydrants. *600;
'
ory, Mrs. Thelma Stanley, Harrid Robert C. Gregory, Perry F. Rich.
Appleton, $80; Camden, $1900;
from the main highway to Clark
who gave treatment to the women Whitehill, Mrs. Laura Buswell, Mis.
Oood Literature: Mrs. Ada Hop Thomaston-Cushing, $1100; Hope,
Island the couple espied a parked public health nurse $150: Public for shock.
kins, Mrs. Ivy Chatto, Mrs. MadRuth Fogarty.
car a short distance off the high Library, $300; maintenance of town
The train was In charge of Con
$100; South Hope, $35; Isle au
Church Board of Missions a id lene Jackson.
dump. *200.
way.
ductor Frank Prescott with Lowell Church Extension: The Pastor, Dr.
Policy: The Lay Leader, Super Haut, $50; North Haven, $150;
Mindful
of
the
flre
casualties
the
Now you may have guessed it.
Chapman as engineman.
. H. V. Tweedie, ucruy
Leroy n.
A. Chatto, intendent of the Church Schoo-, Owls Head, $100; Rockland, $4600;
past year, a preventive step was ta
The car was their own.
The train crew reports that they 1 Mrs. Edith Tweedie, Mrs. Mildred President of tlie Woman's Society Rockport, $600; St. George, $350;
ken by appropriating $2500 for the were
running at a speed usual over Blood-, Miss Leona Wellman
of Christian Service. Church Treas South Thomaston, $100; Union,
The drawer Dorothy & Ethel. «« Dopartment Any unexpended that section of track and rounding a
$500; Vinalhaven, $225; Warren,
Evangelism: Dr. H. V. Tweedie urer and the Pastor.
owned by Ralph Simmons of Port ^nce wll apply to outstand ng curve in a snow storm when the
Fellowship: Mrs. Grace Lurvey. $550; Washington, $100; MatinlcusClyde, was towed into Southwest notes covering borrowings for the stalled car came into view. Seeing Mrs. Lorita Bicknell. Mrs. Card
Mrs. Mildred Blood, Mrs. Madeler.e Criehaven, $60; Spruce Head, $40.
Jillson, MTs. Grace Lurvey.
Harbor last week after being dis- i department.
the car much too late to bring the
A kickoff meeting was held Wed
Temperance: Ralph U. Clark, Cavens, Mrs. Marjorie MacFarland.
a bi rd by an engine breakdown off
four
car
train
to
a
stop,
it
struck
NORTH HAVEN
Ushers: Winfield Chatto, Ralph nesday night in the County head
Great Duck Island. Repairs arc be
and carried the car on the pilot for
U. Clark. Robert Chatto, Harrison quarters, Rockland, and stickers,
An increase In tax rate by about a distance of 500 feet before it came
ing made at the Southwest Boat
L. Dow, Robert C. Gregory. Albert pamphlets and information sheets
Corporation at an estimated cost ®l*ht or nine mills will be the like- to a stop.
Havener, Richard Havener, Charles given out to the chairmen by Mr.
of *1200
ly rexult of increased appropria
Jillson. Henry Lurvey, Alfred- Mac Lee,
tions voted yesterday at the North
J Haven town meeting. The total
Miss Elizabeth Titman, general
Farland, Harold Whitehill, Gordon
I WOULD APPRECIATE
field director of Portland made an
Beckwith.
monies raised figured $35.13055. a An opportunity to make an esti
Social Service Mrs. Lena Stevens, official visit at the local Red Cross
boost of about $6,000 over the pre
mate on your Body and Fender
Mrs.
Thelma Stanley, Mrs. Marlon office, and surgical dressings were
vious year.
Work
made in the production room, with
Fickett
Selectmen elected were: Phillips
Mrs. Horatio Cowan heading the
Ministry of Kindness: Mrs. Edith group.
L. Brown. Lloyd Crockett and Ray ALEXANDER’S AUTO BODY
Tweedie.
Beverage. Vernon L. Beverage wtll 54 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
John A. Perry conducted a First
18*19
Altar Flowers: Mrs. Frances
be treasurer and tax collector, and
Aid Class for the Sea Scouts.
Stevens.
Troop 202 Boy Scouts Harold
Whitehill. Scoutmaster; Miles Saw
INTRODUCING
yer, Assistant Scoutmaster; Troop
SOCONY-VACUUM'S NEW Committee: the Pastor, Leroy A.
Chatto, Dr. Blake Annis, Eugene
BOTTLED GAS
Burby.

Their Car Stalled

TUESDAY
ISSUE

Miss Patricia Bisbee was heard
over the air Saturday afternoon
when she sang "Peggy O'Neil” at
station W. R. D. O. She dedi
cated her song to Carl Gray of this
city. Carlyle Brown was also a so
loist at radio station W. R. D .O.,
Augusta Saturday singing ■‘Now Is
The Hour.” Both singers are pu
pils of Miss Bertha McIntosh. It
is hoped their many friends will
send in cards for them.
•

POSITION WITH A FUTURE
An old, established, aggressive, billion dollar life Insurance
company is interested in discussing the employment ot one asoociate in the City of Rockland.
If you are between the ages of 25 and 40 with successful
sales teaching or public contact experience and if you have already
given some thought to building a business of your own, you may
qualify.
We offer a thorough course in training, adequate assistance
and supervision, bonus and company pension to the person
selected.
Write fun particulars giving family status, age, experience,
previous earnings and two references to: M. I. KEUJfY, Dis
trict Supervisor, 150 NORWAY BOAJD, BANQO& MAINS- U-tf

All Work Guaranteed

’’When in doubt consult Tt e
Black Cat,” writes L. F. Reed of
West Scarboro, who wants to know
if Easter Sunday ever came as early
as March 3. The Cat” turns to the
dictionary, which says:
“Easter-Feast day of the Chris
tian Church to celebrate the Res
urrection of Christ; first Sunday
after the full moon, on, or next
following, March 21.”
I have been shown a clipping
which tells of the death of Rex K.
Pierson, designer of Vimy alr:rait
In one of which the first Atlantic
crossing in World War 2 was made.
Pierson was taught io fly in a box
kite made largely of struts, piano
wire and fabric “daped” with
starch. In 1917 he produced the
first Vimy bomber.

Americus Hook & Ladder Co.,
now non-exlstant, gave a St. Pat
rick’s ball in Pillsbury Hall Mon
day night. But it was Monday
night, March 18. 1878. Which, as I
figure it, was quite a few annums
ago. Congressman T. H. Murch was
director, and E. J. Clifton, D. W,
Murphy, A. H. Heath, J H. Dono
hue, J. P. Harrington and J. W,
Kittredge as aids. All long since
gathered to their fathers.
The recent rain, supplemented by
light snowfalls have augmented
the low water supply in Mirror
Lake, where, according to Supt.
McAlary, there are now neatly
seven feet of water over the In
take. So don't go thirsty.

Tlie ministerial brethen are
doubtless relieved. It will be 28
years before they have to prepare
five sermons in the month of Feb
ruary.
For goodness sake, folks, don’t
abbreviate the month’s of March
and April. It isn’t done. But also,
for goodness sake, please abbreviate
the long-named months.
The highly original department
in the Bridgton News which has
for its masthead “Up On the
Ridge.” Includes In the current is
sue the following characteristic
item;
"About two more weeks to Town
Meeting and Maple Syrup tinip
Last year we went down to the
Town House opened and shut our
big mouth two or tliree times and
got into a mess ot trouble. This
year we're older and wiser so we’re
going to set right up here beside the
sap pan and keep our opinions to
ourself, the blue Jays, and a few
early skunks.”
Sid Winslow of Vinalhaven sends
me an interesting item, which ap
peared in the "Vinalhaven Wind”
June 21, 1884. It reads:
“The largest Vinalhaven family
of which there is any record was
that of Thomas Brown. He had
born to him. 22 children, the first
of whom saw the light of day In 1762
and the last In 1795.”

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again 1
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loss of these
tastess Is a lose of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.
BLUEPRINT
“So very much to make a house,** he
said.
“Strong beams to keep a life-time’s
weather out;
Lintel, and sill, and hearth; and
overhead
The stanch rooftree.” They stood and
looked about
The hill where they would build their
home someday
And she was silent, knowing In her
heart
That In their love the true foundation
lay

Rafter and beam were but the outer
part
Laughter for warmth, and love for
strength. She knew
How much of both a lifetime could
demand.
But they were young, aad they would
build It true.
They smiled, and left together hand
in hand.
—By R. H. Grenville.

WATER PUMPS

KITCHEN APPLIANCES
H. Hills and J. Bootsman
I«1L. UNION 12-5
17*F*23

HOUSE WANTED
Wanted in Rockland
or Thomaston
(preferably unfurnished), with
Garage, for year round rent, be
ginning April first.

House

UPHOLSTERING
Quality Economy Service
The Best in Upholstering
Satisfactory Prices
Guaranteed Two Weeks’ Service
Make Your Furniture Uke Nei
Again!
For Free Estimates Call—

PERRIN’S
UPHOLSTERING CO.

[TEL. 1551-W. ROCKLAND. Ml
BUDGET TERMS
ll-l

Reply to—

“H. C. L.”
Care of Thu Courier-(Usat$q_
................. ................

W18
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[EDITORIAL]
WHERE MacARTHUR STANDS

The Courier-Gazette
TWICE-A-WEEK
looking to Jesus the Pioneer and
Perfector of our faith —Hebrews
12:2 IB5Y)

Book Review
K. S. P.

“The Ten Commandments,” with
beautiful illustrations by Arthur
Nzyk. Published by the John C.
Winston Company, Philadelphia.
Besides the Ten Command
ments, there is included a number
of the Savior's choice words, which
give courage to the thoughtful.
The book is bound In a grey
heavy board. Each Commandment
is well explained and illustrated by
fine printing and pictures. It is a
book we have long needed to help
us., all the beauty and force of this
wonderful Ten Commandments of
our Lord.
There is much in our Bible, which
should be used in this way and be
a very great help to everyone. And
it has taken a long time for the wise
to come to this conclusion and use
it. Everyone will welcome a copy
of this very fine and helpful book,
and be proud to have it on their
shelves.
—Kathleen S. Puller.

Knox District Rally
Scout Troops and Senior
Units To Participate At
R. H. S. Gym Friday
Night
All Scout troops and Senior I/nits
are Invited to participate in' the
District Rally to be held at the
R.HJ3. Gym Friday night, begin
ning at 7. The pregram follows:
Opening Ceremony: Mass Colors,
Troops in Formation.
Fire Building: a. Flint and Steel,
b. By Friction.
Signaling: a. Deaf and Dumb
Demonstration.
b. Morse Code.
c. Semaphore.
Signal Flag Relay: (6 men).
Senior Scout Demonstration: 209A
First Aid Relay: (5 men and vic
tim), Head, Knee Bandage, Arm
Sling, two-man carry.
Minute Guessing.
Standing, Broad Jump Relay (6
men), Distance only, not time.
Knot Tying.
8enior Scout Demonstration
Dressing Race: Hat, Neckerchief,
Shirt, One Shoe.
Compass Relay (5 men).
Chariot Race: (5 men)
Tug of War: (8 mem.
Closing Ceremony: Sea Scouts.
Public Invitetd. No charge for
admission.
Homeowners will find thah an
occasional water-runsing of garbage
cans will prevent offensive odors
Galvanized steel containers are
rust resistant, do no harm—only
good.

Read The Courier-Gazette

LOST THEIR TOURNAMENT CHANCE

There can be no further expectation as to Gen Douglas
MacArthur's political affiliation. He settled that beyond
peradivenrtire In a letter to the Republican Natlour.l Com
mittee, congratulating It on opening a drive to set up Young
Republican Clubs on the nation’s college campuses. The fol
lowing paragraph is quoted from the General’s letter:
'The Republican Party is particularly well fitted to
encourage political thinking by college students. The party
has never deviated from the proposition that all political
power resides in tlie people. It has never failed in its staunch
advocacy for the maximum of personal freedom and indi
vidual responsibility, and has tenaciously held as a princi
ple inviolate—equality of opportunity. Emphasis should of
course be placed upon the great American cause to De served,
rather than the political benefit to be gained.”

THEY EARNED THEIR KEEP
Breeders tof Holstein-Friesian cattle may be pardoned
for their elation over the fine showing made by tliat breed
during the year's lactation period Just completed. The lead
ing cow in the group Is Dauntless Direct Crete Gold, which
produced 837 pounds of butterfat, and more than ten tons
ot milk. Other cows reported were Vera Royal Porch, owned
by Fred J. Nutter. Corinna. 18,104 pounds of milk and 654
pounds of fat; Roto Dauntless Pauline Beauty of Round Top
farm, Damariscotta, 539 pounds and 17,457 pounds of milk.

WILL STRIKE KEYNOTE
The Republican State Committee, of which Alan L. Bird
is chairman, has re-elected Gov. Alfred E. Driscoll of New
Jersey to be the keynote speaker at the Republican State
convention which will be in full swing one month from to
day. The choice is a wise one, not only because of Gov.
Driscoll's splendid political career, but because he Is a Sum
mer resident of Maine, and In close touch with the State’s
problems.

CHILDREN IN NEED
Amid the multitude of drives and campaigns with which
the State is now beset—never so many as in the current
year—one cannot possibly overlook the annual Easter seal
sale which provides funds for the Pine Tree Society for
Crippled Children. The goal is $65,000. and that amount
should be easily raised with the whole State as the field of
operations. Many crippled children from this county have
attended the Pine Tree Camp, in the Belgrade Lakes re
gion, operated for three years by the Society; and children
from all over the State are now in residence at the new con
valescent home, the Hyde Memorial Home In Bath. Both
the camp and the home are financed by the Pine Tree So
ciety. The chairman of the drive well says, "Each of these
children should have a chance to try to improve his physical
without slightest warning, and leave them utterly
ties for recreation, and vocational guidance into a useful oc
cupation.” •

FILLS A NATIONAL NEED

The Rockland Tigers Were Tamed By a Su
perior Westbrook Quintet
(By Peter Sulides)
A big, fast Westbrook High court
combine had no trouble In swamp
ing h game but outclassed Rock
land1 five 60 to 22.
Westbrook jumped to a 12 to 3
first canto lead, and ran the score
to 28 to 6 as Coach MacDougal
substituted freely.
The Blazes of Westbrook con
tinued to pile it up as they led
40 to 12 at the third period and
coasted through for the victory
and a shot at South Portland in
the Western tourney prelims.
Smooth working Jim Herbert.
Westbrook guard, led his mates as
he dropped 34 points and. Inci
dentally, set a new Individual scor
ing record for the Lewiston Armory.
Dom Murgita, speedy Rockland
forward, was top scoring threat for
his club with 10 points. Jim Con
nellan. his running mate, added
six. Roger Shaw and Bob MacHardy played their usual steady
games for the Blazes and set Her
bert tip time after time under the
basket.
Westbrook dropped in 14 of 25
free throws and Rockland convert
ed six of 17 attempts from the
penalty line.
Westbrook (60)
G.
F.
P.
Hansen, If ......... 2
0
4
Plummer, If . ........ 0
0
0
MadHardy, rf ...... 2
4
8
■ Shaw, c ............
3
3
8
Peterson, lg ......... 10
2
Doughty, lg ......... 0
0
9
: Hebert, rg ............ 14
6
34
O’Gara, rg ........... Oil
Randall, rg ......... 0
0
0

FLOOR BEAUTY
Original Floor Beauty
COSTS SO LITTLE!
When your Floors are Sanded
by Experienced Floor Sanders
with the
BEST

23

Totals .........

14

Rockland (22)
G.

Totals ............... 31
7
69
Bath Potters (45)
G.
F.
P
Potter, If .............. 5
1
H
Gilmore, If .......... 2
3
7'
Burgess, rf
........ 6
2
14
Godiman, c .......... 3
2
8
2
Young, lg .............. 1
0
Smith, lg .............. 113

Totals ............... 18
9
45
Referee, Dailey. Time, 4-10’s.

Dodges Win And Lose

The Dodges looked like a cham
pionship team as they walloped the
Belfast Bantams 80-37. Allen and
Flint scored 26 points apiece as
the Dodges won Number 12.
Rockland led the 1st period 28
to 8 and 44 to 16 at the half. The
Dodges keipt their pace through
the third period, leading 65 to 23,
and went on to win victory in the
eo Waldo County opener.
Rockland (80)
G.
F.
P.
O. Flint, If ............. 13
0
26
F. Allen, rf ........... 13
0
26
Whittier, c .......... 6
3
15
BartlPtt, c ............ 10
2
Holden, lg.............. 1
1
3
Powell, lg .............. 0
3
0
McConchie, rg ...... 2
4
8
Peterson, rg ......... 0
0
0

People used to blame it on the New Deal. But the NRA
and WPA have long since passed to rest, while alphabetical
passions still run high.
Liberalism today splits sharply into ADA and PCA, as
labor long ago split into AFL and CIO. A mere statement
that the AVC supports the TEW bill hardly sitggests the in
tensity with which veterans want housing. TVA may recall
only "old, unhappy, far-off things and battles long ago,” but
MVA is still good for a thundering attack from the NAM.
The war didn’t help any. Gone were the sinpler days
of World War I when KP was a man's worst worry. Now he
had to decide whether OD meant his uniform (of “olivedrab” complexion) or the officer of the day. CIC could mean
either counterintelligence or commander in chief; OO could
mean conscientious objector or commanding officer. When
GI Joe referred to the later adjectivally as “GI," the term
became an alphabetical imprecation suggesting the CO's
rigid, punctilious insistence on every last SOP handed down
from GHQ.
,
Haven't things gone too far? Even to be world-minded
today is to be alphabet-minded. The UN proliferates into

Camden 69, Bath 45
The Camden Legionnaires made
it 16 straight in Camden last night
when they tacked a lopsided win
onto the Bath Potters. The score-

ITO and FAO. ECOSOC and UNESCO. How can the man
in the street (hereafter known as MIS) give his heartfelt
loyalty to a bunch of consonants and vowels? Wistfully we
look back to the verbal richness of earlier days of wobblies
and mugwumps, do-gooders and know-nothings. Well might
the MIS start a Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to the
Alphabet (hereafter not to be known as the SPCAi —Chris
tian Science Monitor.

IT WILL SOON BE SPRING!

BOILERS—Steam, Hot Water, Oil, Stoker or Hand Fired.
RADIATORS—Cast Iron, Fin-Cast, Convectors,
FURNACES—Steel, Cast Iron, Automatic, Hand Fired.
AIR CONDITIONERS—Oil Fired, Jacketed or Unjacketed.
OIL BURNERS—Scott-Newcomb, A. B. C. Range, Boston Breeze
STOKERS—Scott-Newcomb, Hard or Coft Coal.
WATER HEATERS—Electric, Oil, Coal Fired.
PLUMBING—Kohler or Standard, Closets, Lavatories, Tubs.
WATER PUMPS—Burks, Demining, Myers.

See Our Complete Line of Miami Bath Room
Accessories

PEERLESS ENGINEERING CO.

485 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND. ME.

FLOOR SANDING EQUIPMENT
IN MAINE
We will Sand your Floors for
Lea* than you can hire a cheap
machine and do it yourself. We
will go anywhere in Maine.

A THANK YOU AND A PROMISE

R. L. RICHARDS

We, at Stonington Furniture Co., one and all, have been pro
foundly moved by the amazing friendliness shown us during our
opening. To the thousands of p ersons who visited our new store
and who were so warmly generous in their praise and their
wishes for future success goes our heartfelt thanks.

Floor Sanding Service

25 FRANKLIN ST„ ROCKLAND
PHONE 952
17-tf

RADIATOR SERVICE

To the thoughtful firms and individuals who sent floral mes
sages of best wishes and good will goes our deepest personal ap
preciation*
’ 'I

'v

lift .«« •£

K-E-E-P COOL
Jon’t wait for motor-overheat to
rn you your Radiator need* Serv*g!
By that time some damage
done—or there wouldn't be exa heat!
Our moderate charge
• Radiator Cleaning and minor
pairs Is an investment in Motor

Fireproof Garage Co.
WIN ILK STREET,
ROCKLAND
tw. g89
u-w

t-

1

Strong sunlight or anv other
source of ultra-violet light is injur
ious to all fabrics.

e

Shanahan

Totals ................ 36
8
Belfast (37)*
G.
F.
Horne. If ............. 4
0
Perkins, If ............ 0
0
Coombs, rf ............ 10
McCrag, rf .......... 4
0
Merrthew. rf ...... 0
0
Ellis, c'................... 4
0
Stolt. c ................. 1
0
Ferdnez, lg .......... 2
3

ARE YOU READY?

AREN’T YOU SICK OF IT?

Smith, rg .............

All these items in stock. Let us quote you on your
New Bath or Heating System

1
1
0.
0
0
0
0

Totals .............. 8
Referees,
Wotton,
Time, 4-8's.

THE CALL IS UNIVERSAL
The town meetings are on and there is a universal de
mand for further loosening of the purse strings. The voters
seldom fall to lend a sympathetic ear when the appeal is a
Just one.

The Snows team bounced right
back into the battle for first place
when they took four from Swift’s.
Larry O’Dell rolled for Swift’s
and was high man with (304), Genevlez the single with (108).
On Tuesday the Perry’s gang
won four from the I. Q. O. F. Lar
ry O'Dell rolling for Perry’s high,
with (305), Makinen the single
(108).
Wednesday night the league lead
ers Spruce Head took a terrific
licking from the Water Co., when
they lost all five points. Winslow
high with (293) for the winners
and A. Drinkwater the 6lngle with
<106). The entire Gulf team attend
ed this match and howled at every
move made by the Spruce Headers.
The lobster lads are mad now and
Sunday when they roll off a game
with Gulf, it looks like a roaring
time,
Thursday a fast freight hit the
M, C. R. R., and four points went
to the Rockland Wholesale. Rufus
high man (289), Bourne the single
(113). Whitey of M. C. R. R., was
taken by Curtis to the tune of (36)
pins and this was the match, Cur
tis pulled two spares In a row In the
last string and away went the game.
Rufus had a strike In his last box
but madlp four on It, which would
have won two more points for the
M. C. R. R., by giving them the to
tal, but four Was an unlucky num
ber.
Friday night the (Gulf) rolled a
double match, taking Lime Co., four
points and losing four against the
Spruce Head outfit. In the Lime
Co. game, L. Drinkwater high man
(295) and (105). In the Spruce Head
match A. Drinkwater high (274)
and tied with L. Drinkwater’s single
(101).
••k•
With six weeks left to roll, or one !

PIPE AND FITTINGS, PIPE COVERING, TANK JACKETS,
SERVICE, REPAIRS

2
0

• a a a

The nation has set for Itself the task of raising $75.000,000 for the American Red Cross, and the prevailing spirit
indicates that Knox County will do its humble share, and
without delay. The good that the Red Cross does in the
event of a catastrophe Is so well known that repetition would
be idle. We had an illustration of it in our own dish last
October, when forest fires destroyed so much property and
left so many families homeless. What happened at Bar
Harbor and many other communities may strike anywhere,
without slightest warning, and] leave them utterly
helpless but for this universal benefactor. There can be but
one answer when you are asked to support a Red Cross cam
paign, Affirmative? Certainly!

book now shows 22 wins and six
losses for the season—something
worth writing home about.
Whittier filled the basket for 18
points closely followed by Spauld
ing with 16. Burgess was top man
for the visitors.
Bath led at the end of the first
period, but after that—oh, my!.
Camden 169)
G.
F.
P
Spaulding If ........ 6
4» 16
Whittier, rf .......... 9
0
18
Young, rf ............. 2
0
4
Heal, c ................... 6
1
13
Milliken, c ............ 4
0
3
Bryant, lg ............ 10
2
Grinnell, rg .......... 2
2
6
Bagley, rg .............. 1
0
2

w*

Those Drinkwater Boys Are
Resting In the Sun Berth

Totals ............... 17
3
$7
Referees, Farrell and Hopkins.
Time, 4-10’s.
• • • •
Brunswick 73, Dodges 68
Playing the return game at
Brunswick the Dodges lost a
tough one 73 to 68. In the first
meeting between the two clubs,
Rockland came out on top 46 to 38
The opening period saw the
teams matching baskets, in a fast
pace. Rockland led 16 to 12 in the
first. Brunswick's small right for
ward sparked the second period at
tack. scoring 12 points, and the
Dodges trailed 38 to 27 at the half.
Folson, the little forward, set his
own pace scoring 11 points to keep
his team out in front 59-41 ending
the third period. The last period
found Rockland putting on the
pressure, scoring 26 points and
narrowing the gap as big G.
Whittier came up with 10 points
while Brunswick was collecting a
14-point total.
Rockland (68)
G.
F.
F.
Spaulding, If .. ... 8
3
19
Allen, rf .......... ... 6
0
12
Flint.- rf .......... ... 5
0
10
T. Whittier, e .. ... 7
1
15
G. Whittier, c .. ... 3
0
6
Ames, lg .......... ... 2
1
5
Du ft. rg .......... ... 0
o
o
McConchie, rg ... 0
1
1
_
—
—
Totals .......... ... 31
68
6
Brunswick (73)
G.
F.
P.
Folson, If ........ ... 13
29
3
Leets, rf .......... ... 11
0
22
1
3
Faver. c ......... ... 1
Atwood, lg ...... .... 7
3
17
Irish, lg .......... ... 0
0
0
Warren, lg ...... ... 0
0
0
Hanks, rg ........ ... 1
0
2
Allen, rg .......... ... 0
0
0
—
—
Totals .......... ... 33
7
73
Referees, Coffn, Roderich,

Connellan, If.......
Kaler, If ...............
Murgita, rf ... 4
Foote, rf ...............
Holden, c .............
Lunt, c ..................
French, lg ...........
Deshon, lg .........
Marsh, rg .............
Gustin, rg ...........

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
UNFURNISHED Apartment to let at
Rockland Airport. CALL 1054 W be
tween 10 a m. and 6 p. m._______ 18-19
FAIRBANKS Platform Scales, with
scoop, Clark's Spring Scales. Cabinet
Vlctrola and SO records, 'Cello, Break
fast Sets, one chrome. Library Tables,
Knee-hole Desks. Rockers. Oak Dining
Table and six Chairs, Mantle CIocks,
Dishes, Picture Frames (all kinds).
Stands, and marble-top Commodes for
sale. LAWRENCE WEAVER. 15 Hyier
street. Thomaston.
18-19
DRY or Green Slabs and Edgings for
sale, stove lengths, by truck load.
cheap. TEL. 655.__________________ 18»19
CHOICE Early-cut Hay for sale. Will
load your truck here or deliver. HILL
CREST, Warren. Tel 35-11._______ 18*19
CARETTAKER FARMER,
all around
man, handy with tools for year ’round
position, 12 miles from Thomaston
Comfortable 4-room house, also bath
room. kitchen and dinette, free heat,
light and telephone.
Reply giving
references and salary requested to
“S. F. W.” The Courier-Gazette 18-20
•-----------------------------------------------------------

Tuesday-Friday

We can promise all patrons a most complete furniture service,
now that our moving is completed. We are now ready to give to
our customers* a far greater and better service than ever before
in top quality Furniture at Fair and Honest Prices.

Stonington Furniture Company
SADIE MARCUS, Proprietor.

352 MAIN ST. The New Farm worth Block, ROCKLAND, ME.

80
P.
8
0

2

8
0
8
2
7

third of the season, It looks like a
battle right down to the-wire be
tween four teams: Spruce Head,
Gulf, Snow’s and Water Co., with
the first place team only four
points or one match away from the
lourth place outfit.
Here is the standing with Gulf
and I. O. O. F„ to be rolled off.
Lost
Won
10
41
Spruce Head
Gulf
18
37
22
Snows
38
Water Co.
37
23
29
Rockland Wholesale
31
I. O. O. F.
28
27
34
Perry’s
26
M. C. R. R.
24
36
42
Lime
18
Swift’s
44
16
Swift’s 1, Snow's 4,
Bwlft'4—F. Perry, 2&1; Richard
son, 269; Anastasio, 265' Robinson,
264; OTDell, 304; total. 1391.
Snow's—Raymond, 296; Lowbll,
269; Geneviez, 296: W. Willis, 285;
Gatcombe. 294; total, 1431
Perry’s—McPhee, 263; Epstein,
249; O’Dell, 305; Gray, 273; Cook.
262; total, 1352.
I. O. O. F.—Jameson, 256; Cbaples, 251; Hastings, 233; Achorn,
275; Makinen, 301; total 1326.
Water Co., 5, Spruce Head, 0,
Spruce Head—N. Drinkwater, 254;
Davis, 266; Alley, 237; W. Drink
water 285; A. Drinkwater, 283; to
tal 1315.
Water Co.,—Winslow, 293; Curtis,
255; Bartlett,, 279; Doak, 273;
Ames, 281; total, 1381.
Wholesalers, 4, M. C. R. R„ 1,
Wholesalers — McKinney. 263;
Hlllgrave, 268; Curtis, 288; O’Dell,
261; Korhonen, 243; total 1323.
M. C. R. R„—Anderson, 232;
Bourne, 285; Whitney, 252; Brack
ett, 262; Rufus, 289; total 1320.
Gulf 4, Lime Co. 1,
Lime Co.—Wentworth, 240; Snow
man. 274; O’Dell. 245; Taylor, 291;
Laine, 270; total, 1320.
Gulf—Sleeper, 271; Murphy, 260;
Colby. 280; L. Drinkwater, 295:
Danielson, 251; total, 1347.
Spruce Head 4, Gulf 1,
Spruce Head—Davis, 257;
K.
Drinkwater, 244; A. Drinkwatef.
274; N. Drinkwater, 267; W. Drink-

Deafened People May
.
Now Hear Clearly
Science has now made It posslbl-:
for the deafened to hear faint sounds.
It is a hearing device so small that
It fits In the hand and enables thou,
sands to enjoy sermons, music and
friendly companionship. Accepted j
by the Council on Physical Medicine
of the American Medical Associa
tion. Tills device dbe.’; not require
separate battery pack, battery wire,
case or garment to bulge or weigh
you down. The tone is clear and
powerful. So made that you can aftjust it yourself to suit your hearing
as your hearing changes. The mak
ers ot Beltone, Dept. 8, 1460 West
19th St., Chicago 8, Ill., are so proud
of their achievement that they will
gladly send free descriptive bookie:
and explain how you may get a full
demonstration of this remarkable
hearing device In your own horn”
without risking a penny. Write Bel.
tone today.

FOR EXPERT BODY AND
FENDER WORK

water, 262; total, 1294.
Gulf—Sleeper, 257; (Murphy, 242;
Colby, 260;
Drinkwater, 258;
Danielson. 268; total, 1285.
• • • •
Some Fine Averages

Following are the Star Alley
League averages for those who have
bowled In most of the games;
33 Strings
Avg.
PF.
Names,
3103
Gatcombe,
3091
Lawry,
3082
W. Willis.
3032
Curtis,
O’Dell.
3003
3002
Doak,
2947
Geneviez,
293(f
Snowman,
2923
Roes.
2912
Lowell.
2883
B. Winslow
2815
Korhonen,
2779
Melvin,
2763
Anderson,
30 Strings
2778
Ames
92.6
2768
Cook,
92.3
2768
Robinson,
92.3
2694
Anastasio,
898
2692
Brackett.
89 7
2640
Bartlett,
88.0
2610
Bourne.
87.0
2519
Bernstein,
84.0
2478
Wentworth,
82.6
87 Strings
2645
W Drinkwater.
97.8
2601
L. Drinkwater,
96.3
2551
Machinen,
945
2522
Sleeper,
93.3
2504
priby,
92.7
2433
Taylor,
00.1
2420
K. Drinkwater,
89 6
2412
Alley
89.3
2405
Danielson,
89 1
2323
H. Curtis,
S6.0
2306
Richardson,
854
2264
Baum.
83.9
24 Strings
2230
92 9
Laine,
2219
92.5
A. Drinkwater.
2207
920
Hobbs,
2175
90.8
Davis,
2163
N. Drinkwater,
90.1
2132
R88
Benner,
2087
87.0
Chaples.
2064
860
Gray,
2017
84.0
Carsley,
21 Strings

85.2
84 6
84.2

Achom,
Epstein,
Hallowell

1789
1777
1769

AS LITTLE AS
»qoo

a

WEEK

SETS YOU FREE ON WASHDAYS!
Down payments slashed! Months

and months to pay the balance!
And with your Bendix all you’ll
do it set a dial, put in soap and

leave! The Bendix does the rest—

•II by itself! Washes clothes.
Rinses 3 times. Damp-drys
clothes. You don’t even have to
be there. Find out about the new
easy payment terms today.
BI MIMI

BENDIXUC3tWasher

COSTS UP TO $90 LESS
THAN OTHER AUTOMATICS
TO START WITH!

COMI IN FOR FRII DIMON STRATION

ALBERT E. MACPHAIL
PLUMBING AND HEATING
445 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 738-W

FOR SALE
COMPLETE LUNCH ROOM
EQUIPMENT
(ORDERED TO VACATE)

5 Fluorescent Lights
1 New Coke Cooler, 1 Ice Cream Mart
1 Hamilton Beach Mixer
1 Heinz Soup Kitchen
1 Pie Rack
1 Cigarette Rack
1 New National Cash Register
2 Cory Coffee Makers, 120-Ft. Counter
15 Stools
3 Booths
1 Edison Hotpoint Sandwich Toaster
(SIX MONTHS OLD)

ALSO

AUTOMOBILE PAINTING
SEE

TOM SHANNON
AT

E. 0. Phllbrook & Son

Garage
632 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME
16-T-25

WALLPAPER
HIGHEST GUALITY
X

1 Edison Hot Point Fryer (6 months old)
1 Edison Hotpoint Grill, Hood and Fan
G. E. Electric Clock, new
1 Florence Oil Heater (wick type)
1 Glenwood Kitchen Stove (oil)
1 Food SlScer, 1 Potato Dicer
1 Electric Plate * 1 Hamburg Grinder
Dishes and Silverware of all kinds and
other items

FINE ASSORTMENT

BicknelFs Hardware
19$-513 MAIN St„ RdCKLAND
TEL. 1574
wfe oftiVta
M-tf

INQUIRE AT

HUBBARD’S LUNCH
TEL 352-2,

THOMASTON, ME.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March

TALK OF THE TOWN

The play-off for the Knox-Llncoln League basketball champion
ship will be held Monday night,
March 8, at 7JO between Thomas
ton High School and Lincoln Academy at Community
Building
gym Tickets for the game will be
available the latter part of the
week at Thomaston High School
and Lincoln Academy.

In Municipal Court

2,1948

Infantile Victims

SPOTLIGHT
ON HIE GRADES

A 16-year old Washington boy
To Benefit From Ball At the
t was bound over to the May term of
’ Superior Court Saturday on morals
Community Building St.
charges involving his 12-year-old
sister.
Patrick’s Day
• • • •
I James McPhee of Wuldoboro was
The Knox County Infantile Pa
sentenced to 60 days in jail yester
March 1 to 31—Annual Red Cross Fund
McLain School
sure to have one every morning. ralysis Fund committee is making
Drive.
day when found guilty of digging
Grade 3, Mrs. Perry
Also our grade was presented with final preparations lor the St. Pa
March 4—Warren: Woman’s Club to
Hundreds of listeners in this clams In polluted areas in the
resume meetings after recess.
area heard the Sunday morning
Lincoln’s Day program: Poem, a very attractive poster drawn by trick’s Day ball at the Community
March 5—Cushing: Minstrel Show and address over a nation-wide radio Georges Rover. Judge Dwinal has
movies at Orange Hall.
repeatedly warned offenders thai "Lincoln Story," Betty Williamson; Oli^irloMe Brackett and Ellen Suhook-up of Rt. Rev. Henry K. Sher Continued violations would bring "Events from Lincoln’s Life,” Jo lldes, showing Little Jack Horner Building, March 17.
March 8~-Camden Town Meeting.
Object of the ball is to replenish
March 8—Owl’s Head Town Meeting.
rill on “The Presiding Bishop's ; Increasingly heavy fines and pos- | Anne White; "Lincon in Pictures," eating a 100 percent breakfast, with
March 11 (7.30 p. m.)—Yacht Club Fund for World Relief.”
the emergency fund of the group
Bishop
j
a
jolly
little
rhyme
neatly
printed
David
Dean;
"Abraham
Lincoln
”
sible
imprisonment.
McPhee.
who
,
meeting City Council rooms.
picture. Margaret which was depleted last year by
March 11—Annual Birthday Banquet. Sherrill, who Ls a primate of the has been before the court several Ann Savitt. Play, “Abraham Lin beneath the
Episcopal Church in America, dis times on similar charges, was the coln and the Little Bird,” Judith Grlqpi had charge of the arrange five cases of Infantile in Camden.
Methodist Church.
Tlie $2,815.10 raised and kept In
March 12—Annual Rubinstein Club cussed the vital need in Europe and
first to feel the promse of he court. Pease, Donna Leonard, Harriet ments for the playlet.
Spring Concert at 8 o’clock.
Asia of aid for this country. Due The arrest was madq by Coastal Lunt, Dorinda Coughlin. Ann Sav
Two members of our grade helped reserve for just such an emergency
March 15—Cushing Town Meeting.
to Its early hour of service, St Warden Hickey and Dobbins lasl itt.
entertain at Kippy Karnival. They over the past several years was
March 15—Waldoboro Town Meeting.
Peter’s parishioners heard Bishop Saturday.
March 15—Union town meeting.
were Anna Coughlin and Mary practically exhausted in treatment
Story,
'Abe
and
Austin,
”
Harriet
March
17—Knox
County
Infantile Sherrill’s address via transcription
of the five cases With but a balance
Brown.
Lunt.
Paralysis Ball at Community Build
___ u
Anna Couglalin brought her den of $265 69 now remaining in the
Grevls Melville, founder and di
ing.
Story, “A Little Lad of Long Ago," tal certificate to school last week. treasury.
Aurora Lodge will meet Wednes rector of the Damariscotta Infor
March 18- Rubinstein Club Annual
Of the amount available for use
Regular order of busi mation Bureau, spoke to the Junior Diane Valenla. Ercell Sawyer, We have several dental certificates
Spring Concert in Congregational day night
Church at 8 o’clock.
Francis
DavLs. Austin Sylvester pinned up beside our health chart. last year, national headquarters
ness and balloting. New applica Chamber of Commerce Monday
March 19—Educational Club Meeting
and
Frederick
Steeves.
contributed
$1000 during the emer
The children are glad to have Gail
in Congregational vestry 3-8.30 p. m tions will be received. After the night on the benefits which an in
regular meeting there will be work format on bureau can extend to a
Washington's Birthday Program: Ladd back in school after being gency. One case alone required
March 28-—Easter.
before recovery was effected;
April 1, 2 and 8—Seaside Wonderland in the Pellowcraft degree.
community. He described the ac Story, “Life ot Oeorge Washington,” absent several weeks; also Billy Em $1048
Carnival. Rockport High School.
'Lee Dyer; “Events in Washington’s ery. who has been absent with others called for $206. $269, $494. and
tivities
of
hts
organization
in
in

April 1-2—Republican State conven
Thcmas Watkinson is attending troducing the stranger to the rec jUfe,” Jo Anne White; “The Birth whooping cough; and Douglas Mol $532 each. The costs were divided
tion in Portland.
April 1-3- Annual Carnival of Rock Portland Business College, he is the
loy, whose perfect attendance rec with payments of $1895 going to
and industrial facilities i of the Flag,” Cynthia Sherman,
port High School.
husband of the former Virginia reational
Story, “Our Country," David ord was broken by two weeks’ ill pay hospital bills for the patients;
of the regon which It serves. The i Dean
April 2-3—Democratic State Convention. Witham.
ness. Attendance was very poor the $162 for doctors, $381 for nurse
April 9-10—Democratic State Conven
meeting was held at the Thorndike
i Story, "Our Country’s Flag,” week before vacation, but all are care and $20 for transportation
tion ln Augusta.
Hotel
with
dinner
at
6
30,
followed
Rockland and Camden lodges of
May 3-Annual PTA. Ball at Com
glad to have it back to normal wtth $90 being charged to miscel
a business session and the guest ’ Harriet Lunt.
munity Building.
Odd Fellows will hold an enter by
laneous expenses.
i Story, “George Washington and again.
speaker.
May 12-16—At Rockland. Maine An
Fund officials explain that one1 tlie Sorrel." Donna Leonard.
Wendell has brought a number
nual Conference of the Methodist tainment and dance at the Rock
land
lodge
hall
'March
12.
All
Odd
Story, "The Soldier’s Song,” Ann game which we have enjoyed this half of the funds raised will be
Church.
,
The off ces at the City Building ;[ Savitt.
June 21—Primary Election.
Fellows, their ladies and guests are will
week.
deposited with national headquart
be closed today from 2 to 3 p. m.
invited. Refreshments will be served. during
ers for use in epidemic areas, as is
Tyler School
the funeral of Charles H. i Story. ‘George Washington and
The Delca Pish Company at Port
the case with all other groups
Jimmie
Donovan
”
,
Joan
Scarlott.
Morey.
Fourth
Grade,
MLss
Bowden
Clyde has concluded canning large
There will be a meeting of the
Song, "Song for February." Class.
throughout the country. The re
Robert Smith has left our school maining
herring and embarks this week cn Rockland Yacht Club at the City
funds are administered
James Marshall has left the and
Rev.
Pr.
Gary,
chaplain
at
the
moved
to
Plorida.
the packing of sardines. The her Council rooms in the city building
locally under the direction of
class to retur n to his former home
University
of
Maine,
was
the
guest
Janice
Rogers,
Annette
Bisbee,
ring will be brought from down East March 11 at 7.30 p. m„ according
James Connellan and
at the parish supper at St in Florida.
Joyce Black and Janette Cum Chairman
ports by the Morris trucks.
to Commodore Horatio Cowan. All speaker
Treasurer Montgomery.
Grade 1, Miss Gordon
Peter's
Undercroft
Thursday
night.
mings
made
our
February
decora

members and interested persons Mrs. Edwin Webber and Mrs. Ber
Should an epidemic exhaust lo
Recently 1st grade was enter tions for the room.
The Knox-Waldo Hairdressers’ are urged to attend.
funds, as was the case last year,
nard Kaler were in charge of the tained by six of MLss Davis' Home
Association will meet next Monday
We have been bringing in news cal
national headquarters of the In
Economics girls, when they pre events for our bulletin board.
night, at Wadsworth Inn, Camden.
Walter Gay and Fred Harden, Jr. j covered dish supper.
sented a playlet which they wrote.
Janette Cummings has brought a fantile ParalysLs Fund contributes
Dinner at 7 p. m.
are co-chairmen of the circle sup
Miss Norma B. Howard of Union It was entitled A 100 percent Break set of Currier and Ives prints which the necessary monies to carry the
per In the Congregational vestry
Gary Oray, grandson of Rev. and Wednesday night at 6.15. Others has been named to the Dean's list fast. The pupils were impressed we have at the front of the room. cases to completion. Local units
are not required to return the
Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald, met on the committee are: Edwin Jones. at Mt. Ida College at Newton, with the idea that they'd better be There arc 12, one for each month.
money contributed by national.
with an acc dent recently in which Walter Morse. John Karl, William Mass., where she is a senior, major
There are no strings attached to
hts left hand was caught In an elec Karl, Dr Robert Allen, June Champ ing in secretarial sciences. She is
the financing of treatment for po
tric mixer. The fourth finger had lin, David Hodgkins, Jr., Richard tlie daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
lio;
the only requirement being the
to be amputated at the second joint. Karl, Joseph Lamb, James Weeks. L. Howard of Union and Ls one of
GRANGE CORNER certification
of the victim’s doctor
six
in
the
student
body
of
over
300
ooo
Friday is Temperance Day in the Adriel Pales, Guy Nicholas Russell to be honored scholastically. She Have Many Visitors At Wed
that treatment is needed. The doc
Bartlett.
Jr.,
Eugene
Staples,
Ar

schools and will be observed with
tor contacts the local officials and
News items from all of the Pa
is the only Maine girl elected to the
nesday Night’s Ninth An
special programs in most rooms. thur Schofield, William Cummings, Dean
funds are immediately available
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
’
s
list
by
the
faculty.
A
grad

Edward
Ladd,
Edward
Barnard,
March 14 ls Temperance Lesson in
with a reserve being in waiting
here.
nual inspection
Joseph Emery, Jr., Lawrence Plum uate of Rockland High School ln
the Sunday Schools.
from national headquarters if lo
mer, Gerald Black, Kent Glover. : 1946, where she was active in sports ! The "Red Jacket” held its all-im
cal funds are inadequate.
Remember the Infantile Paralysis Gerald Beverage, Emlio Hary. and the Glee Club. Miss Howard portant inspection Wednesday night South Hope Grange was guest
The St. Patrick’s ball will be a
Benefit Ball March 17 at Commun Frederick Newcomb, Ernest Ed played softball for Mt. Ida Junior with Commodore Johnson as in last Tuesday of Pioneer Grange East highlight of the year if present
ity Building.
15*22 wards, Kenneth Carroll. Len Eu- College last year. She will be grad spection officer. The official board- Union, where the ladles' degree plans are carried to completion.
ranlus, Charles Bicknell, 2d, Austin uated in June.
team conferred the third and fourth Beside the ball, there is to be a
' ing party consisted of the Commo- degrees.
Visit Lucien K. Green & Sons, Billings, James Pease and Chauncey
wealth of entertainment features
I
dore,
Vice
Commodore
J.
N.
South

• a • •
Harold
E.
Gerrish,
electrician's
jecona noor, 18 School street Odd Lowell.
’ m4te, third class, U.S.N., son of Mr. ard, Field Executive. Leon Warren, Acorn Grange of Cushing will and a series of food and refreshFellows Block. City, for Purs, Pur
BORN
and Mrs. Harold Gerrish of 27 Chairman of the City Council Os- confer the third and fourth degrees
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
I good Gilbert, and City Manager Wednesday on three candidates.
prices.
lOtf
Young—At Mary Wentworth Mater James street, is serving aboari the
nity Home, Vinalhaven. Feb. 19. to Mr. destroyer tender USS Shenandoan, 1 Fred D. Farnsworth.
An Easter style show will be pre
and Mrs. Robert Young, a daughter— which has left Norfolk Naval Sta
Near the close of the meeting. sented. The last rehearsals for
Peggy Ann
Commodore Johnson announced the minstrel show will be Tuesday
Heyer—At Waldoboro. Feb. 24. to Mr tion, Norfolk. Va., enroute to the
and Mrs. Thurlow Heyer, a son.
Mediterranean to relieve the de i the rating of the ship, it will retain and Thursday nights. This show,
Philbrook—At Knox Hospital. Feb. 26. stroyer tender USS Ciand Canyon its Regional Flagship rating, .stih by Grange members, will be held
to M“ and Mrs Charles L Phiibrook of
The duties of the aectroyer tender ! highest in Maine, and was iwith- March 5. at the hall at 7.30. Mem
Ash Point, a daughter Linda Rae.
BAPTIST CHURCH
Gray—At Knox Hospital. Feb. 21, to ire to service, supply andi repair i in 32 points of becoming a Nation bers of the cast are: Nora Seaver.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard W. Gray, a son— eight ships attached to their squad al Flagship. His comment was that Ruth Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Lester
WARREN
Richard Carroll.
ron and other ships that require he preferred a very strong Region - Delano, Vivian Miller. Mr. and
Thompson—At Vinal Maternity Home,
MARCH 1 TO MARCH 10
i al rating to a weak national rating Mrs Robert Ames, Mr. and Mrs.
A. F. & A. M. NO. 211
Feb. 28. to Mr. and Mrs. Elmer R. emergency servicing. The crew cf
At 7.30 P. M.
Thompson of Thomaston, a son—Ster oflt) officers and enlisted personnel and that with greater advance Nick Caraganis, Fannie Davis. Phil
Allen.
arc specialists trained for such ment, this ship would be a sure bet ip Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Orne.
FRIENDSHIP, ME.
Meeting every night except Satur ling
Colby—At Knox Hospital. Feb. 22. to
tor National next year,
Mary Orne, Katheryn Maloney, Mrs.
day, conducted by
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Colby of Spruce work.
i
Another
highlight
of
the
evening
Gladys Davis, Bobbie Delano, Mr.
Head, a son—Cha. les William.
Rev. Ondon P. Stairs
Doak—At Knox Hospital. Peb 22. to
"Dangerous Years,” the unusual was the presentation and announce and Mrs. Homer Marshall, Irene
Work on the
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Doak. a daugh juvenile delinquency film, which ment tliat Scout Donald Smalley, Burns, “Junior” Crute; assistants.
of Gardiner
ter—Angela Ruth
Special Music.
Vital Messages.
Peterson—At Knox Hosni tai, Feb. 24 opens today at Park Theatre, takes son of Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Everett Davis, Laurice Young; di
MASTER MASON DEGREE
to Mr and Mrs. Albert Cobb Peterson a Freudian theory as its basic 1 Smalley, was promoted to the rank rector, Nick Caraganis.
• • « •
of Ash Point, a son—James Cobb.
theme for a well-knit and daring of Mate. This is the third time
Hart—At Knox Hospital, Feb. 24. to screen play authored by Arnold that officers have come from the
WEDNESAY, MARCH 3
White Oak 4-H Club will present
Mr. and Mrs. Willard W Hart of West
Belgartl. The film attempts to get ranks.
the program next Friday night at
Rockport, a daughter Susan Leonice.
Burgess—At Knox Hospital, Feb. 24 at the heart of one of the nation’s ■ Vhi tors
and guests lnoluded White Oak Grange, North Warren,
REFRESHMENTS
to Mr. and Mrs Arthur Burgess of biggest problems by showing that Commodore Johnson, Vice Commo Eini Riutta, and Evangeline Bar
Warren, a daughter—Barbara Ann.
Kalloch—At Knox Hospital. Feb. 24, the first few years of child's life dore Southard, Fred Farnsworth bour, to give the dairy food dem
to Mr. and Mrs Robert E Kalloch. a are more important than his future i O. A. Gilbert, Dr. Edwin L. Scarlott, onstration, which they will give at
son—Donald Bernard
environment, social and financial I Wilbur F. Senter, Jr., S. L. Cullen. Farm and Home week at Orono.
Hill—At the Gould Maternity Home, status. Twelve of the nation’s lead ! K. A. George, Maurice Nute, Leon
■
This was given at State Camp last
ln South Hope. Feb. 13. to Mr and
M:s Viljo Hill of Searsmont, a daugh ing psychoanalysts were queried as R. White, Leon A. Warren, James Fall. Other 4-H clubs are invited
to (he validity of thLs theory and Moore, and Al MacFarland. Mana to be present during the lecturers
ter Linda Dianna
their suggestions have been incor ger Farnsworth and Councilman hour at White Oak Grange.
MARRIED
porated into the drama.
Mrs. Ruth Wiley of North War
Gilbert spoke briefly to the group
Your Electrolux Man Ls In town
Matlson-Overlock—At Rockland. Peb
promising continued city co-opera ren, announces the following pro
28. Robert Mattson of Waldoboro and
The United States has more than tion. Vice Commodore Southard gram to be presented Saturday at
and will be for some time. For
' MI.s.si Bernys Overlock of Warren.—by 123.000 miles of petroleum pipe
and Dr. Scarlott commented briefly the day meeting of Knox Pomona
1 Rev. J. Charles MacDonald.
information on Sales or Service
Fraanelll-Beal—At Rockland. Feb 26. lines.
on the fine showing of the ship. Grange, which will be held with
i Joseph Prasnelll ot Pottsville'. Pa..and
on your present Electrolux, write
South
Hope,
at
South
Hope.
Tlie
Coach
MacFarland
gave
his
final
Prom 1919 through 1940, the U.
10-tf Dorothy Beal of Rockland—by Rev. Al
fred G Hempstead
S. spent an average of $2,737,000.- pep talk before the Round Robin opening will be the welcome by the
master of the host Grange or sub
: Tourney Thursday night.
000 Ai year building houses.
LEWIS E. DYER
DIED
The meeting was followed by a stitute; response by Mrs. Ruby Al
168 CAMDEN ST.. ROCKLAND
len,
Rockland;
roll
call,
quotations
Tolman
—
At
Weymouth.
Mass..
Feb.
!
Staff
meeting
when
constructive
SINCE 1855
26. Mrs. Martha W. Tolman. wife of
or TEL. 112
plans were formulated for a diversi by the Pomona officers, from the
Fred B. Tolman of Weymouth. Mafws..
fied series of programs, of particu- fifth degree manual; a quiz; the
16-26
age 63 years. 5 months. 9 days. Funeral
question, ’should the government
j lar interest to Senior Scouts,
Tuesday at 10 o’clock at Burpee Funeral
Home. Rev. John Smith Lowe officiat
i Future programs will be an- guarantee the farmer the cost of
LUTHER W. GLIDDEN
ing. Entombment ln Sea View Ceme
• nounced and ported in advance, production for all crops, live stock
tery
TEL. 73. THOMASTON w Poland—At RocJcland. Feb. 28. Fred
with ail Scouts having a part and and ooultry products ' which will
6l-ti Poland, age 83 years 11 months. 11 days.
the officers acting as supervisors be opened by Fred Femald of
Wilbur—At Camden. Feb. 27, Etta
Thomaston. The host grange will
.
and instructors.
(Tyler) widow of Frank H. Wilbur, age
I wish to state that I am no
j The entire staffs will participate furnish three numbers
78 years.
• • • •
AND MOVIES
longer with Ray’s Taxi, and I am
Worthley—At Knox Hospital. Feb. 29.
in a “Skippers At Home” meeting
Grangers are reminded to send
Nora Worthley. widow of the late Frank
hack at the old stand—
at the home of Skipper Isaac Ham
Worthley of Damariscotta .age 62 years.
marked seed packages for Eur
mond, 60 Beech street next Tuesday. the
7 months, 5 days
Funeral services
311 MAIN STREET
ope, to Mrs. Sumner Sewell, in
from Strong Funeral Heme, Damari
Results -of the Round Robin Bath, if plainly marked with the
CUSHING GRANGE HALL I! Tourney
Hours: 7.00 to 12.00
scotta. Wednesday at 2 p. m. Entomb
wUi
be
published
in
Tuesreturn address, the one who sends
ment in Damariscotta Cemetery.
’
day
’
s
Oourfer.
Maloney—At Cushing. March 1, Lizzie
the package will eventually hear
FRIDAY, MARCH 5
F. Maloney, widow of Fred L. Maloney,
In a short review of his experi from the one in Europe, who re
Licenaed Lady Embalmer
age 86 years. 6 months, 24 days. Fu
ences taking the Coast Guard Acad ceives it. It Is getting late, so an
neral Thursday at 2 o’clock from Cush
emy entrance exam. Scout John early mailing to Mrs. Sewell is im
Rockland Tel. 810
TEL. 1543
ing Funeral Home, Thomaston. Inter
Show Starts at 7.30 P. M.
j Joseph Jr., attempted to impress perative to get the seeds over to
ment in Hathorne Cemetery. Cushing
558 Main Street
Charles J. Rich, Prop.
McGuire—At Rockland. Feb. 28. Mrs.
J on his shipmate’s minds the value that country for planting this sea
18-19
Barbara MeMorran McGuire, wife of
Thomaston Tel. 192
! and the stress placed on former son.
Admission:
John Francis McGuire, age 74 years. 10
22 Knox Street
Scouting experience by military
months. 28 days Requiem High Mass
A meeting of the White Oak Ju
Adults, 35c; Children, 20r
at 9 o’clock today at St Bernard’s
authorities. Young Joseph received venile Grange was held Saturday
Ambulance Service
Catholic Church.
Entombment ln
hLs Eagle Badge at the Senior afternoon at White Oak Grange
Camden
Scout Ball last Saturday night.
Hall, North Warren.
• • • •
IN MEMORIAM
1936- Ivan E Cunningham—1948
Itistantoul was formerly knomn as
It
is
planned
to have dancing
Heavy are our hearts today.
Byzantium aid as Constantinople. follow the meeting tonight of
WIRING
Memory brings you back once more.
To the time when you were with us.
Warren Grange.
Intercom Systems, Oil Furnace In

The Sea Scouts

GOSPEL SERVICES

Meduncook Lodge

ELECTROLUX

SEAL TEST

ICE CREAM

Glidden Memorials

MINSTREL
SHOW

The Sea Scouts

Back To Homeland

The program for Wednesday’s
meeting w.ll be ln charge of Bos’n
Robert Chatto. The theme is "SlUp
Rigging.” There will be preliminary
instruction by crew leaders, followed
by general instruction by Mate
Perry. A quiz, covering the subject
will be judged by Chatto near the
conclusion of ths meeting.
....
The very successful “Round Rob
in" played here recently with the
SSS Boxer,'' SSS "Danforah,” and
SSS "Byrd” was a source ot real satisfaot'on for the powerful "Red
Jacket” team won an easy victory
over Gardiner and won a tougher
game with Augusta in the playoff.
The "Red Jacket" team has played
and won four games to date and has
three more to go; one at home and
one each at Brunswick, and South
Bristol.

Come Remains Of War Hero
Calvin F. Pilley, Late Of
Limeroek Street
The casketed remains of ad
ditional World War II dead, recent
ly returned to the Port of San
Francisco from the Pacific Theatre,
are being sent home for final
burial, announced Col. Henry Berbert, Commanding Officer of the
acnenectady General Distribution
Depot, U. S. Army.
I The bodies ot servicemen re
turned from the Pacific Feto. 11,
aboard the USAT Cardinal O'Con
nell, are from many temporary
military cemeteries throughout the
Pacific including Hawaii, Austra
lia and Guadalcanal.
There is an unavoidable opera
tional rime lapse between the ar
rival -4 deceased military person
nel and final delivery at hometown
destinations. Only a limited num
ber of remains van be rertiipped
out of the Distribution Centers in
one day, due to tlie small number
[ of escorts available Next of kin
will be notified as shipping schedj ules are completed.
The casketed remains of Pvt.
John M Pilley, consigned to
Charles L. Oesner. Undertaker, 22
Church street, Belfast, for delivery
to Calvin F. Pilley, 247 Maverick
i street. Rockland, were shipped
Monday, escorted home by Cpl.
william D. Collins, of the U S
Army Military Escort Detachment.

ment booths which will be well
stocked and staffed.
The affair is countywide with all
communities contributing to the
(iteration of the dance and enter
tainment and with teams of ticket
sellers being formed to go into ac
tion this week
Anyone within Knox County who
is afflicted with polio is eligible
lor treatment purchase with the
funds which are to be raised. The
activities of the past year speak
well for the fund and point
strongly to the necessity of re
establishing It at the earliest pos
sible moment against calls from
new cases
Edward Mayo heads the fund
Firms in Japan are seeking
raising committee and supported by
a large and enthusiastic group : kets for toys in America.
which Is working to make the
dance and entertainment an out
standing event and the fund a
sizeable one.

PUBLIC NOTICE

Pfc. Francis M Ripley, son of
Chester Winslow, has completed a
13-week course in Army basic
training at the Ninth Infantry Di
vision Fort Dlx. and will leave
soon for a new assignment at Camp
Stoneman. Calif. Private Ripley en
listed In the Army on Oct. 18, 1947.

Less than half of one per cent
of inter-city passenger travel in the
United States in 1940 was by boat.

The Office of

DR. W. N. WASGATT
Will

Be

Closed

Wednesday and Thursday
While Moving Office to

41 TALBOT AVENUE

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

FOR THE OPENING OF

Gregory’s
MODERNIZED STORE

Watch for the announcement Coming
Soon About This Bigger and Better
Store for Men and Boys
Meanwhile we call your attention to the
NEW SPRING TOPCOATS
that are priced from

$25.00 to $65.00
Tweeds, Gabardines, Coverts, Cheviots

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS
$18.50, $25.00, $30.00, smart styles
PLENTY OF SHIRTS
White or Colored

$2.95, $3.50, $3.95, $4.50, $4.95
ATTRACTIVE EASTER TIES

$1.00 to $2.50

NOTICE!

DAVIS

FUNERAL HOMES

Charlie’s Taxi

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

riAM. M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
14 HOUK AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701

• CLAREMQNT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
M-tf

In the happy days of yore.
Mother, Father and Brother.

terference Filters. Free Estimates.
All Work Guaranteed

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our relatives,
neighbors and friends for their expres
sions of sympathy during our recent
bereavement, and for the floral trib
utes. ln the loss of our uncle.
Mrs. Carrie McFarland and family.

E. W. LYMBURNEB

CARD OF THANKS

I wish to express my sincere thanks
to friends and neighbors who so kind
ly remembered me while I was a pa
tient ln Knox Hospital: special thanks
I to Dr. Paul Jones. Dr. Howard Apol. lonlo and all the nurses for the excel
lent care I received.
Albert H Jones and Family,

i

Union.

•

Beano G. A. R.. Hall, Friday
March 5, at 7.30 p. m.
18*lt

TEL. THOMASTON 186-2
10»ll

WE ARE

MADQUAftTe/tS

irJr-lr-lr-IrJr-lr-IrJr-lr-lr-lr-^ir-IrJr-ir-ir-ipr-irJ

NADEAU’S SEA GRILL

BENEFIT DANCE

NEW - IMPROVED - IMMACULATE

at Glover Hall, Warren
FRIDAY. MARCH 5
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA

WILL OPEN

Proceeds for New Athletic Field
18-18

BUILDING
MATERIALS

FOR BUSINESS

THORNDIKE HOTEL
In the Rainbow Room

MONDAY, MARCH 8

GEORGE HUNTLEY

In New Location

8 Camden St., Rockland
DOUGHNUTS

Songs Old and New

with HAL BATES at the Piano

Wholesale and Retail

/Rest Ingredients

[/'A

ROCKIQNO

Venetian glass blowers were long
celebrated and are still noted for
the beauty of their glass work.

for

THE
DOUGHNUT JAR

Fresh Dally
All Home Cooking

WMS/
.BONDS

V/

W. H. GLOVER CO.
TELEPHONE 14, ROCKLAND, MK.

OLD MID NEW FRIENDS MID PATRONS WARMLY WELCOME

Every Night At 9.00 O’clock

1$-W

17-18

£
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Woodcock's Orchestra.

WALDOBORO

WARREN
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MRS ISABEL I ABE
Correspondent

»»«»
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel «

AAAA

Telephone 78

C. E. Matthews was in Rockland
Wednesday.
Valada Caran was in Rockland
Thursday to visit her aunt, Mrs.
Howard Chapman.
Mrs. O. E. Ludwig. Mrs. Malcolm
Little and Mrs. Thomas Brann
were Rockland visitors, Saturday.
The P. T. A., will meet Thursday
at 8 p. m.. at the High School. The
program will be In charge of the
sixth. Seventh and eighth grades.
Teachers of tlie Friendship street
Schools will be hostesse.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Creamer have
returned from a visit with Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence E. Reed, in Flush
ing. N. Y.
Pfc. Allan Benner stationed at
Fort Monmouth, N. J., has been
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Benner.
A son was born Wednesday to
Mr. and Mrs. Thurlow Heyer at
the home of Dr. Randolph. Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Weston were in
Portland. Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Nickerson at
tended the Ice Follies of 1C48. in
Boston.
The Bridge Club will meet with
Mrs. Betty Hilton. Thursday nigh'
A daughter was born to. Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Burgess of Warren
last Tuesday, at Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Beatrice Dores of Boston,
has been the guest of her sister
Mrs. Henry Hilton, Jefferson street
Over 500 attended tlie Washing
ton Birthday Ball Mondav night,
sponsored by the Lion’s Club. Mrs
Frances Chantel won the deep
freeze. Other prizes were, six-foot
locker space for one year donated
toy Co-operative Locker Inc., won
by Kenneth Pinkham of Southport:
table model radio donated by Ro
land Oenthner. won by Sarah Lash;
30-pound keg of sauerkraut dona
ted by Virgil Morse & Son. won by
Ralph Hilton. Damariscotta Mills;
a box of nylons donated by Forrest
Eaton, won by Thomas Lee of Wal
doboro and Lucille House of Dam
ariscotta: Austin Winchenbach won
the electric cI«k donated by Werton’s Store; Ida Stinger of Waldo
boro and Everett Winchenbach of
Waldoboro won the rubber boots
donated by Phil Weston: the Eversharp pocket pen donated by the
Waldoboro Press, won by Russell
Hilton. At intermission the wives
of the Lion's sold sandwiches, coffee
and punch. Present were Mr. and
Mrs. Edward D. True. District Gov
ernor and Councilor and Mrs. Curt
Lovell.

Among lesser-used narcoticis are
derivatives of 'he thorn-apple,
henbne. hope and lettuce.
When the Romans occupied
Britain they used iron nails in
their building.

The gospel services at the Bap
tist Church, through to March 10,
will start each night at 7.30.
Meetings of the Warren Woman's
Club will be resumed Thursday,
after a recess of two months, this
March meeting to be held in the
afternoon, with the business meet
ing at 2 and at 2.30 the Waldoboro
Woman's Club, as guests, will pre
sent an exchange program. Mrs.
Grace Simmons will preside at the
tea table during the afternoon.
Named as hostesses are Mrs. Alice
MacOougali, Mrs. Jessie Walker
and Mrs. Flora McKe'lar.
The Baptist Men's Forum will
hold a supper meeting Thursday
night at the Montgomery rooms,
following which the members will
attend the gospel services, to be
conducted at the Baptist Church,
by the Rev. Ondon P. Stairs.
An all day meeting of the Bap
tist Ladies Mission Circle will be
held Wednesday at the home of
Mrs. Robert Wotton. A box will be
packed for the Mathers Colored
school. Articles of discarded but
w hole Summer clothing are solicited
for this box. Covered dish dinner
will be served.
A stated meeting of Ivy Chap
ter will be held Friday night the
affiliation ceremony to be observed
with two candidates. A covered
dish supper will be served at 6.30,
with the following in charge, Mrs.
Mildred White and Mrs. Ada Spear.
Members not solicited are requested
to furnish sweets.
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Haskell, were
in Portland Friday where they at
tended that evening, the gradua
tion of the class from the Nurses’
Training school of the Maine Gen
eral Hospital, which was held at
Portland High School auditorium.
Others from this town, who attend
ed were Mrs. Leon Wotton, and
Mr. and Mrs, Ernest Achorn. Mem
bers of the graduating class, were
Miss Gloria Haskell.
youngest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Haskell.
Miss Ethel Wotton, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Wotton, and
Miss Barbara Castner. daughter of
Mrs. Achorn.
\ Pvt. Waino Waisanen has com
pleted his basic training at the
Lackland Army Air Base, San An
tonio. Texas, and is spending a de
layed enroute furlough with his
mother, Mrs. Carl Waisanen at
Pleasantville. He will report later
at Scott Field, Ill.
' Mr. and Mrs. Henry Laukka have
returned home from a visit in Now
1 York.
The Teen Timer’s Girls Club will
sponsor a benefit dance Friday
night at Glover Hall, the proceeds
to be given over to the new base
ball athletic field in the process of
construction, by the Warren Base
ball Club, Music will be
by

WINTER CHORES
ARE EASIER with
the i v unimsu ,

Jeep

Mrs. Leon Wotton returned home
Saturday from South Portland,
where she had been guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Norman Kimball.
MRS CHARLOTTE HAWES
Miss Evelyn Sawyer returned
Saturday to Gorham, N. H_ to re
Co; respondent
sume her teaching duties Monday.
a ft ft ■.
Speaker Thursday night at the
Telephone 2-21
meeting of the Congregational
Brotherhood was Howard Cousins
of Augusta, campaign publicity
Seniors of U. H. S., will sponsor
manager for Charles P. Nelson of another dance at Town Hall Sat
Augusta, who Is seeking nomina urday night, to help finance their
tion as representative to Congress April trip to New York. Dean's
from the second District. Mayor orchestra will furnish music.
Nelson, slated as speaker, was un
The Rebekahs will confer de
able to fulfill the engagement due
to illness. The program followed a grees on a class of eight candi
6.30 supper, with active firemen of dates March 8, with staff of Coop
the Warren Volunteer Fire De ers Mills lodge doing the work.
The Rebekah Circle will serve a
partment, as special guests at the
meeting. Mr. Cousins, formerly a public dinner Town meeting day,
major in the US. Marine Corps, March 15.
Mrs. Ralph Starrett spent last
told of his exper ences on Iwo Jima
It is expected that Mayor Nelson week with Mrs. Lela Creighton,
will fill a speaking engagement be Swansea, Mass.
fore the Brotherhood at the next
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Barker and
meeting, which will fall on Mrs. Lucius Barker were in Port
March 18.
land Friday, Mr. Barker to attend
Merrill Fiske, who has been ill at a Chevrolet School of instruction,
hls home In this town the past two while both ladles visited Mr. and
weeks, returned Saturday to Lew Mrs. Clifford Ward, South Portland.
iston to resume his studies at Bates
Union Masonic Lodge will meet
College.
Thursday night.
Mrs. Albert White, who passed a
There will be a meeting of Orient
few days In Boston, accompanied Chapter Friday night. Committee
by her sister-in-law, Mrs. Blanche on refreshments, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Plummer of Lisbon, returned home gar Barker, Mr, and Mrs. Curtis
Saturday.
Payson. Program. Mrs. Clarence
Mrs. Emma Norwood passed the Leonard and Mrs. Carrie Mank.
weekend in Portland with Mrs. Alice
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Lovejoy were
Robbins, her sister,
given a kitchen shower at the Star
Mrs. H. D. Sawyer passed the dining hail Saturdaj’ night. After
week-end in Boston, where she met the gifts were opened, refreshments
her two daughters, Mrs. C. H. were served by Mrs. Vivian Han
Adams of West Hartford, Conn., nan and Mrs .Earl Butler. Bridge
and Miss Evelyn Sawyer of Gorham, and ''63" were played the remain
N. H. Returning home Sunday, der of the evening.
Mrs. Sawyer was accompanied by
Elmer Goff returned Sunday
Miss Evelyn Sawyer, who will pass from Providence. He was best man
a vacation of one week in this town, at the wedding of his brother,
before returning to Gorham, N. H. John Goff, Jr., to Miss Marlon
to resume her teaching duties.
Pickthall. which took place Friday.
Miss Virginia Boggs of Medford. A reception was held following the
Mass . passed the holiday week-end ceremony at the Roger Williams
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Park Casino.
win K. Boggs.
Grange Deputy David Carroll and
Mrs. Carl Meissner of South staff were in West Rockport Mon
Weymouth. Mass., who was called day night to install the officers of
here by the serious illness of her Mt. Pleasant Grange,
mother. Mrs Elsie Copeland, is at
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Jameson and
the home of the elder daughter, family and Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Mrs. A. V. McIntyre..
j Wallace of Waldoboro were Sunday
Mrs. Lizzie Robinson, who for the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Walpast few years has been with her jlace,
sister, Mrs. Willard Wylie, has been
Mr, and Mrs. Oscar Sorsa and
taken ill, and is being cared for at friend Mr. Arvidson of New York
the Martha Burkett Nursing Home, were at their farm for the weekin Rockland.
j end. Mrs. Sorsa will remain for
Mrs. Lizzie Waltz of Waldoboro ] several weeks.
is passing a few days with Mrs.
Mrs. Newell Littlefield of NewLizzie Young.
, port was in town with Mr. LittleClifford Overlook of East Warren | field, Sunday.
has been guest this week of his
Loring Newbert of Appleton was
daughter Mrs. George Pote in Lynn, 1 at W. C. Perry's Thursday. Friday
Mass.
j callers at their home were Mr. and
Members of the "Alewife" staff Mrs. Hugh MoCorrison of Appleton.
have been selected at the High
Mrs. Kenneth Blake and son
School: Fred Perkins principal, fa i Jimmy called Friday on Mrs. Luculty advisor: Arthur Juura. editor- ■ cille Pease.
in-chief; Eini Riutta. assistant edi
Mrs. Adelaide Pettigovc and son
tor; Theodore Overtook, business Bradley of Rockland were guests
manager; Helen Carroll, assistant; Saturday of Mrs. Athelene Blake.
Hazel Snowdeal. literary editor;
Pupils of grades five, six and sev
Miss Sylvia Gray, member of fa en and eight are serving a public
culty, her assistant, Arthur Juura. supper at the Star dining hail
art editor: Mary Bores. Hazel March 10. Proceeds will go to buySnowdeal and' Paul Mellin. assist playground equipment.
ants; Willis Berry, advertising edi
Chestnut or Brooder Coal. Leontor. his assistants, members of the
senior class; Evangeline Barbour ard and Messer, Un'on. Tel. 33-S.
16-19
news editor: Sylvia Hill, her as
sistant; Phyllis Tolman. alumni
editor; her. assistant, Marion Far visited elementary grades recently.
ris.
Boys and girls of grade five and
School Notes
six have been selling seeds, the
Perfect attendance for the past proceeds to go toward school play
seven weeks Winter term, in grades ground equipment.
Pupils of grades five and six
five and six is credited Leland
Boggs Faith Norwood, .Albert Over were pleased to have as guests «t
the
Bird Club meeting, Mr. and
look. Arthur Penny. Carolyn Phil
brook. Kenneth Starrett. Joseph Mrs. Prank D. Rowe.
Rev. Edward L. Manning visited
Pellicanl. Dudley Mears. Joan
Mathews, Gilbert Martin, Frank the schoolroom of grades five and
six, and talked to the children on
Fogg.
Children of that room, who have school improvement.
Plans are being made for an op
been late once, but not absent, are.
Edwin Howard, Philip Pease, Wil eretta to be given by the elementary
grades In the Spring.
liam Sawyer,
Pupils of these two grades are
Mrs. Villa Quinn of the State
Departments, accompanied by Earle planning a candy sale at their
M. Spear, superintendent of schools school March 3.

DENTS—OUT!
Many a new-looking car
appeared old—before we
smoothed out Its wrinkles!
Your car loses value—every
minute you fall to let us
remove Its Body and Fen
der Dents. You lose money
when you let disfiguring
Dents
lower car-value
When we remove Dents
it's a money-making in
vestment—for you!

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.

WINTER STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 889

NOW IT’S EASY TO BRING
SAGGING FLOORS BACK TO

LEVEL
WITH THE NEW ALL-STEEL

FLOOR-JACK
SAFETY-POST—New, compart stream
lined, life-time Floor-Jack stops sagging
floors; eliminates plaster-cracking, stick
ing windows, floor vibrations, squeaking
doors; saves your home and money.

• You ean do your winter chores much faster if
theie s a

Jeep

on the job—especially when snow is

deep or mud is soft and sticky. The 4-wheel-drive
Universal

yards,

"Jeep”

goes

through

churned-up

over impassable winter roads,

even

across

No. 1 POST

rough open country. With new all metal top and the

Adjusts from 5 ft. 7 in. to 8 ft 4 in. Used
In basements.

heater going, you can work the "Jeep” right through

the coldest weather-using it for such widely differ

No. 2 POST

ent jobs as spreading manure, hauling produce or

for operating many kinds of belt-driven equipment,

No. 3 POST

including hammer mills, buzz saws, feed grinders

CAMDEN, MAINE

$6.15

Adjusts from 18 In. to 37 in.

and numerous others that you use the year ’round.

33 WASHINGTON STREET,

$7.85

Adjusts from 3 ft. 8 in. to 5 ft. 7 In. Stops
sagging porches.

fetchiftg supplies. The "Jeep” also furnishes power

MAINE WILLYS SALES CO.

$8.55

MAINST
HRRDUJRREo
PAINTS STOVES • KITCHENWARE
rR.

"FORMERLY YE(t7!E‘S"
441 MAIN

$T.

ROCKLAND

USE

OUR

CLWIED

ADS

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
For Selling, Buying, Renting Services
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three Bnee in
verted once for 50 cents, two times for 75 cenU. Additional
lines 10 cents each for one time; M cents for two times. Five
•mall word* to a line.

Special Notice! AU “blind ads” so called L e. i
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaaette
office for handling, costs 25 cents adUtlonal

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ACETYLENE Welding Outfit for sale.
WOOD LOT. 53‘2 acres for sale. Well Including rods, less cylinders; 18 henlocated.
Reasonably priced. PHONE laying battery, excellent condition;
375. Rockland
18tf also hand operated Blower. MORGAN'S
BROWN Cloth Coat with Raccoon GULx* STATION. Route 1. Glen CoVe.
Collar, size 36. for sale. $15. TEL. 1545. _______________________________18*18
____________________________________18-11
Attractive 5-room Home, together
BROODER Stoves. Roosts. Nests. with 3 acres of good land. Located on
Feeders, etc for gale. DR. REUTBt. outskirts.
Talbot Ave.
18-It
Attractive 4-room House in good re
pair. located a few mlle6 out on mAln
road. Nearly one acre of land. $2250.
Two-story 9-room House, has 5 rooms
and flush on 1st floor. 3 rooms and
complete bath on 2d floor. Hot water
COLLIE Puppy named “Buster” lost; ] heat. May be used as one or two-fam
brown and black.
Reward.
Notify . ily house. Ufrge garage or barn. Large
LILLIAN MILBS. Thorndike Hotel.
lot of land and garden space. Located
17-18 on Route No. 1. Would make good
tourist home or for other business pur
poses. Price $5250.
Fifty-acre Farm setup for poultry,
capacity 1000 layers, attractive 5-room
bouse overlooking water.
Running
HEAVY Crossbred Cockerel Chicks for water and electricity in all buildings.
broilers or roasters. $80 per thousand. Price $6850
Pullorum clean. WILMOT DOW. Maine
F. H. Wood.
Farms Hatchery. Tel. 204 or 16-2.
Court House
15.23
18-18
CLEMENTS (BLACK SEA-LINKS are
(1831) for sale. Good tires and
the profitable choice of many commer
HOWARD ME
cial egg producers. These baby pullets running condition.
grow quickly into prolific layers of large . SERVE at First National 8uper Mar
18*lt
eggs
Backed by high producing ket.
strains. Maine U S APPROVED PUL
BOSTON Terrier Puppies for sale.
LORUM CLEAN. Also offering Reds and Beautiful
markings. TEL. 806-M or
Rocks. Prices reasonable.
Write to call at 213 Lime
rock street.________ 18-18
Revival services are in progress at the Warren Baptist Church, pic day. CLEMENTS BROS. FARMS. Rt.
33. Winterport, Me
SOFT Firewood, not slabs, sawed and
tured above, with Rev. Ondon P. Stairs of Gardiner as the evengelisu
split, ready for use. $10.00 for full cord
Mr. Stairs, a powerful speaker, will conduct services at 7.30 every night
truckload.
delivered.
HILLCREST.
except Saturday from tonight through March 10.
Warren. Tel 35-41_______________ 18.18
1040 CHEVROLET Panel for sale, in
ROOMS, warm and sunny, nicely ftir good running condition, price reason
nlshed
Meals lf desired; LI Knox St able; also 17 acre Woodlot. location,
TEL. 1382 W.
17*18 East Warren, off route 137; good trade.
MARION PODKOWA.
Tel
Warren
FURNISHED Two room Apartment 59-1L__________________________
18-21
to let. V. F. STUDLEY
Tel 1234
i
EASY Spiralator Washing Machine
17tf ■
for sale. Ringer type with pump; also
Mis. Gracia de Arias fell and I the McLain School last Saturday
HEATED Rooms to let at Harbor six Steam Radiators; 7 Talbot Ave.
broke her left wrist on Saturday morning at the High School gym. View House. 2.50 Main St., corner of THL. 748 between 9 a. m. and 6 p. m.
Pleasant
St., $5 and $6 a week
A
This painful injury necessitated After Terry Economy found ills DAVIS. Prop
18-lt
_____________________ 17*1$
several hours’ visit to the hospital. shooting eye, there was little doubt
TAYLORS Garage and equipment,
LARGE Front Bedroom to let. ad for sale, including wrecker.
Mrs. Ella Gatcombe is substitut as to the outcome. Supported by joining bath, kitchen privileges. TEL. TAYLORS GARAGE. Thomaston.Apply
ing for Mrs. Mary Smith whose i the improved passing game of Jo- 958-J_______________________________ 14tf ___________________________________ 17*18
jseph, Mosher and Levinthal, Teriv
mother died cn Saturday.
FURNISHED Heated
Rooms and
ROTOTILLBR. plywood Skiff fOr sale.
are available at the FOSS Baker Shotgun. Fluorescent Desk Light.
A movie “Les Miserables" was hit the middle of the hoop consLt- Apartments
HOUSE
Tel_
8060
__________________
btf Drafting 8et FRANK W. GOULD. Upantly
to
keep
the
Seventh
Graders
shown after school to a full house.
WEBBER’S INN—Board and Room by per Mountain St., Camden._______ 17*18
Friday. No admission was charged out in front. From the guard po day
or week Under new management.
DODGE Dump-truck (1942) for sale.
sition
David
Aultshuler
alto
At Tuesday morning's assembly
CALL THOMASTON. 340-3.
104*lt-ltf Platform body Included. TEL. 518 R
dropped
some
counters.
Tlie
first
the movie "The Last Days of
after 530.
17-18
Pompeii" was shown to the Senior engagement of these two team;
HOUSE for sale. 8 rooms, comfort
High School. Junior High witnessel saw the McLain School top the
able, newly decorated, 6un porch, mod
Seventh Grade by a single point in
ern bath, flush on first floor; new
this movie Wednesday.
CABINET Making, Furniture repaired heating, domestic hot water. Inlaid
The regular meeting of the Sec ■ a three minute over time perlcd and
linoleums; easily converted into apart
reflnlshed.
WINSTON
BRANNAN.
ond Year Latin Club was held Fri Mont Trainer was the high scorer 399 Pleasant St. Tel. 1480 M
Extra lot, fruit trees. TEL
18-19 ments
1382 W.____________________________ 17*18
day. The club has started a pro in their 22-21 victory.
DISABLED Veteran wants any type
Grade 7 (22)
ject on the map of Gaul, "which is
NEW Building 12x20 (not all finished)
of work, odd Job:’, go anywhere; pre
G.
F.
P. ferably restaurant or landscape work. on lot of land at Pleasant Gardens for
divided into three parts." Whils
TEL. Thomaston 201-2.
18*19 -ale ,$125. ALFRED DAVIS. Harbor
0
some were very busy cutting pa A. Mosher, lf........ 1
View House, 250 Main street.
17*18
RELIABLE Woman available for care
19
per for the paDer m.ache and mix T. Economy, rf ..... 4
G.M.C. %-ton Truck for sale,
of babies a;>d children In my home;
ing paste, others were outlining R. Joseph, c ........ 1
0
oondltlon. TEL. UNION 29-31
also available for s’ttfng evenings.
the map of Gaul preparatory to the D. Altshuler, rg .... 2
15 Equipped to keep table# or older chil
17*18
work. The project will be made R. Shields ............ 1
0
2 dren over night Reference* TEL. 208-R
CHEVROLET two-door (1940) for sale,
or
call
at
22
Fulton
street
______
18-19
on the Chemistry desk in Room 23 Levinthal, lg ........ 1
323-M.______________ 17*18
0
HOUSE wanted. In Rockland or
Totals ............... 10
2
22
The club's pins hpve arrived and
GIRL’S Dark Blue Check Chester
Thomaston.
preferably
unfurnished,
field Coat with hat, for sale, size 10;
are lettered J.C.L. for Junior Clas
McLain School (13)
with garage for year-round rent, begin
Blue Chenille Bathrobe, size 10
sical League
O
F
P ning April 1. Reply “H.C.L.” care The also
three-piece all-wool Sailor Suit and
17'18 hRt size 4 Excellent condition. TEL
The Rockland Junior High bas Flanagan, lf ........ 0
0
0 Courier-Gazette
ketball team has again been in W Ulmer, lf ........ 0
MASTER unlimited desires Position, TENANT'S HARBOR 63 2_________ 17*18
0
0
age 27 years. Have yacht experience. |
BLACK Iron Sink 48x24x5 for sale,
vited to participate in the Western P. Merriam, rg .... 1
0
Can operate Loran and Radar E. W $10
TEL I369-M.________________ 17-18
Maine Grammar School Ba.sketbr.l! P. Hooper, c ........ 3
1
DOW. Castlne. Me.________________ 17*18
Tournament sponsored by the Bath M. Trainer, lg .... 10
I
WE have a limited supply of the fol
2
METRONOME in
good
condition lowing on hand for Immediate delivery:
Y.M.C.A.
N. Copeland, rg .... 1
0
wanted TEL 261-M
17-13 3-sectlon Spring Tooth Harrow, $85.00;
The names of the 10 most out
Totals ............... 6
1
13
OILING and Repairing harness want 2-section Spring Tooth Harrow. $55.00;
standing players have been sent in
Referee, E. Howard. Time 4-7's. ed. FRED H. RYER, Camden Road 1 used H Tractor Plow. $50.00; L and
and include: Robert Annis, Robert
Tel. 44-12
15*18 LA Tractor Plow $75.00; Wiard Lime
• • • •
Sowers $13000; Saw Tables for B
Gardner. David Bird. Carole Cole
PIANOS and House Organs tuned. Tractor $70.00 Saw Tables for L Trac
A spelling bee was held recently
Emerv Howard. George Alex, C’aig in Miss Hughes' homeroom. Ma.t- $3 00 Pipe Organs tuned. $50 JOHN tor $68.00; Rubber-tired Steel Wheel
Korpinen. William Pease, Jr.hn lyn Richardson was the happy win HUBBS, 69 Park St. Tel 199 MK. 17*21 barrows $22.50; Stewart CllpmasW
ANTIQUES Wanted
CARL ~SD8 $29 95; 4 can Wilson Milk Cooler $316.;
Chisholm and Richard Burby The ner.
MONS Tel. 1240. Rockland. Me
30 32-36-inch cord wood Saws tn stock.
nlay-off will start on Monday,
• « • •
________________________________ 89 tf Steel is up $5.00 a ton. Steel workers
March 15, 1948.
RehearsaLs
arc
in
progress
in
WE pay top prices for scrap iron, want an increase in pay. No doubt all
• • • •
Junior High for the forthcointng metals, steel and rags. MORRIS GOR items containing steel will be higher.
“Seventh" Subdues McLain School W.C.T.U. annual speaking contest DON & SON. 6 T8t.. Rockland Tel. Order now. Do not be disappointed.
388-W
tl.tf W 6 PTLLSBURY & SON. Waterville.

LOST AND FOUND

EGGS & CHICKS

TO LET

WANTED

In the second of a five-game
series the Seventh Graders of
Junior High hit their stride to
outdistance the Sixth Graders of

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

THREE SIZES IN STOCK

farm

Let as show you what the "Jeep” can do.

WARREN REVIVAL SERVICES

UNION

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

The following contestants will re
cite their selections at a special
assembly on March 17: Diane Mc
Auliffe, 'Dot Poy Fritz;" Marilyn

MISCELLANEOUS
GIRLS—One year course In the nurs
ing care ot children
Full mainten
ance and cash allowance. Two yean
high school required. Write N. E PEA
BODY HOME. Newton Center 5#. Mass.
16-20
PRESERVE your Baby's First Shoes
in a shiny copper ocat. one ehoe plati ed or two plated Call Camden 582 or
write
ELECTRA CRAFT’’ BOX 1M,
I Rockport. Me , for particulars.
17*00 26

Seavey, "The Better Part of Vtlcr,'
Phyllis Casscns. “Whither Thou
I Goest;" Robert Gardner, “Did 1
Kill Him?” Barbara Kaler. “Just
This Once;’’ Jane Pendleton, 'A
Party For Anita;” Lois Cassens.
“Three Steps Farther.”

Plywood used for making air
planes is as strong as some steel
I and lighter than aluminum.

Don’t let big oil bills
get you downl
We GUARANTEE fuel saving* with Timken Wall-Flame
Oil Burners.
If you’re floored by sky-high fuel bills, let us put you
on your feet with a scientific test of your present oil burner.

We test. . . you judgel
If your oil burner shows inefficient operation, we’ll tell you
exactly how much fuel is being wasted.
Then we'II give you a written guarantee of how much
you can save by installing a Timken Wall-Flame Oil
Burner in your present furnace or boiler.
Unless you save as guaranteed, we'll re-install your old
burner and refund your money. That’s fair enough, isn’t it?
We dare to offer this efficiency test because thousands
of present Timken owners are getting direct fuel savings
up to 25% of more.
For complete information, call us today! You owe it to
yourself to act now.

A. C. MCLOON & CO.
TELEPHONE 51.

ROCKLAND. ME.

TIMKEN Silent Automatic
Oil BURNERS - Oil BORERS > Oil FURNACES « WATER HEATERS

—— —————

•Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

MARINE MOTORS
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We Are Now Showing

PACKARD
MARINE MOTORS
F. D. WINCHENBAUGH
FRIENDSHIP, MAINE
58-tf

A GOOD JOB FOR YOU

u.s.
ARMY
CHOOSE THIS

FlNf PROFISSION NOW

17-18
OOOD Quality loose Bay. E. C. Cut
ting Farm. Route 1, Warren, also yel
low-eyed Beans. THL. Office. Union.
33-3.
16-1*
DRY Slab Wood, store lengths for
sale, by the fo'ot or oord. Prompt de
livery. D E. PAYBON, 12 Brewster St..
Tri. 883-W.
16-39
1944 FORD Truck for sale. straight
sin and L WD body, used very little,
reasonable prices KARL R. TALL, to
graham H1U.
ll. TT
TEL.
“-------1236-R
16-16
dry Kill Slabs for sale, sawed
stove length, guaranteed, one cord 9*
delivered m Camden and Thomaston
also, will take half-cord order*. TEL.
ROCKLAND KO 2.
1S-1S
DRY Slabs and Edgings, stove
lengths for sale. By the foot or oord.
VICTOR C. ORINDLE. IK Park St.
Tel 63S-R
17-18
Electrolux Vacuum Cleaner for
sale. Perfect condition. Factory recondltloned. Price reasonable. LEWIS
E. DYER, phone 112. Rockland or write
care of CASSENS, 168 Camden St.
13-OB
FOUR Apartment Rouse for sale, In
Thomaston on Route 1. Five good
rooms and bath in each apartment,
known as Broadway Apartments. House
all occupied, one tenant since 1131,
others 4 to 8 yegrs. A good Invest
ment. 11 Interested contact the'own
er. W. J ROBERTBON. 24 Oleason St..
Thomaston.
*
13*16
VENETIAN BEJMDt
Custom built for your windows,
aluminum slate, colors white, eggrt**1’.
or Ivory. Tape colors: mlngla. duet.
Ivory, brown.1, mulbsRT.
----------- ffiwrtiffi
------ bmh.
radio bins or '
SUPPLY CO., .
land. Tel. 331.
7SU
GENTLEMAN'S Good-looking, Brown
Coat, lined with marmot, with otter
collar. Very reasonably priced. CALL
783-W
iotf
LOW overhead Is your gain, yard
Ooods of all kinds for sale at lowest
possible prices. What fabrics! What
Values! Also Butterlck Patterns. THE
REMNANT SHOPPE, 200 Main St.. Cl^
SLABS for sale. Approximately one
oord to load. K-90 delivered. PIONEER
LUMBER COMPANY. Pleasant Bt. Ttt
324-M
Btl
GAS House Coke Is now available,
015 ton deltvered for any heating or
cooking need. M. B. * O. O PERSY,
Tsl. W7
IgtT
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
Oramlte walk* (any width), flrsplic
posts (say alas) boat moorings, ata
flagging chips, and dust for drtvewi
(no more mud) rip rap for sh kl]
at Sila and dock work, pier stone, ws
foundations, curbing, paving bloc
ashlar and monumental stone nest*
property markers and buUdtdg «
porta. We will deliver anywhere. 1
us about granite flu loaded on w
truck. Estimates gladly submitted,
obligation.
JOHN W
(Bait Island. Ms. TsL ]
TM. TsoSatS?

JS&ES2.
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guest prize to Mrs fflazcl Malcolm.

Mrs. Florence Smith visited Pri

ddy in Rockland. h

Night Owl Savers

Mr. and Mrs*. Charles C. Web
ster returned Saturday from Winter Features Unique Sale Event
Haven, Fla., where they were guests
Provided By the Scott
Corespondent
*»—— <
of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Webster.
Furriers
TOr, 13-*
Ladies of the O.A.R. will meet
During the past 10 years thou
Friday. The supper committee will
Mora~ .Thomas
entertained
I ^.,Mrs
Polk
’ M,rftvmt
s' Mabcl sands of thrifty women in New I
.
.
.
Mro
i
.iipv RI
and Mrs.
Lucy
Skoog
England have flocked to Scott Fur
her Sunday School
class
last. _e.
Tues 1 Oakes onn
Guests registered at The Islander riers in Boston to take advantage
day at her home. Ice cream and
cake were served and the evening last week were: O. H. Hammond, of the r Famous Scott Night Owl
was spent making scrapbooks to be Bangor; Frank Sawyer, Camden; E. Savers, and have availed themselves
C. Auspland, Rockport; Donald Kal- of savings up to 507, or more.
sent to children's hospitals.
Scott Famous Night Owl Savers
Clinton Smith atended the recent loch, Kenneth Pest, James Baum, is a unique sale event which offers
Rockland.
Hardware Show in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Patrick , thrifty women sensational savings
Lamont Oakes and daughter
i cn furs for a limited number of
Muriel, Mr. and Mrs. Philip Ben who were guests of Mrs. Patrick's hours during a one-day sale Five
nett and son Andy, Mrs. Abbott mother, Mrs. Margie Chilles, re- dollars is all that is necessary for :
Martin and son Byley were visitors turned Tuesday to Rockland.
a customer as a down payment, and
Thursday in Rockland.
I To celebrate her seventh birth- she may pay the balance to suit
Mrs. Hazel Malcolm of New York
Miss Nancy Adams was given her own convenience while wearing
City Is guest of Mrs. Margaret a P?rty Monday afternoon, by her j the coat.
Glidden
mother at their home on Pleasant
There Is no delay, no red tape,
Miss Eliza Patterson, who has istre€t- The afternoon was happily and the business dealings are trans
been visiting her mother. Mrs. Jen- ' J*"*
games prizes being won acted In strict confidence. Savltt’s
nie Patterson, has returned to,
Ge°rgianna Hansen, Kenneth is now bringing to smart thrifty
Somerville Mass
Conway and Nancy. Refreshments women of Rockland, this outstandO. E. Huse of Kent's Hill and 'were sen’ed- Mi« Nancy received i Ing un que sale event of Thursday,
Dana Wallace of Augusta were ia UrSe n?n’ber ot nice gifts. Guests March 4. The famous Scott superguests Thursday and Friday at "The y«re Valerie Orcutt. Georgian™ bilt fur coats which will be offered
Millers." Mr. Wallace of the shell- j Hanson, Lucy Bickford. Susan Web- are, different, they give super
fish department of the Sea and ^f1-’ Jacqueline Ames, Glenice style, super service and value, and
6hore Fisheries Commission, spoke ' “. J'Plda Orcutt, Patsey there will be a glorious selection of
Thursday night at an open meeting i® ,th- Barbaro Webb. „ Richard
_
fur coats to choose at amazing savsponsored by the Hons Club at j Quinn. Harry Conway, Albert OsUnion Church vestry, on the clan, lB°od. and Kenneth Conway. In
industry. While In town, Mr. Wal- yiteo but not present were Doris ; funeral of Mrs Mamie Fosset*.
lace visited and studied several Cam Doughty and Loretta Shields.
Mrs Owen Roberts visited Tues- ! While heie she was a guest at Mill
bads In regard to the growth and
River Farm.
condition of the clams, also talked riav In Rockland.
News was recently received here , Capt. Leroy Wadleigh was a vis’.tWith d ggers and dealers about con
of the death Feb. 16,*after a long ] or in Rockland Wednesday.
servation measures.
Miss Anne Robinson and James
The Night Hawks were enter illness, of Stephen Albert Wooster I Robinson are guests at Mill River
aged
72
years
in
Portland.
Ore.
tained Thursday night by Mrs. Doris
Arey at the home of her mother, Burial was in St. Helens. Ore.,
Mrs. Nels Stordahl. Lunch was where he made his heme. Mr.
NORTH HAVEN
served, and the evening pleasantly Wooster was born in this town, son
passed with sewing and knitting. of Albert and Nettie (Phllbrook) 1 Mrs. Jetson Dyer and Mrs.
Miss Harriette Vinal who passed Wooster. He went to Oregon when Thomas Haloren entertained at
a short vacation at her home here, a young man where he had since ’ contract Friday night. Mrs. Wlnreturned Saturday to Natick. Mass. presided. He Is survived bv his |ona Brown, Mrs. Carl Bunker, Mrs.
Mrs. Doris Walsh and daughter wife formerly Miss Etta Hyier, o' Leon Stone. Mrs. Austin Joy. Mrs.
Sandra who visited Mrs. Walsh's Rockland, one adopted son, Frank, Joel Wooster, Mrs. Phillip Brown,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Holm- one brother, Emery Wooster of Mrs. Golden MacDonlad, Mrs.
strom, have returned to South North Haven, four sisters, Mrs. Eva Owen Grant, Mrs. Argyle MacDon
Cooper, Altadena. Calif.. Mrs. Ida ald, Mrs. Chester Dyer. Mrs. Ray
Portland.
Mrs. Flora Hatch was hostess. Dyer. North Haven. Mrs. Mary mond Thayer, Mrs. Stanley Quinn.
Thursday to the Nitwits Lunch Lawry and Mrs. Elsie Calderwood. Mrs. Ina Curtis and Miss Bertha
Mores Webster Lodge F. A M„ Mills.
was served and a pleasant evening
was officially inspected last Tuesday
passed with sewing and knitting.
Maurice Stewart oi Millinocket
After the dance Saturday at Me night by District Deouty Grand is visiting at the heme cf Mr. and
morial Hall, a group of friends Master James M. Williams of the Mrs. Oolden MacDonlad.
gathered at the home of Mr. and 8th Masonic District. The Entered
Mr. and Mrs John Lermond and
Mrs. Thorwald Peterson, for lunch ’ Apprentice degree was exemplified daughter Janet, and Mrs. Emma
and a Jolly social hour.
!a,lc1 ligTit refreshments were served Snow have returned from a few days
Herbcrrt Knowlton of the U. S. I at the close of the work. Plans stay in Rockland.
Merchant Marine, who has been were discussed for a visit sometime
Mrs. Barbara Joy entertained
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. ; during the Summer by members her piano pupils and their families
Llewellyn Knowlton, returned Sat- i from some of the Lodges’ on the J at her home Wednesday night.
urday to Springfield, Mass., accom- mainland and the idea met with There were 31 present. Piano se
panled by his mother. After a brief warm approval. This is the second lections by the pupils were enjoyed,
visit with his family, he will go to and probably the last official visit I followed by refreshments and a so
the West Coast to join his ship.
D. D. G. M . Williams will make to cial time.
Miss Elizabeth Pease entertained Moses Webster Lodge as his term
The Misses Harriet Stone and
several friends Saturday night at of office expires shortly,
Marie Baird assisted at the
luncheon and bridge First honors
Mrs. Arnold Haskell (Avis John- Rose
evening service at the Bap
werc won by Mrs. Eva Smith, con- son) has returned to Wollaston Sunday
tist Church, and Curtis Dickey
soiation by Mrs. Edith Newbcrt having been in town to attend the and Glenn' Pendleton served as
, ushers.
, Wendell Howard, Donald Stone
and LaForest Adams attended the
County Council of the American
Legion at Union. Wednesday night.
Miss Fannie Ames has returned
from Vinalhaven where she passed
the school vacation.
The monthly business meeting
of the North Haven B iptist Church
has been postponed until next
Monday night.
The Community Men's Club will
hold a supper at K. P, Hall Friday
evening at fi.30. Each ember will
take a guest.
Albert Beveridge, who has been
confined to his home by illness, is
able to be out again, and Mrs. Bev
erage ts reported to be improving.
There will be a dance at Calderwood's Hall Monday night.
Tire Board of Review will meet

Superb Quality — And
More Tea per Bag

SALADA
TEA-BAGS
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Wreck OTEtta Gott”

Buick’s New Dynaflow Drive

CONSIDERED one of the out
standing automotive engineering de
velopments since the war, Buick’s
new Dynaflow transmission, intro
duced for 1348 on Roadniaster cars,
multiplies engine torque and trans
mits power to the rear wheels
through an oil pump, turbine and
stator combination instead of through
conventional gears. This combination
is called a torque converter. The
clutch pedal and conventional clutch
are eliminated as are all sliding
gears. Instead, the power plant,
through the torque converter, does

what gears used to do, transmitting
a smooth flow of oil cushioned power
as needed from a standing start to
cruising speeds. Planetary gears,
operated by the converter, are pro
vided for reverse and extreme load
conditions and extreme grades, or
for "rocking” the car. Only ac
celerator and brake pedal arc needed
in the driver’s compartment. A se
lector lever mounted under the
steering wheel chooses the driving
range and provides for parking and
neutral positions. Shown above is
a cutaway view of the Dynaflow.

Crew Rescued, Back In ’88,
After Week On Unin
habited Island
('From the "Vmalhaven Echo"
Feb. 2, 1888.)
A shipwrecked crew took passage
on the Steamer Pioneer Wednesday
morning of this week for Rcckland,
bound for their home in Gloucester
Mass. Their story, as they tell it, is
one of terrible happenings. They
left Gloucester Jan. 14 in the
schooner “Etta Gott" fitted for
George’s fishing.
On their way to Eastport on the
17th they encountered a severe
snowstorm and ran for what they
supposed was Long Island, but the
density of the blinding storm led
them astray and they came into
shelter of Big Spoon Island near
Isle au Haut and anchored.
Shortly afterward the wind
veered to the north, driving the
vessel upon th? shore. Captain Wil
liam Thompson ordered the cable
cut so they could beach her.
They did so. and barely escaped
with their lives by swinging ashore
from the schooners bowsprit by a
piece of rigging.
They were fortunate enough to
find a small cabin on the island in
which they remained for one week
of the coldest weather this Winter.
They managed to get the stove and
provisions from their vessel the
day after being cast away, and
thus saved themselves from freez
ing and starving.
The crew of 11 men remained in
this little cabin until rescued by a
party from York’s Island, who dis
covered them from a fire beacon
they had been burning to attract
attention.
They remained upon York’s
Island one week and as soon as
the ice would permit, rowed from
there in a dory to Vinalhaven. ar
riving here on Tuesday last. Ben
iamin Coombs bringing them to
the boat with Ms team. Tuesday
night they were quartered at the
Mr-Donald House.
The captain did not come this
way but went to Deer Island to
wire the owners concerning the
disaster.
The schooner is a total wreck,
though sails, riggings and other
eouioment will probably be saved,
j The captain and crew all belonged
in Gloucester and two of the crew
'have been twice shipwrecked before
[this present happening. Thev were
a fine lot of young men. Following
are their names: James Campbell.
Michael Driscoll. John McCannon.
•Lines Frazier Abraham Johnson.
Charles Tirrell William Colson.
Charles Johnson, James Caller and
one by the name of P“terson
The McDonald House Is today
known as the Central Hotel At
•lie time of the above disaster the
hotel was owned and managed bv
the late James McDonald S L. W.

honored at a stork shower Thursday
at the home of Mrs. Frank Hart.
The dainty gifts were presented in
a prettily decorated bassn't'’.
Those present were Mrs. Went
worth. Mrs.
Roland Edgecomb.
Mrs. Ellis Simpson. Shirley Caswell.
Mrs. Clark Dearborn. Mrs. Sam
Jackson, and so» Billy, Mrs. Albert
Pitman and grandson Jon PerleyMrs. Benjamin Mitchell and chil
dren, Mrs. William Mitchell and
children. Mrs. Joseph Moody Mrs.
i Leroy Moody and grand-daughter,
1 Mrs. Lawrence Moody, Mrs. Nelson
Moody and Mrs. John Chaples.
APPLETON
I Chestnut or Brooder Coal, Leon
Mrs. Albert Pitman and son Ar ard and Messer, Union. Tel. 33-3.
nold ppent the week-end with Mr. I
16-19
and Mrs. Johnson Pitman in North
Vassalboro. They were accompan
ied home by Jon Pitman who will
spend the week with his grand
parents.
Mrs. Howard Collins and son
srhhks
Randell and daughter Anita were
guests Sunday of her parents, Mr.
\BMDS
and Mrs. George Hart.
j
Mr. and Mrs. George Buck and
children of Warren, visited Sunday
with her father, Bert Moody.
Rev. and Mrs. Orel Ward and The bandmaster’s close-fitting When the Romans occtmied Brit
Mrs. John Chaples attended the jacket trimmed with braid curlecues ain they used Iron nails in their"
meeting Monday of the Lincoln inspired one Paris spring costume. building.
Baptist Association in Warren.
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert. has re
turned from Camden Community
Hospital, where she was a medical
patient.
Mrs. Bert Robbins fell on the
ice near her home, last week,
breaking her left wrist.
Mrs Ellis Simpson entertained
the Willing Workers last Tuesday
at an all day meeting.
The Farm Bureau will meet in
the I. O O F , dining room March
4. The subject will be, "Modern
Meat Cookery." directed by Mrs.
Baked in their own
Esther Mayo, H D. A.
Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge ob
rich juices — all
served Past Noble Grand and Roll
Call nights Wednesday. Twentyseven members answered Roll Call.
night long, in open
Past Grands who were in the chairs
were: Noble Grand, Mrs. Annie
pots, in real brick
Pease: vice grand. Mr-'. Evelyn Pit
man; chaplain. Mrs. Esther Moody;
warden. Mrs Helen Simpson; R. 6.ovens!
N. G.. Miss Ruth Arrington; L. SN. G . Mrs. Frances Robbins; R S V. G.. Mrs. Alice Wadsworth: L. SV. G.. Mrs. Ansie Fish; inside
guardian, Mrs. Ruth Pease. Refresh
ments were served.
Mrs. Bertrum Wentworth was

with Scout Troop 250 Thursday
night.
Gerald Beverage of Rockland was
in town recently, due to the illness
of his parents. Mr. and Mrs.Albert
Beverage.
Russell Crabtree, who has been a
patient at Knox Hospital is at the
home of his son, Roy Crabtree, in
Camden.
Tlie Misses Corinne and Priscilla
Mills, Elaine Gillis and Eldie Mac
Donald have returned from their
holiday visits to friends and rela
tives.

/

THE TENDER, FLAKY, PENNANT
SALT/NE THAT EVERYONE IS TALKING
/W

ABOUT - YOU'LL FIND ME

SOCIABLE WITH SOUPS
AS WELL AS WITH
SALADS

Come "HOME” hr these 4-Way Savings!
2. GENUINE FORD PARTS s,.

FORD-TRAINED MECHANICS
count in giving you
sure Ford service at
a saving of time,
money and trouble.
Ford specialists
know Fords best,
get to the root, of
troubles fast.

By Margaret Chase Smith

Washington, March 1—There is declared ineligible. While there are
a great deal of discussion about chislers in every walk Of life. It Is
money and facilities for Cancer necessary to be sure that our old
Control and Research Service. I people are not misjudged and mis
have made inquiries about what if used because many of them are in
anything is being done on this need because of reasons tfbyond
very important matter. Believing their control, and the purpose ol
this subject is of interest to many the law providing old age assist
I am reporting here the story as it ance is to furnish them with neces
is today. This is not new but there sities and give them an opportunity
may be satisfaction that while the to live their last years without
program is not too large or too well calling upon charity
developed, there is something being
Old Age Assistance is not charity.
done.
It comes from tax money especially
The National Cancer Institute, set up for this program.
part of the Federal Public Health
Service, advises that at the begin
OWL’S HEAD
ning of the fiscal year there was
The Friday evening sewing cir
about two and one half million
meets March 5 with Mrs. Alice
dollars for allocation to the states, cle
available on a formula basts. $18,- Woodman.
Mrs. Elmer Small has returned
707 was allocated to Maine for
Cancer activities. The records show from a weeks' visit at the home of
that the State Health Department Mr. and Mrs. Irving Gammon,
has budgeted the entire amount of Warren.
Town meeting will be March 8.
money and has been paid more than
three quarters of it—the most of it
Mrs Nellie Reed and Mrs Helen
going to diagnostic services at Buckminster attended the Farm
Portland. Lewiston. Auburn Wat Eureau Training Class "On Finish
erville and Bangor.
i Makes The Dress. ' Friday in RockIn addition to this, the Institute I laud.
set aside one million dollars for
Mrs. Inez Dyer ol Ash Point has
special Cancer Control projects to returned from a three weeks' stay
stimulate interest in certain states. in Medfield, Mass.
Maine can submit application to Mrs
Ernestine Tinsley and
the National Advisory Cancer mother Mrs. Mabel Miller of San
Council for additional assistance. ford are visiting at the iiome of
In turn, the council recommends to Mrs. Christine Ross. They were
the Surgeon General of the Public honor guests last Tuesday at a par.
Health Service.
ty held at the home of Mrs. Ed
The National Cancer Institute ward Mayo. Jr. Rockland with
has two programs—the first one Mrs. Ernest Edwards Assisting host
above referred to for control mea ess. Others present were: Mr. and
sures and the other research pro Mrs. Edward Mayo Sr. Edward
gram. There are four or five mil Mayo, Jr.. Ernest Edwards, Lau
lion dollars for the field of research rence Mayo of Milton. Mass.. Mrs.
So far no applicant has come in Francis Dyer and Miss Helen Ross.
from Maine for any of this money. A social evening at cards was en
Such an application comes through joyed. Refreshments were served.
the State Department of Health.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wotton
In short, Maine has applied for ]WPre in Bangor O’er the week-end
and received Federal assistance on where Mr. Wotton refereed the bas.
Cancer Control, but Maine has not ! ketball tournament there.
applied for or received Federal as
Mr. and Mrs Flunk Ross have resistance on Cancer Research.
l turned from New York where they
visited at the home of Mrs. Ross'
Many letters continue to come brother. Lee learned and attend
to me about Old Age Assistance ed the National Sportman's Show.
and because this ts a State respon They also saw the Ice Follies in
sibility, I am referring them to the Boston.
Director of Old Age Assistance at
Mrs Christina Ross and daugh
the State House. Augusta.
ter. Helen Mrs Ernestine Tinsley
One woman writes me that she and Mrs Mabel M’ller were supper
is 74 years old and that she has to guests Haturdav nt the home of
support a son who is subnormal. Mr. and Mrs Frank Wheeler. Rock
She explains that while she has an land. Mrs. Ross received a beautiful
older son. he has four children and cake in honor of her birthday.
has about all that he can do to sup Others present were Mr. and Mrs.
port his own family,'on the little Theodore Mitchell and daughter
money that he gets as truckman. Linda of Union.
This woman tells me that she
has had the Old Age Assistance Among lesser-used narcotics are
until recently but that it has been derivatives of the thorn-apple, hen
discontinued because she has been bane. hops and lettuce.

BY CHANGING FROM

OIL-WASTING OLD BURNERS* TO A
FUEL-SAVING...

GENERAL ELECTRIC

OIL-FURNACE

---- <
SAVINGS
PONFUEl
up to 50%
.. .REPORT MANY USERS

are exactly like the

ports that were built
into your Ford when
it was

new.

Genuine

Ford parts are made
right to fit right and

last longer—and that

NOW is the time to switch from an

THEY MAKE YOU
CLAD YOU'RE HUNGRY

saves money for you.

• OVEN-FRESH
•

X SPECIAL FORD EQUIPMENT

4. FACTORY-APPROVED METHODS..,
clinch it! You're bound

helps us do the jdb
just right. No fum
bling! No round
about techniques!
No trying to use a
tool built for another
car. That mean|
faster, thriftier
service!

to

save

on

service

ENERGY-BUILDING

neers

who

planned

old-time, oil-hogging burner to a
Oil Furnace (Many G-E users report

fuel savings up to 50%). TheG.E.
saves because it was designed for
one purpose...efficient burning of oil.

INSTALLATION IN HOURS...

SAVINGS FOR YEARS.

DISTINCTIVE FLAVOR
• EXTRA CRISP

out and your new oil-saving G.E.
in ... in a matter of a few hours.

•
•

EXTRA SHORTENING

to come. The G.E. is built for
efficient heat and for long life.

modem fuel-saving General Electric

• NOURISHING

planned by the engi

You can have your old oil-waster

Then you’ll start saving for years

INJOY AUTOMATIC HOT
WATER THIS SUMMER.

Today there is an unprecedented
demand for fuel-saving equipment.
Don't wait until Fall . . . install
now. This summer you’ll enjoy the
plentiful automatic supply of hot
water provided by the G.E. It’s
economical, too. Install now,
don't wait. Terms. Phone, or send
the coupon today.

• Ao eld-toshiooed oil tsssnser operating in Hi. oah-pitof o furnace designed lot other Fool

your car. Drive your
Ford "home" to

soon for some

us

real

Ford time and money

savings.

IVE FORD DEALERS KNOW FORDS BEST!
Vow farg Pooler hnilti you Io Mss >•

WASHINGTON-AND YOU

Trod

Mwt Show, Sunday evenings—NIC network.

IMmi So *0 Fond Theater, Sunday g^wtoone <HC.»oF«nyA

tpoj>oar,l|pwipoper For time and itotion.

Look For

PENNANT SALTINES

A. T. THURSTON
21 LIMEROCK ST.,

ROCKLAND,

TELS. 1376—1377

Flooso toll me how a General Electric Oil Furnace can give
mo more hoot From less fuel this winter.

ADOKESS................................. .....................
CITY................................................................................. STATE.
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THOMASTON
a ft a *
GIADYS O CONDON
Correspondent
XN X\ X>.
Tel. 113-3

The -, officers of Arcana Lodge
No. 102. Knights of Pythias will
be installed in their Castle Hall on
Wednesday night. This will be
open house. All men 18 years of age
and over are cordially invited to
attend.
Mr. and Mrs Harold Stevens of
Brunswick were guests over the
week-end of their niece, Mrs. Frank
Bubynski.
There will be a regular business
meeting of Williams-Brazier Post
Pest No. 37 at the post quarters
Wednesday night.
Blaine Jack was in Portland Sat
urday to attend the Shepherd,
Gould wedding. Mr. Shepherd is a
cousin of Blaine Jack
Edward Thurston was honor guest
at a birhday party Thursday night
given by his family at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Barlow,
Main street. Out of town guests
were: Mr and Mrs. Raymond
Watts and MLss Ida Stevens of
Rockland
A baked ham supper was entoyed by members of the Lions
Club Thursday night, this being
father and sen night, with 18 boys
present. Moves were shown after
the supper and the beys had a de
lightful time.
Mayflower Temple. P S. will meet
Friday night. A large attendance
Ls desired as there will be a stafT
rehearsal. Refreshments will be
served. The committee will be:
Mrs. Barbara Ludwig Mrs. Wilhel
mina Watts and Mrs. Margaret
Lewis
Mrs. Lawrence Shesler was honor
guest at a surprise stork shower
Tu< sdav night given by members
of Mayflower Temple, Pythian
Sister, at the home of Mrs. Richard
Woodcock Mrs. Shesler was pre
sented a bathinette by the group.
Present were. Mrs. Thelma Everett.
Mrs. Ora Woodcock. Miss Eliza
beth Thurston, Mrs. Marceline
Stone, Mrs. Amy Bracy, Mrs. Wil
helmina
Watts. Mrs.
Audrey
Woodcock. Mrs Helen Tabbutt, Mrs.
Margaret lewis. Mrs. Viv an Con
non and Mrs. Barbara Ludwig.
Obligaton night will be observed
by Grace Chapter. O.E.S Wednes
day night. March 10. Following the
meeting a St. Patrick’s party will
be enjoyed. Next Monday night
there will be a rehearsal for new

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY'

officers at the Masonic Temple at
7.30.
Union Lenten Service will be held
Thursday night at 7 o'clock at Fed
erated Church.
Miss Gertrude Hanley, who is in
training at Mercy Hospital, Port
land, spent the week-end with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hanley.
The Contract Club met Friday
afternoon with Mrs. Arthur Elliot.
There were two tables in play, high
scores being won by Mrs. Emily
Stevens of Rcckland and second to
Mrs. William Boynton. The club
meets next Friday at Mrs. Fred
Overlock’s.
Mrs. Elonia Rob'nson of Cush
ing is guest of Mrs Anson Pryor.
The 4-H Club met Thurdsay
night at he home of Mrs. Dori:
Ifemey. The county agent, Mrs.
Loana Shibles. spoke on the 'Dress
Revue’’ which the club is to hold
at the Baptist vestry May 14. Re
freshments were served. Mrs. Law
rence Hunt will entertain the club
Friday, March 12.
Mr. and Mrs. Baines Stanley and
son Ronnie of Bath were guests
Sunday of Mr and Mrs. Henry
Stanley
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Thurston
and sister. Miss Ruth Barlow, were
over night guests Friday of Mrs.
Harvey Kelley, East Boothbay.
This week is observed as 4-H
Club week.
Mr an Mrs. Roland Morse have
returned to Skowhegan, after visit
ing Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hastings.
Green sreet, for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon- Tabbutt
were hosts to a family dinner patty
Sunday at their home on Main
street in observance of Mrs. Win
fred Tabbutt’s birthday. Fair
generations were represented. Jn
the party were: Corliss Tabbutt
and daughter Roxie, Mr. and Mrs
Russell Tabbutt and daugli.er,
Betty Lou. Mrs. Orvel Williams and
son Winfred, Oscar Columb, and
Annie L. Bunker, all of this town;
Mrs. Albina Taft and Patty Sm’ih.
of Rockland. MLss Edna Polky of
Spruce Head. Mr. and Mrs. Elw/u
Tabbutt of Augusta. Mrs. Tabbifl
i received many nice gifts and it was
i a day of many happy memories for
j her.
Constance Knights and Priscilla
Burton gave a surprise birthday
party for Charlene Spaulding Mon
day night at the home of Char
lene’s grandmother. Mrs. Matti?
Spaulding. Those present we. e
j Misses Vera Chapman, Ann Haray
Lloyd Miller. Frank Hardy, Wal
ter Stein. Philip Spaulding, Meek
Hafford. all of this town and Rich
ard Giles of Rockland. Games were
; played and refreshments were
served, the table centerpiece a
birthday cake made by Mrs. Ber
nice Knights. Charlene received
many nice gifts.
A surprise birthday party was
given Sundav night for Mr and
Mrs Harold Achorn at home of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Abbott. Present were
Mr. and Mrs Harold Achorn, M
and Mrs. Arthur Anderson, Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Barrett. Mr and Mr?.
Walter Abbott.
Flash pictures
were taken by Harold Achorn
Decorations -were in rose and biue
Refreshments included a decorated
angel cake made by Mrs. Nancy
Barrett.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Thurston
of Washington, D. C.. are guest' o’
Mr. Thurston's parents, Mr and
Mrs. Wendell Barlow. Mr. Thurs
ton was a natient’at Walter Reed
Hospital, Washington, for several
weeks. After two weeks he will re 1 turn to Westover Field, Mass.
1 Mrs. Maud Webber is at the
-home of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Win
chenbic-h
Mrs. Harold Jack is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Maurice Rancou'-f
in Waterville.
Red Cross Fund Drive
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and LILLI PALMER
Sun. Shows,
Weekdays,

Saturday,

Mrs. Everett R Noble, chairman,
announces these routes and work
ers for the Red Cross drive:
Mrs. Gaorge Rogers. Captain;
solicitors:
Oyster River Road.
Shaw's Filling Station. Mrs. Woodrow Wilson; Shaw’s Filling Sta
tion, South Warren Bridge. Mrs.
Woodrow Wilson; Shaw’s Filling
9tation, Ship street, including ShiWes Lane. Mrs. Maurice Sawyer;
Main street from Ship street, Wads,
worth street north and south sides
Kossuth. Mrs. James O’Neil; Wads
worth street, Mrs. Charlotte Melquist; Main street from Wadsworth
to Booker and School street Mrs.
George Sherbo; Booker. North and
Georges street Mrs. George Sherbo
Mrs. Kenneth Keyes, Captain;

CAMDEN THEATRE
TODAY AND WED., MARCII 2-3

3.00 to 10.30
2.00, 6.25, 8.30
2.00, 6.40, 8.40

Victor Mature, Peggy Cummins,

“MOSS ROSE”
Tom Neal, Allen Jenkins

"Ca3e of the Babv Sitter”
THURS.,-FRI., MARCH 4-5

STRAM
TEL. 892.

Jon Hall, Victor McLaglen

ROCKLAND

“Michigan kid”
In Color

ISLAND CREEK
SOFT

COAL
Suction NOW $15 &
NEARLY ALL LUMPS—FOR YOUR

STOVE

BOILER

FURNACE

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
Telephone 487
PROMPT DELIVERY

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKPORT
A

A

E A CHAMPNEY
Correspondent

ft ft ft ft
Tel. 2226

A Famous Guide

The Rotary Gub

Charlie Miller, Host To No Members Hear Fine Address
tables, Speaks In Camden
By Lou Walker On 43d
Wednesday Night
Anniversary Of The
Order
____
» I

Tuesday-Frida?

Six Noted Speakers Coming

The regular meeting of Rotary
was a Red Letter day, as it marked
the 43d anniversary of its found’n-’
by Paul Harris. Jerry Burrows
presided. Ray Perry and Staff
Congdon directed songs appropriate
to the occasion.
Bob Hudson read excerpts from a
speech of Paul Harris given at a !
Rotary International convention
in Toronto. June SS, 1942. stressing
the need for an international code
of ethics. Jerry announced tliat
henceforth on every anniversary
date selections from Paul Hands
W’ould be read.
Lutie Jones was called to the
front to receive the 16-year memo
rial pin for perfect attendance in
that period. Said Jerry, "It takes
a man of strong will, and stout
Ruth E. Firuvall
constitution to endure this stretch
of years with a perfect attendauc’.
Churches in the central area of
T am most hoppy to confer up n
the United Baptist Convention of
vou this memorial pin.’’
Gerald Grant, president oi the Maine are looking forward to a
Lions’ dub, was a special guest.
great Bible and Missionary Confer
Carl Moran, In charge of pro ence which is to be held at the
gram, said that this was a day of
inventory. We should take ac Penney Memorial Baptist Church
count of stock. Why are we here? in Augusta, March 16.
Where are we going? What binds
Literally gathered from the "four
Charlie Miller
our group together? We know, but corners of the earth,” these men
Charlie Miller, famous Maine the public should know. We are a and Miss Finwall, are coming with
I guide, will be guest of the Megun- forward looking group, but once in a real message in their hearts.
solicitors; Main street from Booker ticook Fish & Game Association a while we should pause to replen
to Masonic Temple, north side, Miss j Wednesday. March 3, at 7.30 p m ish ourselves from those springs They are all leaders in their re
Mildred Demmons; Main street in the Camden Y.M.C.A. He will that were and' are the ideals of our spective fields of service, and have
done outstanding work.
from School street, Green street, present colored motion pictures, and origin.
The meetings will begin at 10 a.
Lou Walker took “the Lengthened
Mrs. Oliver Hahn tSouth sidei; j nfcrmal chats on his experiences
Hyler street. Knox street including i with celebrities and life ih the Shadow of Paul Harris” as his sub m., with a Bible conference led by
ject. first paying tribute to the Dr. Sterne, to be followed by three
School street, Miss Jane Miller; [ “great outdoors ’
Green street including Ludwig
Among the many celebrities who splendid energy and guidance of simultaneous conferences for young
street and Mechanic street and have visited Charlie in the Maine , the late Dr. Walter M. Spear in his people, women, and pastors and
Cross street. MLss Ella Gillchrist.
woods are Joe Louis, Sally Rand. work for our local" club during its laymen.
The afternoon conference ana
Main street residences irom Ma Jack Dempsey. Bob Coyne, Earle earlv years.
The speaker proceeded to trac» the evening meeting will include
sonic Temple, Gillchrest street, Boardman, Primo Cau*a Tansey
Miss Ethel Upham; Beechwood 1 Norton. Bill Geagan. Gene Tunney, the lines of charactei inherited by (wo additional Bible expositions
street. Corner. Henry’s, Mrs. Alfred : and Maxie Baer
Rotary from its founder. He pointed and two fine missionary addresses
Lawry; Beechwood street, Henry’s
Proceeds from thLs meeting w’ll out that the great company of ser v by Rev. Ruben Maic and Rev. S
Town Line, Miss Elizabeth Treat. be used for purchasing trap-shoot ice clubs, of which Kiwanis and S. Feldman.
l ions are the most numerous are
It is with keen anticipation in
Mrs. Nicholas Anzalone, Captain ing equipment.
Knox street. Mrs. Earl Melgard and
Charlie Miller has fished and grandchildren of Paul Harris wi’.o hearing these men and women of
God that Baptists across the State
Mrs. Earl LymtournA; Gay street hunted with people from all over gave the idea to tne world.
A brier summarv of Harris' life are planning on meetings of thLs
and Dunn street, Mrs. William the world. His reputation as a
Brooks; Elliot street and Water Maine Guidp is the highest, and before 1905 was followed by an ac sort, for these leaders -will also be
street from Bridge Depot. Mrs. Ed , he has won praise for canoeman- count of the formation of the first speaking at the Centra] Square
ward Newcombe; Brooklyn Heights ship, cooking outdoors and knowl Rotary Club in Chicago with four- Baptist Church in Portland, Cal
from Bridge, Cushing Line, Mrs. El edge of the Maine woods. He will members. In this Club existed the vary Baptist Church in Brewer,
bridge Graftqn; Thatcher street be remembered as the snowshoer germ of all the later developmen’ of and at the Court Street Baptist
and Caroline street. Mrs. Richard j who made the 223 mile hike from a world girdling organization dedi Church in Houlton.
Feyler; Gleason street including Banger to Boston, battling weather, cated to service above self.
Rev. John W. Thomas is the As
Departing from the beaten path sociate Director of the Mfclster'
Lawrence avenue and Roxbury. frost bite, a sprained ankle, and
Mrs. Miles Weston; Fluker street. farmers’ dogs.
the speaker then took up the less and Missionaries Benefit Board of
well known characteristics of Ro
Mrs. Shirley Williams.
tary which were transmitted to it
Mrs. Robert McFarland, Captain
by the spirit and character of the
solicitors: Main street from Gillfounder.
These included: Fello vchrest. Pine, Pine street and Gill
ship above differences of race, -echrest, Mrs. Robert Clark; Erin
ligion. Dolitics, or ideologies, ln
street. Dwight, Elm and Fish street.
Jerusalem Jew. Christian and Mos
Mrs. Robert Clark; Main street
lem are united in Rotary and go. out
from "Pine to Broadway Apartments
togeiher to rescue the victims of
and Pleasant street, Mrs. Alfred
unenlightened hate. Rotary’s fel
Hawkins; High street including
lowship penetrates all barriers,
Marsh Road. Mrs. George Newbert;
levels all walls, and finds roads to
Meadow Road from Broadway
hearts entrenched in prejudic?
Apartments to Morses Corner, east
Miss
Jessie
Hosmer
went
Sunday
and West Meadow Road from i to attend the Gift Show in Boston Ancient Rome built roads to pro| mote human intercourse and wall'
Morses Comer to Town Line, Coun
Alyce Passmore accompanied
restrain aggression. The walls
ty Road to Town Line Mrs. Alfred I' Mrs.
her to spend Monday at the Show. 1 to
are gone: the roads remain afi'i
Stair, Mrs. Rollo Butler. Mrs. Frank
Mrs. Kenneth Holt and sons, the
1: are a symbol Throughout I’’?
Buyzinski.
Billie and Bobbie, have been guest.,
Other solicitors are Richard Ell of Mrs Holt’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. world the Friendship trees plant
iot, Edward Dornan, Harold Rich Robert Jamiesqn for the past 10 ed by Patil Harris still flourish
prophecies of a better day.
ardson and T. E. Rowell.
days.
<"
Paul was fond of picturing the
Mrs. T. J. French has returned difference
“Hill Top men
INVEST IN
from a visit witli her daughter, Mr: and Dead between
level men.” He hoped
Praftcis Richards, in Lewiston.
The Grange whist party winner: 'that Rotary would never beerm”
Saturday night were Mrs. Florence i satisfied. He was himself, no re
Allen, Hope; Miss Sarah Daniels; former, no fanatic. He was not
i and consolation went to Mrs. Fran- against evil so much as for good
Ret- Ruben Mari
SAVINGS BONO*
j c na Carver of Lincolnville.
An Like him Rotary does not de
nounce or condemn It seeks ta
other partv March 6
The Ladies of the G.A.R.. will train its members in the art oi
meet Friday night with a picnic sup constructive 1‘ving. It leaves to
others the labors of the wrecking
per at 6.
Mrs. Alyce Passmore has beer crew.
Rotary is not a iront for a so Will Be the State’s Fish and
elected art instructor in the Cam
den s.hoois to take the place of Mrs. cial club. Its ideals are its objects
Game Exhibit In Wash
TODAY, WED., THURS.
Naomi Elliot who resigned at the and it takes them seriously as ils
ington, D. C.
founder
gave
up
his
life
to
them
end of last term Mrs. Passmore, oi
Double Feature Program
whose outstanding talent much has He was realistic and knew the*
Maine
’
s
Sea and Shore Fisheries
some are far ahead ol others in Ro
Hit No. 1
been heard, in connection with i
tarv.
There
are
cynics,
negative
and
Inland
Fisheries and Game ex
Maine Coast Craftsmen, received
her principal training in Art at the minded men even in Rotary who hibit moves .on to Washington this
Vancouver School of Decorated and have never caught its spirit. There week after two eery successful
with
Applied Arts, Vancouver, British are those who have the vocabulary showings at the National Sports
' Columbia. Mrs. Passmore is the of Rotarv and think that that if men’s Shows in both Boston and
wife of C K Passmore, head of all. But Rotary is a way of life New York during the month cf
and contemplates nothing less than
Passmore Lumber Company.
, Invitations have been issued for a New Order based on the imple February. The annual tour of the
Maine exhibit will reach its climax
the wedding of Barbara Laura mentation of the Golden Rule.
Rotarians were proud of their during the week of March 5 to 14
Clancy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
John J Clancy and Stuart Dunton fellow member and grateful for nts at the exposition sponsored by the
Purvis cf Hartford. Conn., at the searching out of facts, and the League of Maryland Sportsmen n
! Chestnut Street Baptist Church in clarity of his presentation of the
j Camden. Saturday, March 13, at il ideals, aims and purposes of Ro Hutchins and Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Knighit and family Sunday.
o’clock. Mr. Purvis’ mother, for tarv. A fine address.
Mrs. Araette Cheney of New York
Jerry Grant, president of the
merly was Miss Helen Dunton, who
lived in Camden during her school- Lions' Club, speaking briefly, said i is visiting at the home of Mr.and
: days w.th her aunts. Misses Carrie that since all service clubs had Mrs. Lawrence Cushman.
A fine layman’s Sunday program
their origin in the Rotary idea, he
and Fannie Dunton.
Freeman-Herrick Auxiliary will thought that all flubs would -c was rendered at the Community
meet tomon ow night. Supper will benefited if they could hear the ad Church Fbe. 29 by a group of the
be served at 6. Members are re- dress Just given. Expressing the members of the Woman’s Society
belief that there should be from of Christian Service, assisted by
j quested to take prizes.
The W.S.C8. will meet with Mrs. time to time meetings together of the Pastor Rev. George Volz. Mrs.
Oscar Barnard .Washington street, the service clubs, Jerry invited Ro- Volz and the MLsses Esther Cush
tarians to the meeting of the man and Frances Gelo Mrs. Wal
tomorrow afternoon.
Charles Lowe, proprietor of Lions’ Club on Wednesday, Ap~ll ter Aldus, President of the Society,
ltt»I
_ I Prince
’s, Inc., Ls in Boston th s week, 21. to hear an address by Governor presided and conducted the Re
.....ot.PRElSSt? attending
sponsive Reading. Prayer was off
the Furniture Show.
Hildreth.
The Good Cheer Class will meet
Visiting Rotarians: Charles A. ered by Mrs. Volz, and the Script
at the Congregational Parish House Baker, Allen F. Pavson. Gil Harmon ure Reading was given by Mrs. Et
on Wednesday evening of this week. of Camden, and Harold O. Page of ta Marriner. The address was giv
Mrs. Florence Millington and Mrs. Damariscotta. Guest. Leonard Ga en by Mrs. Russell Knight, t'he sub
ject -being "Learning to Live the
I Naoma Mayhew will be hostesses. liano. Rockland.—R. L. W.
Christian Life.” The Call to wor
Etta T. Wilbur
ship, the Offertory Prayer and
SEARSMONT
Mrs. Etta (Tyler) Wilbur, widow
the Benediction were given by Mr.
Plus Second Big Feature
cf Frank H. Wilbur died Saturday . The Woman’s Society of the Volz. Mrs. Richard Goebel was or
Which Asks This Question
at the age of 78 She was begn in Community Church met with Mrs. ganist. The offering was taken by
Lincolnville, daughter of Warren Russell Knight. Business meeting, the Misses Esther Cushman and
and Charlotte (Wadsworth) Tyler. social hour and refreshments.
Frances Gelo.
WHO'S TO BLAME FOR
A Stanley demonstration was
Mrs. Wilbur was a member of the
Congregational
Church
Ladies’ conducted by Mrs. Bernice Mahoney
Chopped mint leaves are a na
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY7 Circle
and was also an honorary who is a salesman of these products tural for green pea soup. Can you
at the home of Mrs. Ethel Butler think up some more to try
member of the Eastern Star.
Survivors are a daughter. Mrs. Feb. 25
Katheryn W. Jamieson; a son. For
Mr. and Mrs. John Burgess of Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
rest M. Wilbur; a sister .Mrs Belle Waldoboro and their little grandson
A. Gilkey; a granddaughter, Mrs. Arthur Burgess of Warren, called
Virginia J. Holt; a grandson Har on Harold Cobb.
old Wilbur; and five great-grand
Mrs. Colbv Howard spent sever
al days with her sister, Mrs. Olin
children.
Services were held yesterday from Bonnin at Skowhegan last week.
FUNERAL HOME
the Gilbert C. Laite Funeral Home, Mrs. Bonnin accompanied her home
Preducod by
9 MOUNTAIN ST., CAMDCN
Rev. W. L. Witham officiating. En and was a dinner guest at the
SOI M. WURTZCl PRODUCTIONS, INC.
<
tombment was in Mountain View Howard home Friday.
Rolsotod by JOik CoMury-fox
TEL. 8225
Mrs. Julia Wentworth was called
Complete Shows at 2.06, 6.20, 8.30 Cemetery.
to Lincolnville recently by the
DOROTHY S. LAITE
death of her sister, Miss Helen
4
GOOD JOB FOP YOU
Licensed Funeral Director
Martin.
COMING FRIDAY, SATURDAY

Mrs. Norma J. Robinson enter
tained Friday night honoring Mrs.
Lucille Hail and Mrs. Beatrice
Phillips with a surprise stork par
ty. The many dainty gifts were pre
sented in a bassinet. A social eve
ning with buffet lunch was en
joyed. Guesits present were Mrs.
Phyllis Heald. Mrs. Ethel Cain, Mrs.
Helen Chater Mrs. Alice Marston.
Camden; Mrs. Alice flrbbi-ns, Mrs.'
Avis Tolman, Rockland: Miss Helen
Small. Mrs. Hattie Spear. Mrs. Hel
ena Kenney, Mrs. Hazel Daucette.
Mrs. Marjorie Dodge, Mrs. Ardelle
Snowdeal. Mrs Hazel Marston. Mrs.
Jpanita Colby. Mrs Barbara Wood
ward and Mrs. Mildred Colby
Fred A. Norwood, W R.C. will
meet Thursday with Mrs Fred Mil
ler.
Tlie next meeting of the Baptist
Ladies’ Circle will be Wednesday
with Mrs Arthur K Walker.
G W. Br dge Club will meet
Tuesday with Mrs. Orra Burns.
The Thimble Club will meet Wed
nesday with Mrs. Evelyn Crockett.
Penobscot View Grange will observe
past officers' night March 4. Alsc
the lecturers' council of Limeroek
Valley Pomona will have a beano
party after the meeting Refresh
ments will be served.

U.S.

A Credit To Maine

IOUNCING
IUBBLING

1

Dangerous
Years
JOHN WAYNE in

GILBERT C. LAITE

II. S. Army
CHOOSF

“TIIE STAR PACKER”
FINE

THIS

PROFESSION

NOW.

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Harriman
visited Mrs. Angie Kimball ln Rock
land.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lajoie of Vas;sajboto were gueetsol Mrs. Cora

ROBERT E. LAITE

EARLE EAMES

1-tf

Frederick H. Sterne

the Northern Baptist Convention.
He has served as the pastor of the
Oaklyn Baptist Church, Oaklyn.
New Jersey, and the American Bap
tist Home Missionary Society. One
of Mr. Thomas’ outstanding contiibutions was his work among the
Japanese-Americans during ihc
evacuation from the Pacific Coist
and1 their resettlement elsewhere.
Rev. Frederick H. Sterne has
been pastor of the First Baptist
Church of Endicott, N. Y„ lor
about 15 years. An Englishman bv
birth, he was brought up in the
suburbs of Cape Town, South
Africa, where he also received his
early training. One of his first
parishes covered an area of 140J
square miles, with 10 preaching
stations, and during his three
vears work there he rode some
8500 miles on horseback minister
ing to farmers and traders. His
theological training was received in
America. He has served as Presi
dent of the National Christian En
deavour Union of South Africa, and
has acquired more ilian local fame
as a poet, his work having bee-i
published in book form under the
title of “Harp A-Thrumming.”
Miss Ruth E. Finwall, daughter
of a Norwegian Baptist Minister
is a staff member of the Council
on Finance and Promotion of the
Northern Baptist Convention, in
charge of women’s work. Her work
has included six years of mission
ary woik under the Christian
Friendliness Department of the

Kev. S- S.

Feldiaunn

Women's American Baptist Home
Mission Society, and as the Dean
of Women at the Berkely Bap: 1st
Efivinity School in Berkely, Calif.
Rev. Ruben Marc, pastor of the
First BaptLst Church, Port-auPrince Haiti, was born In Trou-duNord, Haiti. When he became pas
tor of the struggling little church
in Port-au-Prince, its membership
was only 40, and it was worshipnlng in a small, shabby building
Faithfulness, and an earnest evan
gelistic endeavor have caused the
church to grow to a membership
of 1643, with probably more than
half that number attending an
average Sunday.
Norman E. Joslin, student at
Middlebury College, Middlebury,
Vt., is a past president of the New
Ybrk State BaptLst Youth Fellow
ship.
During World War II Mi.
Joslin was in tlie Naval Air Corps,
and while in the Navy received
awards for wrestling, boxing, swim
ming, and track.
Rev S. S. Feldman is the Secre
tary of Stewardship of the Iowa
Baptist Convention. He has served
17 vears as a missionary in the
Philippines.
He served as chair
man of the committee which made
a new translation of the Bible in
to the Visayan language. An
author of some note, he has re
vised the Visayan Church Hymnal
and has publishej two books.
‘'Meditations on the Lord's Prayer"
end a book on sermons, “Daring To
Differ.”

Nurmen loilin

the gigantic National Guard Ar
mory in the Capitol City.
The Maine exhibit, which me.
with the enthusiastic approval of
thousands of show visitors in Bos
ton and New York will be the
largest at the Washington event.
More than 90 feet m length, the
exhibit portrays in lifelike replica
sections of the Maine coast and in
land lakes. Designed and built y
the noted artist, Klir Beck, the ex
hibit contains a 36-foot pool in
which Washington show-goers w’ll
see some of the largest trout and
salmon ever shown at a like event.
For the enjoyment of the wli
water enthusiast. Beck has built
a section of the rock-bound coast of
Maine against which waves pound
in realistic fashion. On the "beach"
of this section of the exhibit,
Captain Earl MacMahon. tuna and
lobster fisherman of Edgecombe,
Me., will hold; forth to give a
words-eye-view of downeast sports
fishing activity.
To build the exhibit, designer
Beck will bring a staggering
amount of material In Washington.
There will be a full 60-foot bag
gage carload, including 100 evergreen

trees, 35 juniper bushes, 126 feet of
scenery, a.s well as electric pumps
and piping to activate the water
falls and coastal fcieakers . The
State’s aerated fish trucks will
tiansport the live trout and salmon
from tne Maine stock pools to the
Capitol City.
Coastal and Inland wardens will
be nn hand at the inlormation
booth to answer questions on all
phases of salt and fresh water
fishing. The Inland wardens at
tending will be Harland Hitchings.
Piinceton, and George Townsend of
Limerick. Coastal wardens will be
Chester Brown of Ellsworth and
Donald Hickey of Clark Island. Ar 
thur Eldredge and William Hitch
oi Portland will represent the
the Department of Sea and Shore
Maine Publicity Bureau.
Com mis.loner Richard E. Reed of
Fisheries and Inland Fisheries and
Game Commissioner George J.
Stable will be in Washington dur
ing the show week to act as the
official representatives of ’he State.
Wayne Buxton and Bob Elliot of
the Maine Development Commis
sion will act as the press represen
tatives at the Washington event.

UGLY DENTS—OUT!
Dents that disfigure your
car’s Fenders are de-valu-

ing ta the entire car! Dents

that we remove are gone—

without

a

trace.

Our

charges WON’T put much

dent iu your purse!

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
WINTER STREET, x

ROCKLAND, ME.

17-18 St 23-24

TEL. 889

ALBERT E. MacPhail

PLUMBING AND HEATING
445 Main St., Rockland, Phone 738-W
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Social Matters

Mrs. Leman Oxton of West Rock
port, who will be in Portland all this
week for treatment, is located at
The Eastland Hotel, room 823.

Mrs. Lydia Cummings of North
Waldoboro is a patient at the
Knox Hospital.

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer R Witham
Tickets for the Rubenstein Club
Spring concert may be procured and Mr. and Mrs. Clayton R. With
from members of the Club, from am, who are traveling through
Beulah Ames at the Central Maine Florida, have left Key West and are
Power Company or toy calling Doris now staying at St. Petersburg.
Ames 269-J. The date Is March 18,
Friends of Mrs Margaret Burns,
the time is 8 p. m., the place is the
who is ill at her home on 17 Gay
Roland W. Chnples who was Congregational Church.
street, are planning a card shower
called to this city by the death of hls
grandfather, Earl U Chaples, went
The Women's Auxiliary of St for her birthday March 8.
yesterday to his home In Fairha Peter’s Church will meet in the Un
A, surprise birthday party was
ven, Mass. He has recently been dercroft, Thursday at 5 o’clock.
discharged from the Navy after The meeting will toe followed toy a held for Miss Agnes Brown at her
Jefferson
street home. The table
serving two years.
parish supper at 8.30 with Rev. Wil was decorated
with pink and white.
liam E. Berger of Camden as guest
Buffet lunch was served. Those In
Mrs. Arthur L. Reed of Southwest speaker.
vited were: Mr. and Mrs John Leo
Harbor spent the weekend with her
sons Frank & John, Mr. .and
parents, Mr. .and Mrs. Horace
Anderson Auxiliary meets Wed and
Diago Lombardo, Miss Vita
Coombs, Limerock street.
nesday night, with a dandelion green Mrs.
Mrs. Matilda Engleson
supper at 6 o'clock. Meeting at 7.30 Lombardo,
and son Richard. Mi. and Mrs
There will be a circle supper In
Herbert Hlllgrove, David Libby, Miss
the Methodist vestry Wednesday
The Albert H. Newbert Associa
O’Connell, Mrs. Jasper Lom
n ght with Mrs. Esther Graves as tion meets Friday night at the Ma Cathy
bardo and son James, Albert
chairman assisted by Mrs. Blanche sonic Temple. Housekeepers are Brown,
Charles Brown, Mrs. Fran
Witham, Mrs. Rose Gardner, Mrs. Millie Thomas, Clara Watts, Caro ces Luizza
sons Frank and
M.ldred Blood, Mrs. Edna Havener, line Stewart and Ada Kosta Mem Yarno, Mrs. and
Paula Leo and Miss
Mrs. Lucy Stewart, Mrs. Grace Lur bers take beano prizes.
Josephine Leo.
vey, Mrs. Mae Gregory, Mrs. Ellura
David O. Giles of Oedar street
Hamlin, Mrs. Eleanor Feyler and
Mrs. Florence Leo entertained at
. has recently been a guest at the cards Thursday night. Those in
Mrs. Millie Coombs.
! Mansion House. Poland Spring
vited were: Mrs, Cora Bergman,
Mrs. Bernard Stiles and daughter
William Murphy of Dorchester. Mrs. Alice Robbins. Mrs. Dorothy
Nancy of Marblehead, Mass., have
Hlllgrove,
Miss Florence Woodward.
been the guests of her parents, Mr. Mass., was week-end guest of Miss Miss Grace Carroll, Miss MaryI
June
Cook,
Beech
street.
and Mrs. Albert P. Blatsdell.
Jones, Miss Diane Curtis, Miss Anna
Mrs. Grace E. Fish of Stanley
Mrs. Victor Davis Is a surgical pa Genthner of Thomaston. Buffet
avenue had as Sunday guests, her tient at Knox Hospital.
lunch was served.
uncle, Arial Linscott of Medomak
Camp Farm, Washington, hls son Mrs. Dan Oatti Is visiting her son
Miss Annie McLaughlin who has
Robert and grandsons, Bobby and In Boston for a few days.
been the guest cf her niece .Mrs. N.
Mahlon, also of Washington.
J. Paulzer, Douglaston (L.I.) New
The Browne Club meets Friday York, has returned home.
Miss Margaret Dorman, who is night with Mrs Adelle Bird, Sum
enjoying a weeks vacation from mer street.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will confer
Providence Institute, is at the home
dgrees on class of candidates to
Lend
A
Hand
Class
will
meet
with
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clar
night. Supper will be served at 6.15.
Mrs. Lois Anderson, Glen Cove. Fri
ence Dorman, Warren street.
day at 2 o’clock. Oo prepared to The Girl Scout Council will meet
Mrs. Mary Harris who has been sew and take used Christmas cards. Thursday at 8 p. m. at the Scout
the guest of her cousin, Mrs. Albert
room. Mrs. Louis Dole of Bath will
Miss Pat Ritchie, who is a stu be guest siieaker.
Blatsdell, has returned to her home
dent at Deering High School,
in Swampscot, Mass.
Recent supper guests of Mr and
spent the week-end with her par
Mrs. Winola Cooper of Rockville ents, Mr. and Mrs, Charles Ritchie, Mrs. Charles H. McIntosh. Lipieis to enter Peter Ben Brigham Hos Grove street. Friday night she e
rock street were: Ri.aido Vallapital in Boston March 10, for surgi tertalneJ at a dimer party, her dores, Oliver Holden, jr., David
cal treatment.
guests being Miss Charlene Spauld- Holden and Robert and Richard
McIntosh. * Valladores, a fellow
The women of the Universalist [ itvj, and Miss Priscilla Burton ol student of Robert and Oliver Hol
and Miss Barbara RitChurch will hold their annual Ded ! Thomaston
den, Jr. was the week-end guest of
ication Day service in the vestry, chie. Saturday she entertained at the Molntoshes alter hiving spent
Wednesday at 2.30 p. m. Taking a social get-to-ge;her of former several days as guest cf the Holdens
part in the musical program are ' schoolmates, including Miss Jean at their home on Old County Road
Mrs. Nathalie Snow, Miss Dorothy ' Williams, Miss Geraldine Billings, Young Valladores Is a native of
Lawry at the pianos; Soloist, Mrs. I Miss Joanne Young, Miss Audrey Cuba,
and it s worthy of" mention
Lydia Storer; Mrs. Mary Elizabelh j Young and Miss Sally Gilchrest of that his father is a Bowdoin gradu
Lawry, Mrs. Mary Hudson, Mrs. j Thomaston. Lunch was served.
ate. Mr and Mrs. McIntosh drove
Lydia Storer in a vocal trio. Parti | A fellowship party was enjoyed to Pittsfield Sunday accompanied
cipating in the ritual: Mrs. Ade Friday night at the Littlefield me- by Ricardo Valladores, and Robert
laide Lowe, Leader; Mrs. Irene : morial Baptist Church, by the newly McIntosh who were returning to
Walker, Chaplain; Mrs. Gertrude ' organized Young Adult Group. A their studies at M.C.I. Oliver Hol
Jordan. Mrs. Frances McLoon. Mrs. : time of spirited recreation was den, Jr is in Boston taking his ex
Barbera Griffith, Mrs. Constance greatly enjoyed by those who atDaniels, Mrs. Martha Senter. read i tended, and a real friendly and aminations for West Po nt.
ers. Ushers; Mrs. Mary Weisman 1 happy spirit permeated the pvenlng.
Mis- Anne McLaughlin returned
Mrs. Charlotte Flint. Hostesses; , Games were played into which all to her duties at Senter Crane’s yesMrs. Brackett, Mrs. Haines, Mrs. could partic'pate, and some of Lit l terday, following a five week vacaJameson, Mrs. Sleeper, Miss Frost. tlefield's famous cooks provided i tidn. She was the guest of her
Mrs. Cobb. Mrs. Marshall, Mrs. happy spirit permeated the evening. ! niece. Mrs. Philip Rand in Augusta
Bird, Mrs, Gould Mrs. Leach. An , Those in charge of the refresh- for two weeks and the remainder of
offering will be received.
freshments were Mrs. Mellon De- ! her vacat on was spent with her
Mrs. N. J. Palzer in DouglasWhen in Portland buy your copy i ments. Those in chargp of the re- | hiece.
of The Courier-Gazette at the Hotel : shon, Mrs. Donald Chase, Mrs ton. L. I.. N. Y.
Eastland news stand.
13**23 Kendrick Dorman, Mrs. Carroll
Mrs. Eward Gonia is attending
Wixsan, Mrs. Edward Cross, and
Mrs. John Barker. Among those j gift shows at the Parker House and
attending were Mr. and Mrs. Ed j Statler Hotel in Boston.
ward Cross. Mr. and Mrs. Carroll ! The meeting of the Opportunity
Wlxson , Mr. and Mrs. Kendrick Class is to be held Thursday at the
Dorman, Mr. and Mrs. Donald j home of Mrs. Maude Tibbetts, 11
Chase. Mr. and Mrs. Mellon Deshon. i Cedar street.
Mr. and Mrs. Arno Wooster. Mr an:
Linoleums and Floors Washed,
Mrs. Richard Ames, Mr and T
I Mrs. Ralph Lamport of South
Waxed and Polished Electriially.
Elmer Withee, Mr and Mrs. Law ' Portland was the weekend guest of
Interiors of Homes, Public Build
rence Lord, Mr. and Mrs. Donald 1 her sister, Mrs. Joseph Dondis.
ings, Hotels, Stores, etc., Cleaned
Chase, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Har Beech street.
and painted.
rington, and Mrs. Lewis Fish The
Albert Huntley has moved hLs
next meeting of this Mr and Mrs.
group Will be held on April 2. and “Doughnut Jar’’ to 8 Camden
Arno Wooster, Mrs. Donald Chase, street where he will continue to
TEL. 368-M ROCKLAND
Mrs. Mellon Deshon, and Lawrence make doughnuts fresh daily for
after 5.38
Lord are in charge of the arrange wholesale and retail sale. Coffee
13-tf
ments
and doughnuts served.

Mrs. Walter C. Ladd and Miss
Harriet Rankin have returned from
a visit in New York. Enroute home
they were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford Ladd and children, Harriet
and Walter, in Melrose, Mass.

HOUSEHOLD
SERVICE

Dorothy Feeney

SENTER# CRANE'S
GIVE YOUR WINDOWS THE

“NEW LOOK”
We have the new fashioned

D_ l.W Curtains
“Shir-Back”
Just Pull the Tape for

Perfect Drape

SHIR-BACK RUFFLED

SHIR-BACK COTTAGE

$2.79 to $10.98

Small-Bouchard

Married 31 Years

Miss Charlotte Vivian Bouchard,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louts Mr. and Mrs. John Gamage
L. Bouchard of East Millinocket be
Guests Of Honor At Wed
came the bride of Everett Donald
ding Reception
Small, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
E. Small of Rockland, Feb. 22, fit 3
Mr. and Mrs. John Gamage of
o’clock at 'a candlelight service In
me congregational Church at East
Millinocket, Rev Charles A. Wat ding anniversary Monday night,
kins, cf Ellsworth, formerly pastor and were honor guests at a recep
ol that church, performing the tion held in Owls Head town hall.
double ring ceremony.
Mrs. Gamage Ls the former Ber
The church was beautifully deco nice Savage and her parents, Mr.
rated w th white and shell pink and Mrs. William Savage of Fogg
gladioli and white and pink carna street, Rockland, recently observed
tions. The candles burning in ea.h , their 58th wedding anniversary.
colored glass window emtorassure
Mr. and Mrs. Gamage have sev
cast a glow over the scene. The en sons—Elliott, Milton, Ernest,
altar was charming In its simpli John, Richard, Bruce and Carlton;
city with a bouquet of white rose? rcne daughter, Mrs. Edna Willis;
n front of the cross with lighted and 13 grandchildren. Tlie boys
tapers on either side.
are all engaged in business with
Miss Priscilla Cousins accomipun- their father.
ied by Mrs. Leila Sandstrom, sang
Corsage and gardenia were given
"At Dawning,” “Oh Promis Me” and to their parents by the children
'Because."
Mrs. Sandstrom also and the program consisted of an
played the traditional wedding original poem by Milton Gamage,
Betty Lou Wellman
march.
tap dance by Milton and Mrs. Wil
The bride, given in marriage by lis, harmonica solo by Hartley Han
Mrs. Clifford Carroll is announc
ing the engagement of her sister, her father, wore a pr ncess style ley. solo by Miss Priscilla Nash and
of candlelight satin with seed vocal solos by Mr. and Mrs John
Miss Betty Lou Wellman, to Ken gown
pearl motif, 'sweetheart neckline Gamage.
neth Orne. son of Mr. and Mrs. Al long cathedral train and a fingertip
A purse of money was presented
veil of illusion net caught with a to the couple, Albert MaePhail
fred Orne of Pleasant Point.
tiara
trimmed
with
seed
pearls.
She
making the presentation speech.
Miss Wellman Is a daughter of
a bouquet of white roses Refreshments were served from a
the late Herbert and Ella Wellman carried
gardenias and 1 lies of the valley gaily decorated table, and Mrs.
of Rockport She is a graduate of with long white stain streamers tied Carrie Nash made the beautifully
the Rcckland schooLs and has made in bridal knots.
decorated wedding cake.
Mrs. James Adams was matron of
Mrs. Ellena Fredette, Mrs. Edna
her home for several years with her
She wore a floor length Willis, Mrs. Kathleen Stone and
sister, Mrs. Clifford Carroll. 263 honor.
aqua gown with aqua ribbon hat Charles Willis, Jr., planned the
Camden street.
Mrs. Beatrice
Mr. Orne attended the Thomaston with a frill of pink dotted net. She successful party.
schools and is now employed in "arried a bouquet of pink roses. H Hooper played the piano and Au
Douglas Small, brother of the bride gustus Myers the violin for danc
Portland.
Tlie wedding willl take place in , groom, was best man. The ushers ing. The guests departed at a late
were: James Adams and Robert In hour all wishing "Bun" and John
the near future.
galls of East Millinocket and Ken many more happy years of wedded
neth Weeks and Russell R chard- life.
son. Jr. ol Rockland.
The guest list included Mrs. Ed
A reception followed at the home na Willis. Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
the bride's parents. The brides Fredette, Mrs. Effie Dyer, Charles
Rubinstein Club Combines of
mother wore black flowered crepe Willis, Mr. and Mrs Milton Gam
Business Meeting With a with black accessories and a cor age. Mr. and Mrs. Edward Noyes.
sage of yellow roses. The bride Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Hanley. Au
Short Program
groom's mother wore navy blue with gustus Myers, Mr. and Mis. Elliot
ML'S Mabel Snow was a most gra matching acesseries, pink hat and Gamage, Carleton Gamage, Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Gamage. Perley
cious hostess Friday night to the corsage of pink roses.
The decorations were pink and Calderwood. Mr. and Mts. Ernest
Rubinstein Club at her home on
Union street Despite the short no white carnations and white gladioli A. Gamage. Mrs. Carrie Nash, Miss
tice of a meeting about 30 members White carnations and white sweet Priscilla Nash, Mr. and Mrs. Irving
gathered to take part in the busi peas flanked by crystal canelabra Gamage. Mrs. Beatrice Hooper, Mr.
ness meeting, discuss plans for the and tall white tapers formed the and Mrs. Charles Worcester. Avis
annual Spring concert to be held centerpiece of the luncheon table Norwood of McKinley. Rodney
March 18 in the Congregational with a four-tier wedding cake at one , Worcester, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest S.
Church, and to listen to a fine end of the table. Mrs. Eula Fayli Gamage. Mrs. Eva Thomoson Mrs.
and Mrs. Maude Haskell were in Virginia Oliver, Mr and Mrs.
'spur of the moment" program.
Mis Annie Frost, a special guest charge of the refreshments and Bruce Gamage., Mr. and 'Mrs.
of the Club read her delightfully Mrs. Kenneth Weeks the guest book Charles Stone, Mts Barbara Gro
Tlie couple left for a weddng trip ver. Mr. and Mrs. John W. Gam
humorous and entertaining paper
that she has done before several of unannounced destination. The age Mrs Helen Jones. John Alother clubs in the city. Her colonial bride chose for travel ng an aqua tonen. Albert MaePhail Mr. and
costume, with all the accessories, ballerina dress with matching long Mrs. Fred Lindsev and Mr. and
was most appropriate. The pro sleeved jacked princess style and Mrs. Chester Arbo
This original poem was written
black accesscries. They will be at
gram follows:
home at 13 Talbot avenue, Rock by Milton Gamage. as tribute to
Piano Duet—Hungarian Dance.
his mother and father on their
Brahms land. after March 1.
Mbs Dorothy Lawry
Mrs Small is a graduate of Gar 31st wedding anniversary.
Mr- Nathalie Snow
ret Schenck Jr. High School and 1
“Our Mom and Bad"
frntralto Solos Hills of Home.
Fox
Lll Yellc Dog.
Gallatly Eastern Academy of Beauty Culture Thirty-one years ago todav
Fanp'a' end is new employed in Our
Mrs Lydia Storer
»nd Dad ‘tool up to say.
arc. by Mr- Nettle Averill
Al’s Hairdressing Salon, Rockland.
Paper Progress In Wearing Apparel,
Thirty-one years is a long long time.
Mr
Small
graduated
from
Rockland
(Sub-Title 1 From Fig Leaf To Shorts
their lov for each was so divine.
High School in 1942 and enlisted But
Miss Annie Frost
That the years slipped bv on wings
Piano Duet Torchiiehi March,
Clark shortly after in the Army Air Corps.
of flight
Miss Dorothy Lawry
He trained at Chanute Field, Ill. Which bring- our story up to tonight.
M:s. Nathalie Snow
as an electrical specialist on B29s. Now let its pause while we tell you
some of the things
He served in the 20th Air Corps in
MATTSON—OVERLOCK
Tha
has haupened since this mar
Miss Bernys Overlock, daughter the ftrrma-India area for nearly
riage began.
of Mr and Mrs. Charles Overlock three years. He Ls now salesman Of the sunshine, the gladness tears
and the strife
of Warren became the bride of for Drake Bakeries. Inc.
Out-of-aown guests were: Mrs. That comes to u.s al! In this thing
Robert Mattson son of Mr. and
called "Life."
Edward
Clcmont.
Milford.
Mrs.
Alex
Mrs. Albert Mattson of Waldo
the close of their first short
boro Saturday night at the parson Sereyka. Howland. Mrs. Isabell Ja Towardmarried
year.
age. Rev. J. Charles MacDonald cobson. Portland. Mis. George There was born unto them, a little
OMerrill.
Yarmouth:
Mr.
and
Mrs
dea-.
performed the double ring cere
Bnrcld Watters. Old Town: Mr. and A little blue-eyed baby boy.
mony
Whom they named
Elliot Menzla.”
The bride wore a street length Mrs. Arthur Reed, Southwest Har
their pride and Joy
blue dress with yellow carnations. bor, Mr and Mrs H Douglas Small. He was followed by six more boys and
a sister.
Attending the bride and groom Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Weeks, Mr And that's
quite a family, I'll tell you
were Mr. and Mrs. George W. Rus and Mrs Horace Coombs.. Mr. and
Mister.
sell, Jr. Mrs Russell wore an aqua Mrs. Russell Richardson. Jr., Mr To clothe and feed, and bring up
right.
street length dress with varigated and Mrs. Russell Richardson. Sr.,
all of Rockland; Archie Ingraham And Round about Christmas, t'was
carnations.
quite a sight.
A reception followed the cere Portland, Will arn Weeks, Orono; To see them all gathered round the
tree.
mony at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Earle Watkins, Bar Harbor and Mr.
eyes big and round, hoping
George Russell. 17 Warren street. ■and Mrs Donald York, Millinocket. With they'd
see
Rockland.
Something for them, that they'd
MRS. JOHN F. McGVTRE
Mrs. Russell finished cutting the
wanted so bad,
Mrs. Barbara McMorran McGuire Given to them, by their Mom and
bride’s cake after the bride and
Dad.
groom cut the first piece. The 74, wife of John Francis McGuire,
cake was made by Mrs. Forest L. formerly of Calais, died Saturday What we wanted always seemed to be
afternoon at the home of her
there.
Pinkerton.
way. some how. they had taken
Those attending the reception daughter, Mrs Allston E. Smith. Some care.
were Mr and Mrs. Carleton L. Broadway, with whom she and her Of all our wants and wishes too.
Reed, Bath; Mr. and Mrs. William husband have made their home Yes. we got what we wanted when
it was through
Mahonen and daughter Ailie Lou- for the past nine years. Five years
isb, Mr. and Mrs. George Ru'sell. ago she fractured her hip, since Yes. Mom and Dad had It klnda' bad.
the eight of us are awful glad.
Jr., of Rockland; Mr and Mrs. which time she had not been in But,
they passed good Mothers and
good health. During the inter When Fathers
Robert Mattson of Waldoboro.
around.
vening
years
she
has
been
given
They gave us the best that could be
The couple will make their home
the
most
tender
and
faithful
care
found.
with the groom’s parents.
by her husband, daughter and In this whole darned world, that's a
lot of ground.
Mr. anri Mrs E. Carl Moran at son-in-law.
But, we all know, we are not guessLng.
Deceased was the daughter of John We realize it is a blessing
tended
the
Bcv'don-Amherst
swimming meet in Brunswick Sat and Margaret 'Nelson) McMorran of To have folks like this, so kind and
true.
urday. Bowdoin took the meet Basswood Ridge, N. B. She is So down
right good, right through
with Paul tyforan coming in third survived by her husband, a son.
and through.
In the breast stroke. Later Mr. and John McGuire of Portland; a So. on this, their anniversary
Mrs. Moran and Paul were dinner daughter. Mrs. Allston E. Smith of We're hoping that they'll always be
guests at the Hotel Eagle of Prof. Rockland; two grandchildren, Ann Happy as they are today.
and John McGu re, Jr., of Portland; Loving each other in the same old
Albert Abrahamson.
way.
a sister. Mrs Harriet Erskine of
the eight of us would like to say
Master Sergeant John Gilbert Bocabec, N. B; three brothers. And
"To us, there'll be no other
Proctor 25 Park street was one of Nelson McMorran of Poland, John That ever would or could compare
40 students who recently completed McMorran of Basswcod Ridge. N With our Dear Father and Mother "
courses at the United States Army. B. and Daniel McMorran of Minne
Caribbean Food Service School. apolis, Minn.
NORTH SEARSMONT
Fort Clayton Canal Zone. He .spe
Requiem High Mass was sung at
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Merriam
cialized in the course for pastry St. Bernards Catholic Church at 9 and Mrs. Elden Maddocks attended
cooks. Sergeant Proctor is presently o'clock this morning Entombment spec al services Sunday night at the
assigned to duty with 550th Mili was in Mountain View cemetery. Morrill Baptist Church where a
tary Police Company, Foil William Camden, the burial to be In Calais fine musical program was presented.
D. Davis. Canal Zone.
in the Spring.
At the Methodist Youth Fellow
Mrs. Arthur A. Hauck of Orono ship Sunday n ght the devotions
Maine’s Popular Advisor
was the guest Friday night of her were led by Miss Virginia Chapman,
daughter, Mrs. Edward C. Ladd. On a trumpet duet was played by Rob
her trip down she was accompanied ert Chatto and Nathan Wiggin The
Over 20 Years Helping Folks
by her grandchildren, Gail and
Send 5 Questions, SI and Stamped Anne Ladd, who had been her pastor led the study period.
Envelope. Full Page Reading In guests for several weeks.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
cluded.

Made Concert Plans

Rev. Ruth Mathias

Bangor, Me.

12 Third Street,

70-T-tf

AT LONG LAST!
OTHER

Ask Us Why More

RUFFLED CURTAINS

other

conage

sets

$1.98 to $4.98

People W**or the

AN ELECTRIC
FLOOR MACHINE

IIP
IL j

I CAN RECOMMEND!
See the new General T-12—a
home use marhlnr at moderate
price. IT SCRUBS! IT WAXES!
IT POLISHES, It DRY CLEANS!

Than All Other

ONE-UNIT
HEARING AIDS

We Also Have a Fine Assortment of

COTTON, RAYON AND NINON TAILORED CURTAINS

$1.39 to $4,75

Combined
o’.'.j'.'rt”
Get FRtf Booklet on Deafness i

GOODNOW’S

pharmacy

Fred L. Goodriow, Prop.
MAIN AND PARK STR.
LOCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 440

It is exceptionally quiet and
light in weight; the finest home
floor machine on the market.
I can deliver in quick lime,
$79.50. Ask me. See a demonstrati Mi.

RALPH L. RICHARDS
25 FRANKLIN ST„ ROCKLAND
TEL. 942
n-20

Edw n Libby Relief Corps met
Thursday night with Mrs. Eliza
Plummer presiding, and Mrs. Mil
Many of the million and a quar dred Williams as musician. Mrs.
ter Girl Scouts of the United Lillian Rakliff was admitted into
States will take part in their or
ganization’s 1948 agricultural pro membership, applications balloted
gram planned to help relieve world upon and others proposed.
wide food shortages. Those Girl
Mrs. Frances Morse was installed
Scouts who have .access to garden 1 in the office of banner bearer ’’Charplots are asked' to grow ihe lty,” by Mrs. Millie Thomas, past
amount of garden .'tuff the aver State president, with Mrs. Myra
age teen ager eats in 12 months Watts as conductor.
• ♦ • •
Mrs. Rase Sawyer reported visit
Mrs. Harriet Merriam, D.A.R, ing several members, Mrs. French
•
reported
an interesting call upon
lepresentative met witli 31 Brown Mrs. Fannie
Bickmore, and others
ie Girl Scouts and four leaders in reported
cards sent to sick members.
the Scout room Saturday morning
Margaret Rackliff reported
to give out materials on the use theMrs.
election of a committee which
and care of the flag. She ex will co-operate in raising of funds
plained each picture In the pam needed to paint and repair the
phlet and gave a very interesting G.A.R. hall. A fair will be held
and instructive talk on the flag July 26 and it is hoped that every
and Its care and use.
member cf the G.A.R. allied orders
• • • •
will rally for this occasion, as their
Word has been received by the mothers did, when the Veterans vot
local council of Girl Scouts that ed to buy this beloved memorial.
Mrs Lizzie French presented an
the Girl Scout office at Augusta is
offering a course to all Girl Scout interesting patriotic program, inleaders or prospective leaders, In clud ng an automobile qulzz, ques
tel ested in trainin'? on program tions and answers by members and
planning. Brownie leaders—how to a reading by Martha Sleeper, en
use the program fields. Interme titled "Mary Had a Little Cold."
A "mystery’ was won by Mrs.
diate leaders—ranis and badge.!.
Senior leaders—what to do with Winifred Butler, and was found to
those "Young Adults." In addition "Hold" several tickets, causing a
to the Augusta trainers there will great deal of merriment.
An afternoon of sociability and
lie National speakers on the first
and, last days.
Besides these tacking quilts was enjoyed, making
the
hall resemble the days when the
specific programs there will be help
on common problems. Certificates Corps was more active—the days
will be awarded. Dates: March 3- of Mesdames Ingraham, Choate,
10-17-31 and April 7 (Wednesdays Cables, Hunley. Higgins and Mc
7 30-9 30 p. ml Anyone willing to Millan.
Supper was served by Mrs. Rose
furnish transportation for any one
of these meetings please phone Sawyer and aides. Needless to say,
Mrs. Mildred Crie 361-M or Mrs. the attendance was large.
Mrs. Ada Payson will be in charge
Frances Muller, 1156-J.
of supper March 12, and promises
• • • •
the same attractive menu.
Mildred Copeland. Prudence Iott
Mrs. Mabel Richardson is chair
Carleen Kiskila, Gail Grant, Janet man of rehabilitation and will
Stewart. Mary Harriman, Gloria gratefully receive donations for
Shafter, Sonia Curry. Nancy De- Togus veterans. Eliza Plummer
Mass. Delores Gallano and Atlanta
Preston received their econd class
NORTH SEARSMONT
'badges when troop No. 4 met in the
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Maddocks
scout room last Friday with Mrs.
Frances Muller, leader, in charge. and sons, Joseph and Paul, were
Guests were Mrs. Mildred Crle, guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. El
commissioner; Mrs. Marion Miller. den Maddccks.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Merriam
Mrs. Marlon Fickett, Mrs. Gladys
Kiskila Mrs. Elfreda Sundstrom visited relatives in Hancock recently.
Mrs. Frederick Lucas (Hazel MeMrs. Thelma Small and Mrs. Caro
lyn McIntosh. assistant leaders hureni and daughter, Beverly Ann,
have
returned from Waldo County
were also present. Refreshments
were served by the girls receiving Hospital, and after staying a few
their rank. Marion Tatbot has been days with Mrs. Lucas’ mother, Mrs.
chosen to represent Holland tor Harold Mehuren, are now at their
home here.
their troop at the Silver Tea.
Miss Christine Norwood of Win
Brownie Troon No. 8 met in the
scout room Friday afternoon with chester. Mass., has been frequent
Mrs. Kathleen Harriman, leader guest of her mother, Mrs. Elden
and Mrs Dorothy Childs, assistant Maddocks, this week, Mrs. Charles
leader, in charge.
Twenty-five Jillson of Rock’and accompanying
puzzle booklets for Togus were com her here Thursday.
George Jackson is recuperating at
pleted. They were reminded to
bring their posters o’ Scotland to his home after being a surgical pa
tient
at Knox Hospital. He visited
the next" meeting. Mrs. Barbara
Griffith will teach them shadow his son, Bernard, before returning
home.
graph at the meeting this week
• • • •
Brownie Troon No. 6 met in the Co., Ice Cream plant on Tillson
scout room Saturday morning with avenue.
•• • •
Mrs. Marie Studley. leader in
Easter egg favors for Togus were
charge. They brought their posters made by Brownie Troop No. 7
of China which were excellent. when it met Wednesday afternoon
Each girl was given a list of arti in the scout room. Mrs. Philip New.
cles for the clothing kits to be bert leader and Mrs. Harold Halllsent to Europe Deborah Levinthal gan, assistant leader, were in
gave each girl a belated Valentine charge. Next Wednesday they will
in the form of a larve redlollvnop conmmence sewing on pencil cases
Next Saturday morning th" troop and are reminded to take their
will make a visit to the Edwards & posters of Italy.

COATS TO COVET!
DREAM COATS
For

EASTER
And Spring
Goings on
AT

GREEN’S
Fluttering New Styles-

Fine Fabrics—

Available in All the
Wanted Colors

SPECIAL!
.

A Few Warm
for Winter

1-2 Price
Extra Special!

1000

Two Mink Dyed

BOOKS

COATS

Just Received

Sacrifice Prices

LATEST
BEST
SELLERS

Amusement, Music, Industry
and What Not On Tap

Scouts
Newslites

MUSKRAT
at

Choice

29*

E. B. CROCKETT’S
Rockland, Maine

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
FUBRIBB8
16 SCHOOL STREET, ’

ROCKLAND, ME.
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White Ribbonera

From The Exciter

Justly Proud of Their New

25 YEARS AGO

sent Carroll down cellar for a Jar
of beans Carroll decides it is high
tn sample this nrlzc lar.
He

Xim»

says they were as delicious as they
looked, and we are glad they are
past history now. If we Rhculd
have another garden contest we can
at least expect a new entry from
A review from The Courier-Gaaette of happenings which interested
The W. C. T. U., met Friday with
Plenty good reading in the last the Merrills.
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period of 1923.
Telephone operator, Kathleen
Mrs. Btta Stoddard.
issue of the Exciter. Especial menDuff, kept an appointment with
It was voted to send two packets
i tlon to Lu tie Jones, who digs up Dr. Hill recently.
of seeds to Fran Fischer, Bremen,
, some fine items; also the districts
Anderson Camp, Sons of Veterans
Rockland, Peb. 8, to Mr. and Mrs. —Mabel Corey of Boothbay Harbor Home Service expert, EleanorGermany, through the A. S. T. A.,
Mary Dougherty is conducting very
took over Grand Army Hall.
Wilbur H. Benner, a son.
I district and Crosby Ludwlck and successful G.rl Scout Classes In
and to pack a box of clothing; al
Nine men were brought Into court
Rockland. Peb. 16, to Mr and Mrs. Tom Lawson from the Belfast and Friendship. The meetings are be
so to buy books and blotters for
for helping themselves to the Maine C. E. Ranquist, a son.
Bucksport territories are really do- ing held in the home of Miss Eda
use in the lower school grades.
Central coal pile.
Rockland, Feb. 16, to Mr. and Mrs, | ing a fine job.
The treasurer reported 91 dues
Lawry who has loaned the use of
Sugar
jumped
to
15
cents
a
We have a fine CMP Bowling team her electric kitchen and equipment.
Ralph McIntyre, a daughter.
paid by members for 1948.
pound.
The worship service was conduct
Rockland, Feb. 15, to Mr. and I this year. Our team includes boys
are about 15 in the class, and
Robert A. Webster was winner of Mrs. Olin Payson, twins—boy and from the Line Department, Meter There
ed by Mrs. Ellen Hempstead. Miss
to date they have had three les
the
Community
Food
Fairs
beauty
girl
! Department, Inventory Department, sons, or half of the course which
Mabel Spring gave a digest of an
show. The W. O. Hewett Company
article on -Alcohol and Altitude”
Sunset, Feb. 10. to Mr. and Mrs. 1 Service Department, Store Depart includes six meetings. They are a
presented
him
with
a
"cup
”
of
In which a medical co-ordinator for
Elmer B jEaton, a daughter—Shir ment. as well as the Lighting En very enthusiastic
bunch, and
cookies.
ley Vaughn.
gineer and Assistant Division Man "Honey” enjoys her work with them
Airlines tells why pilots should
William
P.
Hurley
was
elected
ex

avoid alcohol and tobacco and why
Lincolnville, Feb. 12, to Mr. and ager, Bob Hudson. About 30 fel- very much.
alted ruler of Rockland Lodge of Mrs. Merrill Brown, a son.
■ lows turn out each Wednesdayair passengers should observe the
Speaking of babies, etc., Milton
Elks.
same rules in the interest of safety.
Middletown. Conn. — to Mr. and night and try their luck in the
Ensign Otis began the practice of Mrs Charles Wilbert Snow, a son— Thomaston Alleys. Jackie Spear of Rollins, of the Meter department,
Miss Ada B. Young spoke about
is doing some strutting these days.
law, sharing A. 6. Littlefield’s office. Charles Wilbert, Jr.
the U. N. Commission on Narcotio
the Service Department is, at the He is a grandpop as of Jan. 28, a
Richard C Hall, South End gro
Drugs. Sixty-seven countries have
Rockland, Peb. 14, to Mr. and moment, top man with a record of girl, born in Texas.
cer retired from business.
signed the Uniform Drug Act and
64 str ngs, 6071 pinfall, or an average
Mrs. Louis M. Faucheux, a son.
Fred Morong of the Service De
Philip Thomas, Brook fish dealer,
more united effort is being made
Rockland, Feb. 7, to Mr. and Mrs. cf 94.86.
was
dismayed
when
obliged
to
pay
to bring the Narcotic menace under
Two of our grown-ups have just partment brought in to the shop a
Roy McConchie, a son—Irving How
»15 per hundred weight for had ard.
control.
recently had a tonsilectomy opera- dove which was nearly frozen and
dock.
Mrs. Minnie Cross gave a graphic
Hope,, Feb. 19, to Mr. and Mrs. tiou. Carl Spear, Union Town very hungry. The Service "doc
A Rockland business man bought Everett N. Hobbs, a son.
account of the struggles of the Fed
representative, and Bill Rokes, Bel tors” kept the dove for a day or
two. feeding it bread, and the dove
two cases of eggs at 10 cents a
eral officers with the criminal class
Waldoboro. Peb. 15, to Mr. and fast Service Man.
dozen.
who are smuggling the illicit opin
We had a call from that very fully recovered and was set free in
Mrs. John M. Richards, a son—John
Herbert Merriam, formerly of Douglas.
ion and other drugs across the
genial man from Augusta, Roland due time. He devoured four slices
of bread during his confinement.
Rockland, died In Walnut Creek,
Mexican border. An airplane sur
Waldoboro, Feb. 2, to Mr, and Hess, on Jan. 20.
Calif.
Harold Colbeth of the Lighting
vey revealed thousands of acres in
Division Line Foreman Almon
Mrs. Addison K. Winslow, a son—
John L. Beaton had an czciting Leon Edward.
secluded places growing the opium
Young spent two days in Boston at Department reports he is getting
experience with an angry horse on
poppy.
Lynn, Mass., Feb. 13. to Mr. and tending the Kiwanis N. E. District some response from the public durOliver street.
Mrs. Louise Ingraham, read some
Mrs. Richard P. Hodsdon, a son— Convention, held at the Hotel Tour- ing the lighting campaign, and it
Steamer Gov. Bodwell finally ar Richard Spaulding.
items pertinent to the Menace of
aine. Al is the very able president looks as though this campaign
rived at Stonington with supplies
-Photo by CuUen.
Drugs to Civilization. "Narcotic
Rockland. Feb. 21, to Mr. and Mrs. of the Rockland Kiwanis Club this would be a success.
Maui floor scene of the Stonington Furniture Co. in Its new home. Fluorescent lighted and well laid out, the for the beleaguered town, and Cut
Smuggling has become the No. 1
Frank H. Seavey, a daughter—Eve year.
j Division Manager and Mrs.
store is modern in every respect and comparts favorably with the best in metropolitan centers.
ter Ossipee was near with a coal lyn Marie.
headache for customs inspectors ”
During the recent illness of Mary Blodgett were in Portland recently
barge.
"Since the war international con
Long Cove. Feb. 12, to Mr. and Hatch, clerk in the Camden office, Mr. Blodgett had a minor operat on
Nearly 3,000 persons attended I final prize was drawn in favor of
Portland, the Admiral line
The Community Pood Fair had Mrs. Austin Elwell, a daughter— Doris Sylvester and G. Carl Cassens on his eye, and after many weeks
trols of the narcotic traffic have the threc-dav opening of the Ston- Mrs. Anna Hobbs of Camden who Matteo,
of
radios
and
appliances;
Edison
total
receipts
amounting
to
$5337.
broken down.’’ "Nothing is more
from the Rockland office provided of discomfort is glad to report the
Evcrol May.
Zurwicfc. Manchester, N. H„ Bedd of which $2845 was net.
ret*ived *
T116
serious than the narcotic danger ington Furniture Company in its was
eye feeling back to normal.
Rockland, Feb. 17. to Mr. and able substitution.
packed for the drawing which ing; A. J. Papouschek, Portland, Ap
Ralph
Raekliff
and
Randall
Dyer
of the new synthetic drugs”. "It is new’ location in the Farnsworth took about 20 minutes.
It has just come to light that Car- I Sneaking of the weather, and the
Distributors Inc.,; Edmund walked across the ice from Pleasant Mrs Benjamin B. Reed. Jr., a son
an undoubted fact that the legls- Block at the junction of Main and , Tlie opening brought represents - pliance
roll Merrill. Service Foreman who snow, and who isn't now-a-days, our
O'Reilly, Lewyt & Co.. Brooklyn, Beach to Hewett's Island—four —Donald Everett.
zation and sale of alcoholic bever
Rockland, Feb. 20, to Mr. and in 1943 won first prize on a jar of office clerk Leola Robinson has trav
tives
of
several
manufacturers
J
N,
Y.;
Irving
Abrahms,
Newton,
Elm
streets.
miles.
ages is a leading factor in promot
C. Wentworth, a son-^James string beans, entered said can the elled back and forth from the office
Saturday night drawings of pri- wrllosc lines the store features. In- l Mass., Abrahms Brothers; Frank B.
The Glen House on Camden street James
ing addication to other drugs."
next year, 1944. and won first prize. to her home in St. George, a dis
Chrleton.
clud€d were Mr- and
Edward O’Keefe, Allied Appliance Co.; was destroyed by fire; loss $1600.
"The W. C. T. U., for three quart zes were held at 8 o'clock with. Miss
And now in 1948. when Mrs. Merrill tance of some 10 miles, daily, all
Rockland,
Feb.
18,
to
Mr.
and
‘
.
LWoodward
of
Lowell,
representBoston;
Harold
Arnold,
Camden,
of
Isaac A. Brown, section hand Mrs. Holt Whitney, a daughter—
ers of a century has wedded a pow ->adie Marcus calling the winning nig the New England Bedding Co.; C. C. Bailey Co.
Winter. We can always depend on
erful influence in promoting a con names and numbers as they were Mr. and Mrs. Harry Buck, Leo-! A great number of telegrams and ! for the Limerock Rail Road was Helen.
Leola.
Leroy
Chatto,
a
daughter
—
June
structive policy to deal with this drawn from the box by a little gill minister. Mass., Hamilton Manufac- [letters were received from well fatally injured when struck by a
Rockland, Feb. 20, to Mr. and Evelyn.
Lake Erie averages only 58 feet
locomotive.
deadly menace.”
Mrs. Francis W. Hall, a son—Wil
Warren. Fdb.—.to Mr. and Mrs. deep and because of its shallowness
, 6'r-Jrom thealge &rouP Prcs" I turing Co.; Lloyd Kimball, Portland ; wishers among customers and dealThe Mahoney property at the lard.
Miss Mabel Seavey spoke of the Pent,
-First prize of a table -model stove Foundry Co.. Meyer Block, ■ ers in addition to more than 70 ! Head of the Bay was sold by the
Kenneth Pales of Cushing, a son— is unusually subject to sudden
teaching being given in the Army radio-phonograph
Medford H llside, Peb. 20, to Mr Clayton Augustus.
went to Donald Lynn, Mass., Champion Bedding floral greetings.
Radio Corporation of America to and
storms.
Camps on dangers of drugs.
• • • •
Mrs.
Arthur
Lenfest,
a
son.
of East Union. Second Co.; Robert Johnson of the Rose-j Miss Marcus and her mother
The next session will be an eve Tolman
prize. a mattress, was won by Derry Co., Bangor; Peter Kessell, were on hand all three days to Fred P. Knight.
Vinalhaqen
folks
en(Joycd
a
Newton,
Mass.,
Feb
.22,
to
Mr.
and
Willard E. Wiggin of Lancaster. Mrs Walter E. Newbert, a daughter. sleighrlde to North Haven and
ning meeting with honorary mem Pearl Tibbetts of Rockland. Elsie Portland Empire Carpet Co.; Wilgreet their guests ■».»,
and customers N. H. leased Hotel Rockland.
bers March 12.
Warren. Feb. —. to Mr. and Mrs dined at Haven's Inn.
flam
Pancoast ruruauu,
Portland. voiemanColeman- both old and new. The entire two
' - , Waldoboro
——“ took
’—" ..
—u rauuwn.
Mrs. Cephas Thomas bought the
Elizabeth Libby was installed as
third prize which was a floor lamp. Levin Co.; Paul Hempel Plaistow, floors were open to inspection with C. C. Cross house on Camden Montell Ross, a son.
Hope. Feb. 19. to Mr. and Mrs. E. worthy matron of Harbor Light
GLEN COVE
Fourth prize went to Miss Priscilla N H„ Alexander-Smith Carpet Co.; sales persons and manufacturers street.
N. Hobbs, a son.
Chapter, Rockport.
Mrs. Charles Hare has recovered Shuman of North Waldoboro who Joseph Barron. Boston. March Pur- representatives conducting visitors
• • • •
William H. Durang, Summer resi
Rockland, Feb. 24. to Mr. and Mrs.
from illness and is able to be out. received a boudoir lamp. Fifth and niture Shops; Alexander R. De- through the store.
The marriages for this period
dent. died suddenly at Matinicus
Almon Young, a son.
Mrs. Louise Ingraham w’as guest
were:
Arlington. Mass.. Feb. 23. to Mr.
Hiram S. Holbrook. 67, died at
Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Worcester, Mass., Feb 3, George
and Mrs. Maurice K. Hatch, a son. Vinalhaven.
Gregory.
E. Dickey and Kate H. Hansen.
SOUTH HOPE
More
Apple
Trees
St.
George
H.
S.
Rockland.
Feb.
23,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs
Camp
Durrell, the Y.M.CA. es
Sandra Black
of Friendship,
Belfast, Peb. 1, Stanley P. Grey
Mrs. Edith Ludwig, who was a
Martin Billings, a son—Martin tablishment at Moody's Island was
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
of
Lincolnville
and
Mabel
R.
Rob

February
13
the
Senior
class
held
patient at Knox Hospital, returned
Benjamin
sold to Glenn A. Stokes of East
Herbert Black. Is visiting here Bought This Year By the home Saturday.
an assembly. The announcer was erts of Belfast.
Rockland, Peb 24. to Mr. and Mrs. Orange. N, J.
while her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Rockland.
Peb.
17,
John
LiukkoDonald
Makinen.
Jane
Smalley
A little Va-tro-nol
“Pool”—McIntosh the
Miss Marion Baird of Rockport opened the program by leading the nen of Owl’s Head and Elli M Hen Jack Green, a son.
Mrs. Sophronta Manning. 79. died
Lester Black, are in New York for
in each nostril quickly opens up
was
recent
guest
of
her
mother,
Rockport,
Feb.
21,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs
in
Rockport.
nasal
passages
to relieve stuffy
a week. The Black's grandson, Bruce
Leading Variety
prayer and the salute to the Flag. drickson of Rockland.
Mrs. Lewis Yattaw.
Albion M. Grant, 66, died sud
transient congestion. Invites rest
Crowell of Portsmouth Is also here
Warren. Feb 17, Percy A. Moore Charles Marston, a son—Maurice
Readings were given by Ada Bra
ful sleep. Relieves sniffly. sneezy
i Arthur.
denly in Rockport.
The Maine Apple Tree Foci is
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Tayijr zier, Dawn Magnuson and Edna and Ella Wiley.
for a weeks’ visit.
distress of head colds. Follow direc
Rockland. Feb. 24. to Mr. and
Willard Ware of Washington was
Joyce Gregory recently celebrated buying more than 13.000 fruit treed Mrs. Chloe Mills and Mrs. Edith Polky. Also several songs were sung
Camden, Peb. 11. Harvey J. Cor
tions in the package. Try it!
Mrs. Albert Crockett of Rockport, severely injured when he fell from
her eighth birthday at her home by for orchardists, according to an an Overlook were Rockland visitors, by the entire high school.
mier and Julia Cobum.
• •• •
j a daughter
the rcof of a shed, striking on the
entertaining Linda Johnson Astrid nouncement made today by the Saturday.
In the afternoon elections were
The births for this period were: 1 Rockland, Feb. 20, to Mr. and Mrs ice.
Thorvaldson and Cynthia Brewster. Maine Department 01 Agriculture.
Mrs. Frances Norton of South held by the Student Council. These
A birthday lunch was served and
Stanley L. Painter of the Depnrt- Thomaston and Mrs. Josie Robbins officers were chosen; President,
games played.
I ment, which operates the Pool with visited their sister, Mrs Geneva Jane Smalley; vice president. Char
Miss Rachel Spear of East Union the co-operation of the Maine Ag-;- Luce in North Union, recently.
lene Allen; secretary Lionel Heel;
was week-end guest of Mrs. Rex i cultural Extension Service and the
treasurer', Elaine Allen.
Sharon
Kimball
oi
Rockland
was
Anderson.
An athletic Association was or
j Growers' Hardy Stock Nursery Co
guest of Mr. and Mrs. May
Past Officers’ night and Lectur operative, said the total "is sub- recent
ganized. The officers are: President,
nard'
Bowley
and
Mr.
and
Mis.
ers' Council will take place at Pe j stantially more than last year,”
Roger Smith; vice president, Em
nobscot View Grange Thursday j and is comprised mainly of 12,236 Donald Pusliaw.
ory Simmons; secretary, Lionel
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Carver
of
night at 7.30 p. m. Beano proceeds apple trees, of which 6516 are
Heel; treasurer. Robert Leighton.
will go toward Pomona Circulating Roger's McIntosh. Cortland is Ihe Camden visited relatives here, Sun
School vacation was held the
Library for lecturers. Lunch will i next most popular variety, selected day.
Miss Ann Hart, district nurse of week of the 16th.
be served.
‘ by orcitardists, with 2752 trees Machias, passed the week-end and
ordered.
CUSHING
holiday with her mother, Mrs. Ha
TENANT’S HARBOR
Painter and Edward D. Johnson. zel Hart.
Town meeting will be March 15
At the meeting of Puritan Re State Horticulturist, will leave here
David Hart visited his aunt, M-s at the Grange hall. Supper will be
bekah Lodge last Thursday night , Monday for New’ York State, east Margaret Sprow] in Appleton, over served at 5 p. m
Roll Call and Charter Members' ern center of the fruit nursery in the week-end.
Schools re-opened Monday after
Night was observed. Mrs. Evelyn dustry. w’here the trees will be pur
Florence Taylor and Reta Baird a week’s vacation.
Morris and Mrs. Alice Daniels chased.
were Camden visitors Thursday.
A Parent-Teacher Association
served as refreshment committee. I About 500 cherry trees are in
Those w’ho met at Mrs. Hazel
The noble grand announced there cluded in this year's Maine Tree Hart’s, Thursday, to do Red Cross was organized Monday with Carl
would be a practice meeting March 1 Pool, contrasted with 72 last year. work were: Mrs. Mildred Thorn Young as president and Inez Geyer
4 at 7 p. m.
The remaining trees in the 13307 dike, Mrs. Dorothy Childs, Mrs. as secretary.
! total Pool are pear, plum and Louise Moody, Mrs. Geraldine Rey
Mrs. Lizzie Maloney has been ill
Italy expects its bumper olive peach.
nolds, Mrs. Kate Taylor of this the past week.
crop to help in batering for food
place and Mrs. Kay Guyette and Mr. and Mrs. Gunnison of Bos
1
Read The Courier-Gazette
from other countries.
Mrs. Mary Payson of East Union. ton and two children are occupy
Miss Edith Dunbar of Malden. ing Marie Vannah’s house.
Beverly Geyer has employment as
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Wende.il
combined qualities in today’s Dodge car
Emerv of Rockland called Monday guard at the Prison.
on friends here.
Mrs. Mary Payson and grand Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
are far beyond all limits of price, since price will not buy
daughter, Judy Payson, vis.ted
BOSTON CASUALTY COMPANY
Thursday with Mrs. Kate Tavlor.
52 Province Street, Boston, Mass
ASSETS. DBC 31. 1947
Ice which Is being cut at Fish’s
them elsewhere. You get size and weight, power and speed,
1 Bonds (Amortized Value) .... $197,268.28
Pond is 21 inches thick.
Cash Ln Office and Bank
13.42935
Joan Brown, daughter of Mr. and Agents Balances .....
339.85
Mrs. Llovd Brown has been named Interest and Rents
3.9oO.8O
style and trim, with excellent appointments. But
4.500 00
saiutatoriar, of the class of 1948 of All Other Assets ...
Camden High School where she Is Gross Assets .... .................. $219,4(96.76
a tuition pupil. Her average rang Deduct Items not admitted
4,500.00
all these you get a smoothness of performance
was 93.8. Miss Brown attended
...... .................... $214,996.78
Union schools through the grades Admitted
LIABILITIES, DBC 31. 1947
and the freshman year at high Net Unpaid
not known before. This is a big new fact in automobile
Losses ................. 18,887.63
school, At Camden, she was en Unearned Premiums .........
7 156.28
6.132 70
rolled in tlie English College pre- AU Other Liabilities ...........
Cash Capital ........................ 100.000.00
affairs which belongs to Dodge, and which should also
paratory course. She was presiaent i Surplus
over all Liabilities
82,820.17
of the freshman class, a member
of the Student Council two years, Total Liabilities and Sur
belong to you.
a member of the Glee Club four plus ....... .................... ........... 214.996.78
years, played basketball three yeara, .____________________________ 18-T-22
was assistant editor of Megunticook
EMPLOYERS’ REINSURANCE COR
PORATION
year book, a member of Ki-Y
Kansas City Missouri
Club and participated in other
ASSETS. DBC. 31. 1947
school activities. It is a coinci- i Mortgage Lions ................. $193389.00
dence that Miss Brown's mother j Stocks and Bonds ............. 27.419,999 00
was salutatorian of her class at 1 Cash In Office and Bank .. 5257.907.82
i Interest and Rents ........... .
163,997 33
Union High School.
All Other Assets _............ 3.187,215.46

Members Hear Several Time
ly Talks—Dues Have
Been Paid By 91

A Group Of Sketchy Items
Concerning Central Maine
Folks

VICKS VATRO-NOL

DODGE
Qualities Beyond

All Boundary of Price
The

with and

beyond

• Made of asbestos and cement,

ter's saw . . . nailed close to the

Johns-Manville Asbestos Flexboard is actually a light, flexible
sheet ofstone. Ithas been pressed
•nd then re-pressed under ter
rific pressure to give it extra
strength. It is fireproof, rotproof, unaffected by moisture,
rodent-proof, may be used in
doors or out.

edge without drilling... and may

Asbestos Flex board is easy to
handle, too. It comes in large,

handy sheets, 4’ by 8' and thick
nesses of •/»" and
It can

be cut with an ordinary carpen

be bent to a considerable degree.
Flexboard

has

a

smooth,

dense, dirt-resisting surface,
stone-grav in color, makes an

attractive finish without paint
ing. Let us show you samples

and the surprisingly low prices.

"dri'/lk*ch**®

WASHINGTON
Chestnut or Brooder Coal. Leon
ard and Messer, Union. Tel. 33-3
16-19

Gross Assets ...................... 436,228,008.61
; Deduct Items not admitted
605,204.64
Adbitted
...........................-$35,622,803.97
LIABILITIES. DBC. 31. 1947
Net Unpaid Losses ............ 411.726,919.83
: Unearned Premiums ......... 9.625.129 06
All Other Liabilities ............ 4.270,75606
| Cash Capital ....................... 2,000.000.00
' Surplus over all Liabilities 8,00,000,00

Musical comedy is a form of en1 terbainment developed almost ex
clusively by English-speaking coun, tries.
j Total Liabilities and 6urj plus
.......................-......... 435,622.803 97
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette _____________________________ lt-T-28
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Income Tax LOANS

«aragei, cel/ar D.'b.a,hr°om j,

ou,si5:r''e‘;°n’:porth
counter tops, c„.
ar da°rt.

W. H. GLOVER CO.
TELEPHONE 14,

ROCKLAND, ME

/"’AUGHT ohort. with an lncome tax payment due March
18? Then, don't hesitate to call
•Pertonal’ — the company
that like* to aay "Yes” to loan
requests.
Ioans made on signature, car
or furniture. Outsiders are not
involved and the loan la made
In strict privacy. You get the
exact sum you borrow—no de
ductions in advance.
Charges: 3% on unpaid monthly balance up to $150: Zt4% on
balance to $300
Small Loan Statute Uc. No. 35

IB

♦

Kflfts vWt leans — phone us. an
swer a few queetlona. then stop
in by appointment to sign and
pick up the cash. Come in, call
or write us today. Remember—
4 out of 6 who ask for a loan
here, get It!

louainaiiioei

Lowest Priced Car with Fluid-Drive

Hisenal
FINANCE CO.
407 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 1133
»
l«-«

§225GS£s
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NELSON BROTHERS - 515 Main Street, Rockland
i.’1
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ROCKLAND IN THE NINETIES

Honor Paul Harris

Rockland To Enter

Time Draws Near

Page Nine

Spring Flower Show

“Prospector” Bird

Ganders In Slump

Rotary Club Today To Ob- Will Take Part In Grammar When Your Income Tax Re A Magnificent Eden Will Be Our Adriel Arrives At Miami Are Forced To Seek the Skipserve 43d Anniversary
School Tournament At
turns Must Be Filed—
Created In the Mechanics
In Mule-Drawn Covpers—Corrall Every
Wherein Ray Pierce Recalls Well Known OldOf the Order
Bath
Don’t Wait
Building
ered Wagon
String

timers and Oldtime Institutions
(By T. Raymond Pierce)
I survived all changes of administraEditor of The Courier-Gazette:— 1i tion for a long period of yeajs.
motor truck came into
In the previous stage of this j Before the
use, all trucking was by
little journey into the Land of common
Never Again, the initial review of horses. There were several truck
in Rockland who looked after
the development of public utilities men
needs of the city. Among them
ran into a long detour from which the
were:
Than Ward. George Cross and
it might be well to return for a
Clark. The present genera
quick look at the communications Teaser
systems, which are properly a part tion never heard of a jibogan, but
that generation did. It was a long
of the picture.
hung low on wheels to facil
For many years prior to the peri I truck,
easy handling of heavy mer
od whose personnel are being so itate
It wasn’t much use in
shamelessly exhumed for the en- chandise.
lightment and edification of their heavy snow but it did a good job
successors. Rockland was connected when the roads were clear.
The invention of automatic mawith the outsme world during busi
ness hours by the Western Union, chinefy has done away with the
the capable and courteous operator making of cigars by hand but in
being Mrs. A. I. Mather, who retired those days Rockland had two or
about that time and went into the three cigar making establishments.
florist business, thereafter dispens If you were walking along Main
ing beauty instead of tidings for the street and saw a group gathered in
front of a window, the chances are
remainder of her life.
About the same time, the rival that they were watching Pat Mc
company, the Postal Telegraph, re Auliffe make cigars. I don’t recall
cently absorbed by the Western whether they were J. W. A’s of
Union, opened an office in Rockland M. B. M’s, but the fine discrimina
a few doors away on Limerock tion he exercised in the selection
street. The names that come to of the right leaf and the deftness
mind in that connection are Joe with which he fashioned the fin
Flanagan. Clyde Thomas. Bert ished product always assured him
Pease and Frank Castner, among of an appreciative audience.
In every community there are
others not now recalled. When
Rockland blossomed into daily certain individuals who supply an
journalism. Joe Flanagan handled economic need by doing odd jobs
all the press wires.
for those whose requirements do
This period also witnessed the not warrant fulltime employment.
installation of the telephone The Whatever may be the situation in
first instruments were rather cum Rockland now I do not know but in
bersome contraptions compared those neighborhoods with which I
with those of the present day. One am familiar, these men have al
may be seen now and then in use most disappeared. The increase in
on rural communication lines. They wages has enabled them to com
were attached to the wall and mand as much as skilled labor did
whether the message was good, bad a few years ago and they are no
oi- indeflerent. you had to take it longer interested in casual jobs.
standing up. There were no switch
But in the nineties there were
boards outside of the central office, several in Rockland who were wellno extensions, no desk phones For known town characters. Among
one thing it had a tendency to dis them were Billy Searles, Punt Phil
courage long conversations.
lips and Froggy Clark. Billy Searles
My first experience with the tele applied for the job of lighting the
phone was at the time one was in the electric lights before they were
stalled in a Rockland office. One installed. I asked Punt Phillips
of Rockland’s prominent young where he got his sobriquet and he
men. who has long since passed on. said Fl ank Fuller pinned it on him
was seated with his back to the because as boys together Phillips
wall just under the new instrument always had a punt.
which he had not observed. Sud
The most picturesque was Froggv
denly the bell rang. Neither the Clark
who lived in the Willow
atom bomb nor Gabriel’s trumpet street section
and inseparable from
could have caused a more rapid
him was his cow which had a pe
evacuation of that chair.
culiar
marking
that gave the effect
Gradually the telephone found its
a white blanket around his
way into homes and music lovers of
body. Those who remember
will recall the thrill which they ex whole
perienced one evening when they Froggy Will recall that his relations
were connected with Jhe Chapman with the boys of the neighborhood
were not always of the mast peace
Maine Festival concert in Bangor ful
character. Incidentally he nev
60 miles away. Rodney Five was
completely approved of his apthe resident manager and of course er
the name that has been most famil pelation.
So we might go on ad infinitum,
iar to subscribers is Miss Mabel
if not ad nauseam, but before these
Spear, the chief operator.
To digress for a moment, it was reminiscences 'become reminuisanmy privilege to be present in the ces it is well to discontinue, believ
ballroom of the Somerset Hotel in ing. that ample evidence has been
Boston at the opening of the first presented to support the original
through telephone line to San Fran, intention namely, “to recall some
cisco Walter Gifford, now chair of the men and women who unob
man of American Telephone, pre trusively but effectually helped to
sided. Each division point across make life in Rockland the pleas
the country was cut in and finally ant existence it was.”
To get back to Main street. Two
in San Francisco, the daughter of
the mayor played a violin solo or three times a week in the late
which was received clearly in Bos afternoon when the train from
ton.
Boston was due, one could see a
But that was not all of the story. gToup of men lined up in Henry
After official felicitations had been Tibbetts or Job Ingraham's mar
exchanged and the line officially ket waiting for the arrival of the
opened. Mr Gifford told us that he yeastcake man. I never heard his
had there one of the new devices, name but he was referred to always
predecessor to the radio receiving as “Freddy Yeastcake.” In those
set now in almost every home, and days bread baking was an individ
he would attempt to see what he ual operation. The dough was pre
could pick up. After waiting for pared and left to “rise” over night
several minutes without success, he and baked in the morning. Freddy
said with a smile: "I guess there is never carried any other line that
nothing on the air tonight.” That I knew of and it was always a
could not be said today anywhere source of wonder how such small
on the face of the globe.
sales as were evident would war
No attempt will be made to recall rant such delivery expense. No one
the many lines of water transpor ever laid in a stock of yeast cakes
tation running in and out of Rock and this went on year after year.
land harbor as they have all been
There were 'three bakeries in
recorded authoritatively by the Rockland. Waterman * Hewett, who
Steamboat Editor of this newspa shared the building bv the Baptist
per. However, it is to be doubted if church with S. K. Macomber, Fred
he can have many recollections of Rising at The Brook and Connevy
the two Ingrahams. Harvey Hall Rising (no relation) down below
"Archy” (Capt. I. E. Archibald' Park on Main street.
Mills and many others who were
There were no great baking es
familiar figures in those days.
tablishments with nationwide dis
No list of wellknown women of tribution in those days, but it is
Rockland would be complete with worth noting that local bakeries
out mention of Mary Ranlett. She have not been driven out of busi
was the wife of John S. Ranlett ness as every city and town seems
shipping commissioner, with an to have a full quota of them But
establishment at the North End there is less baking in the home
An
accomplished
horsewoman
At about the same hour of the
faultlessly tailored with a flair for afternoon. another group of men
the mannish, driving a snappy would be lined up at the stores certurnout with a Boston terrior at hei rying the Boston papers. There
side she was one of the familiar were some citizens who had their
sights of Main street.
napers delivered at their homes, and
Leaving the ladies and returning the best known courier was Wil
to some of the men who served the liam H. Hyde.
public well, there were the postmen
Billy Hyde was a town character,
Ollie Lovejoy, Ailie Burpee John small in stature, of delicate health,
Hanrahan and Henry Chatto. In nevertheless he made hls daily
the Post Office was that faithful rounds whatever the weather.
public servant, K. K. Rankin, who The drifts might be over his head
but he negotiated them.
The local event in newspaper de
liveries came Tuesday afternoon
when The Courier-Gazette made
its appearance, carried then as now
by local boys. Of the group of which
the writer was a member, I can re
A
call only Brewster. None of them
ever suspected that the man who

A

The appended clipping from a
March 15 is the deadline for final
In addition to Tulip Time, which
It was a hard night and a
For thf second consecutive year
the Bath YMCA will sponsor the settlement on your 1947 income tax will bring the beauty of thousands Florida newspaper will be read with stormy one for. the Ganders, last
Western Maine Grammar school Any cut Congress puts through will of flaming tulips growing beside a ' interest and amusement by the Monday and they came out a bad
ly battered second best in thenbasketball tournament which is be on 1948 income .not on 1947 in canal to Boston, nearly 100 garde: friends of ’’Adriel” and ’Sam.'’
"Arrival of Adriel Bird in a mule weekly bowlfest with the Slippery
and displays will create a magniii
scheduled to get underway Monday come.
Income cf $500 or more must be cent Eden in Mechanics Building drawn covered wagon, accompanied Skippers. Captain Grimes was
March 15. Fourteen Western Ma’ne
by a gronp of friends in rustic re cocky and confident before the
Grammar school teams took part reported, even though you don't Boston, when the annual Nt.v galia, got the Ray Dodges’ Wild match and placed a few ill advised
In last season’s tourney and it Is have to pay a tax on it. Income England Spring Flower Show opens , West party off to a good start bets on the results of the match
expected that this year's tourney under $500 doesn't have to be re- Monday. March 15.
and his own ability as a bowler, so
Theie will .be massed orchids- Thursday night.—Prospector Bird
will see as many teams, lf not more l ported.
Be careful about exemptions and best of world-famous collections, loaded his wagon at the Flamingo that as the returns began to come
taking part in this rattle for the l dependents,
in
the evening began to turn sour
particularly in the case thousands of exotic blossoms neve: and made a triumphal trek to the
championship.
’ of a wife. Take the wife first—You l shown in public save at the Show entrance of Sunset Island I. where on Der Cap.
All teams must represent a gram get a $500 exemption for yourself,
The Skipmen won all the strings
he was challenged by Sheriff Sam
mar school and must have played always, and another $500 for your There will be roses—-both a garden Bickford. The sheriff escorted the and there never was very much
|
of
hardy,
outdoor
Kinds,
and
Ra
e
as an organ zed team In at least wife—lf she had no income.
wagon party up to the big tent, doubt about the outcome. Married
Hall Itself, filled with the gorgeou' where
five games during the past season
they were greeted by the life is certainly taking its toll on
If she had income, even though products of greenhouses.
Any player included in a team i under $500. you can’t claim exemp
Dodges, dressed as a couple of dude Don Poole, for this match saw him
There
will
be
a
Freedom
Garden
eliminated for the second time, and
roster cannot be in a grade higher j tion for her unless you include hei
ranchers.
than the eighth. An entrance fee ■ in-ome in a joint return with yours. showing Just how vegetables should
“In the wagon party were Julio his bowling of late has been so
be
grown,
and
an
information
allf.'
of $4 must accompany the offlcfjl If she had $500 or more Income
and Billie Sanchez, he in a gor poor that the Skippers are looking
entrance blank and all entrai'e then you both must file a return. where all garden questions will oc geous Mexican outfit and she wear around for a good fast ball artist
and
all
garden
problems
answered
blanks are subject to disapproval You can do that in one of two ways:
ing a Pocahontas costume which to fill in for him. The Goose man
solved—free.
by the tournament committee All
won them first prize—Mrs. Elea aged to be head man by one pin.
1. A joint return. In this you
There
will
be
gardens
of
rhodo

games will be played at the Bath claim a total $1000 exemption, $500
nor Straub was another prize win but one ls as good as a hundred
dendrons and azaleas, gardens oi ner, in the costume of a Mormon with the Goose when that one L«
YMCA In the evening
for you. $500 for her
Paul P Harris
The championship team will le 2. Separate returns You claim lovely perennials and cheerful an crusader. Others in the party who his.
Captain Grimes was spreading
presented with a beautiful cham your $5C0 exemption, she claims hers nuals. gardens of alpine plants and wore colorful western togs were the
Rotarians will observe the 43d an pionship trophy as well the runnerof Species tulips Also, there will Robert Slaters, the Cleveland Put the good news that refreshments
separately.
You
may
save
money
niversary ot the founding of Ro up team. The outstanding player by filing separately when her in be a desert garden, an old-fa.:!:- nams. Miss Marion McGee and the would be 'orthcomlng next Monday
ioned garden, a peace garden a Charles Flaggs from New York."
night tn the shape of a scallop stew,
tary International today at their of the tournament ' ill receive an come was $500 or more.
mountain garden—anri a Madonna
Beneath a picturp in which Mr and he claimed he was putting
weekly luncheon at the Thorndike outstanding player award in the For each dependent you get $50 ex garden, one filled with white lil’es
some Gander Ginger in It with just
Bird appears, was the following:
form of a trophy
emption provided—this is important
Hotel.
’’lounge sextet at Beachcomber, the right zing to make hls team
All entrance blanks, accompanied —he didn’t have $500 or more in around a statue of the Madonna
The first club was founded in by the entrance fee. must be In t
Then
there
will
be
amarylli.,.
prior to catching the Peter Lind perform wonders. but probably
come of his own. If he had $500
Chicago by Paul Harris in 1905 and hands of the tournament committee or more income. yc,u can’t claim him carnations, anemones house plants, Haves-Soph Tucker extravaganza somebody wll, sprinkle >otne Skip
snapdragons,
gardenias.
passion
is comprised of: left to right. Bos per Pepper into it ar.d the Skipmen
he lived to see the organization on or before Saturday. March 6, in as a dependent, even though you
flowers—all kinds of gardens and all ton socialites Mrs Marion McGee will walk off with the honors.
spread around the world. Today, order that the pairings may be contributed to more than half his kinds of flowers.
Some of the caustic remarks
and
Adriel Bird. Juanita Rios well
there are 6,400 Rotary clubs active made on Sunday. March 7 by the support in 1947.
It will be the mast beautiful dis known Latin song and dance star. about the Captain’s low scores of
tournament committee.
Say
you
had
a
schoolboy
son
and
in practically every nation of the
Teams who have already shown last year he had $500 or more in play the Society has ever staged In Harry Riehman and his wife late must have ruffled hls ordinar
world. The United States has b> intentions of entering this year s come Say he turned it all over to all its 118 years. It is designed for Yvonne and Jack ‘Casey" Castle- ily calm disposition for he was ob
the pleasure of New England as man ”
served later in the week diligently
far the greatest number of clubs oi big grammar school event Include you. or. maybe, kept it h mself.
practicing on the alleys and accord
What happens? You can’t claim well as for the inspiration and in
any country. The international Gardiner Junior High. Brunswick
getting the biggest
concluded that a reduction to I'1 ing to reports
convention this year will be held in Junior High. Rockland Junior him as a dependent. He has to file t ruction of all gardeners.
scores for the season That Ls the
percent ad valorem would not biggest
Rio de Janeiro and will be the High. Lincoln Grammar of Augusta hls own return, in his own name
scores for him
cause hardship to the dome, 's
first time the world wide meeting and the defending champions. Ce - But you’ll be responsible for pay
Blueberry Tariff
Skippers
producers of processed blueber. .es
ing hls tax. If he doesn't
of Rotary has been held in a South tral Grammar of Rath.
96 74 88 258
and would at the same time mike Adams
American country.
Now suppase you had a depend
87 79 96 262
Anderson
ent—say a schoolboy son—who hod Sen. Brewster Told By State an important contribution toward Peterson
The Rockland club has long been
86 99 82 267
Camp Tanglewood less than $500 income in '947. And Department That 10 P. C. obtaining substantial concessions
identified with worthwhile com
90 1O0 86 275
for our agricultural products enter Guilford
-----i suppose he kept the money or
munity projects and has a splendid
Poole
77 99 86 262
Reduction Will Not
ing Canada.”
record The club, founded in 1924 Registration List For Coming turned i£oyer_to >°» Because hi*
— — — —
income was under $500. he doesn't
now has 72 members. In the ab
Harm
436 451 437 1324
To make glassware sparkle, wash Total
Slimmer Is More Than have to file a return. And you don’t
sence of president Kennedy Crane.
Ganders
in fresh hot suds, rinse, and while
have
to
rnclude
his
income
in
your
Vice President Jerome Burrows will
The
State
Department
in
Wash

Half Filled
Grimes
77 72 75 224
return.
preside at the Friday observance
ington. D C . says it does not feel wet. rub with baking soda. Let McDonald
82 68 84 234
and luncheon.
More than half the registrations If your dependent's income was the recent tariff reductions to 1C stand five minutes rinse again to Sanborn
77 79 82 238
warm water and they will look like
for Camp Tanglewood. Banger- under $500 but tax was withheld percent of value on canned blue cut
Shields
81 89 97 287
glass.
Brewer Y W C.A suraiilf camp at from any of it. he should file a re berry import duties will harm c Ooose
90 90 96 276
Lincolnville, have been received to turn. In that way he’ll get the tax mestlc producers. I> so inforn e
— —• — —
SI ced stuffed olives are fine In
refunded.
Senator Brewster.
The field,of Republican congres date.
consomme or bouillon.
Total
407 398 4341239
At the same time, in your return,
Brewster had sent the depart
Camp folders for the coming 10th
sional asfrrants in the Second
you
can
claim
him
as
a
dependent
ment a letter frnm George F Mer 
District widened to five with the season June 27 to Aug. 22 have Seer,
announcement by James E. Mur issued. The camp with its 45 and get the full $500 exemption for ton of Jonesboro, writing for the
him.
Chandler Rive Blu Co-operatm
ray of Augusta that he would be cabins is located four miles inland
protesting tariff concessions me de
from Lslesboro. at Lincolnville
a candidate.
in recently revLsed -eciprocal trade
Murray, a retired druggist and Beach and occupies 50 acres ol and 12th grades.
Health at tlie camo is supervised agreements.
World War One veteran, who said woodland.
I feel tha; we should regL-er
The Federal government has by the nurse in residence and Dr
he had net sought political offl.e
transferred
the
Camden
Hills
Pa'k
|
p
au
i Millington of Camden, a mem some protest on the lowering of the
before, requested nomination pa
ad valorem rate on processed blue
lters. He said he had worked in of which Tanglewood is a pa.'*. to ber of the staff.
berries coming into the Umted
Ma ne drug stores and operated a the State of Maine, but the cah.n - Old campers were given pr
cha n of three stores In Massa will continue under the leadersh’p d“nce for two weeks following the States." Marston wrote Brews$e“From where I it it looks as
of the Bangor-Brewer Y.M.C.A
chusetts.
receipt of the camp folder an
The camp periods follow: Period j nouncement in regard to registra though some tradini had be ci '
ro
Already in the race are former
State Senator Clifford Buck of one. June 27-July 11; period two tion and thereafter all registrations done with blueberries and It wa
Snithport, Waterville City Treas- July Il-July25: period three, Jul were and are being accepted in or promised that this would no£ be
done and th t each commodity
Jirer and Tax Collector James E 25-Aug. 8: period four Aug. 8-Aug J der of their receipt.
Glover, Mayor Charles P Nelson of 22. Single period registrations arc
Visiting days for parents and would be taken into consideration
Augusta and L ncoln County At not being accepted for the second filends are: July 11 and July 25 on its own merits."
Charles E. Bohlen; State Depala
August 8 and August 22. Tl>“
torney James B Perkins of Booth- period.
The camp units include: Fidgets, hours are from 2 to 5 o'clo-K ment counselor, wrote Brewster
bay Harbor.
No Democratic candidate has 1st grade through and including Campers are accepted and visitors that the duties weie established
announced thus far.
fourth grade: middles, flfth. six’! welcomed only between these hams "only after consideration of th’
TOURAINE
and seventh grades: seniors, eighth unless special arrangement has views of all interested persons.”
After
taking
all
factors
into
YOU M/GHT AS WELL HAVE THE BEST
was so laboriously addressing the ninth and 19th grades; upper st n been made previously with I he
consideration.' Bohlen said, “it was
copies by foot-power would some iors or counselors in training, llt.i amp office.
day be a national figure.
But Rockland had another ave
nue of publicity. Charles Cables,
gifted with loud lungs and some
musical talent, conceived the idea
that, with a megaphone he might
do a profitable advertising busi
ness. Whether it was true that
Charlie could stand in front of
Rankin Block and make himself
heard at the foot of Park street is
perhaps debateable but his voice,
aided by a megaphone, certainly
had carrying power. One can hear
now down through the years:

Five Candidates Now

“We have got the greatest scheme.
Mrs. Thurlow’s fine Ice cream.
A great big cream will only
Cost you Ten Cents.”

Ah! Mrs. Thurlow’s ice cream.
Kow many uncounted thousands
have wended their way to that
little house on the side street, from
kids looking for a five cent cream
with two spoons to members of the
Summer colony over on Bay Point.
It might be an open question
whether Rockland Ls better known
in the outside world for the prod
uct of its kilns or that of Mrs
Thurlow’s freezer. Sarah Thurlow
was a remarkable woman, one of
the Healey girls who were a re
markable family, the last member
of which Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham
has recently passed on. universally
beloved by all.
Like Mrs. Mather and Mrs. Thur
low there were quite a number of
women engaged in business but in
striking contrast to the present
day. there were only three women
engaged in office work: Lottie Law
ry in the Bodwell Granite Co .
Nancy Sleeper in the Water Com
pany office and Clara Spaulding
in the Cobb Lime Co. Lottie Lawry
was an expert stenographer and
typist and the other ladies were en
gaged in clerical work.
Around 1890 you could count the
typewriting machines in Rockland
on the fingers of one hand. Letters
were copied by the letter press
method in a book, quite a contrast
to the multi-carbon copies of the

COMMERCIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY

WE USE

GENUINE FACTORY
PARTS

MILLER'S
GARAGE
OeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
88-81 RANKIN ST.,
B00KLAND
97-T-tf

J
J

| To pay bills—Taxes—Repairs to
home—Finance a car—Appliances
Or any other purpose, figun
out how much you'll need—Take
|a year or longer to repay—<’ome|

All Types of Commercial
Photography; Groups, I—
Weddings, Industrial,
Marine and Insurance, ill and
Aerial.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Sidney L. Cullen
TEL. 907 or 770
97’tf

Easy on the eyes - and ears
You shall have music —
tanding still, it lias the eager

From Fireball power now Hi-

silence fliat encourages normal-

look of a pointer scenting

Poised for throbless smoothness.
From a V'ibra-Shielded ride that

tone conversation, makes soft

S

game, so swift and flowing are its

is your ever-present protection

radio music clear and enjoyable
throughout the whole car.

against road-noise, body-drum
Sweeping by, it stands out unfail

and vibration huild-up.

So you ride in quiet as well as

ingly from the highway crowd,
unmistakably a Buick and un
questionably the year’s trimmest

-A.nd it comes, in addition, from

style star.

fashion plate.

SERVICE
z

White tldewall Urea,

aa Illustrated, available
at extra cost.

beauty when you travel in this

a brand-new development we call
Sound-Sorber top lining.

But have you traveled in one of

It’s a thick pad of feathery insu

these tidy new beauties?

lation much like that you use in

Have you seen for yourself howsmooth and silent is its flow of

your own home, and it goes into
every closed model in our 1948

Super and Roadmaster series.

power, how hushed and quiet is
its ride?

This new lining cloaks your Buick

This comes from many things.

in new and delightful silence akin
to that of your own living room —

WAe/7 better automobiles
are buih

You find it a great-hearted lovely

NEW ENGLAND

I

I
I

FINANCE CORP.

I
I

407 MAIN STREET
TEL. 1133

ROOM 203, SECOND FLOOR
OVER EUGENE’S STUDIO

8_ — — — —T^J

will build them

BUICK alone has all these features
Don’t just see it at your Buick

dealer’s—look into it with greatest
care. The deeper you look the
surer you’ll be to see the wisdom

of getting a firm order in now!

★ DYN AFLOW DRIVE * TAPER-THRU STYLING
(Optuiual. Roadmaater aerietl
* VIBRA-SHIEIDED RIDE * SAFETY-RIDE RIMS
* HI-POISED FIREBAR POWER
★ OUADRUFLEX COIl SPRINGING
* FLEX-FIT Oil RINGS
A ROAD-RITE BALANCE * RIGID TOROUE-TUBE
* SOUND-SORBER TOP HNING
(Super amt Rnatbnaeter)

* DUOMATIC SPARK ADVANCE
* TEN SMART MODELS * BODY BY FISHER

Tune in HENRY J. TAYLOR, Mutual Network, Mondays ond Fridays

C. W. HOPKINS
712 MAIN STREET,

BUICK

that is soft of voice and gentle of

manner — a delight to the travel
ing ear, the guiding hand and the
passing eye.

see us today.

I

wherever you ride
Front seat or back, you listen to your radio
at soft and undistorted volume in this new
Buick. You talk without shouting, know
freedom from rumble and din. Always cars
of quiet comfort, the Buick SUPER and
ROADMASTER step out still further with
Sound-Sorber top lining—a Buick exclusive.

ROCKLAND, ME.

C. W. HOPKINS
BAY VIEW STREET,
------------------- . ...

—.....

CAMDEN. ME.
..
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A WELL ...ORGANIZED
DRIVE
..... . . -.........

The Memory Man

tree Member Settles M<
n •
iz
r
. > n s r
il
Question In One of His
Will Raise Knox County s Quota hor the
Best Contributions

Born Musicians
.

_

Dr. RiChan Pays a Tribute To
Col. Meservey and Bert
Farnham

a thourcugh musician. He knew
harmony from A to Z.
I remember one time when the
band was Just starting out to nil
a St. Johns Day engagement, it
was discovered that a set of
marches that they needed were

Tuesday-Friday

missing and the train was leaving
in about half an hour. The Col
got hold of some music paper and
wrote out all the parts for those
marches and they got to the tram
with five minute., to spare. He
wrote those off just as one would

sit down to write a letter.
Bert Farnham was another one
who was a natural on harmony, I
remcmocr one time when I was
playing in his dance orchestra one
of the dancers came to the plat
form and asked him if he could

play that new waltz entitled, so and
so. Never heard it says Bert, Just
wlristle a few strains, which he did,
and befcie the dance was over we
all had ou: parts and played the
new tune to the delight of all
present.
J. A. Richan.

American Red Cross

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
To the Black Cat:
I have been muc.i interested in
Meservey’s Orchestra? The first
time I ever saw Col. Fred Meservey the different versions expressed as
to
the make up of he old Meser
was when I was 12 years old and
Ralph W. Lee, Knox County Red file for pension, the six months ma weighed just 90 pounds. Up to that vey Quintet. To my mind Al
Cross Ciiapter Fund Drive chair turity pay. insurance and social se. time I had tangled with a pumpkin- Sletper has the only correct one
man has asked all religious leaders curity and assisted in making fu vine. self made fife, a harmonica, 1 played with Jim O’Neil in the
of the County to observe Red Cross neral arrangements. During the later a 10-cent tin fife, a jewsharp. old Rockland Military Band for
Sunday Feb '29 in anticipation of waiting period before these services a melodlan and an old brass cornet eight years when Bert Fam.irai
the opening of the national drive went into effect the Red Cross pro and my desire to conquer new was the leader, and Jim O'Neil al
vided financial help.
on Monday March 1
worlds in music being far from ways played the alto horn. I
The Red Cross Sabbatli here will
Perhaps the fastest service the satisfied. I hot footed it from "The never knew of nim playing a
bring to the attention o al! congre local chapter has given in the past Bog" down to R. G. Ingraham's cornet.
gations the need for raising the year was that for an aggrieved farm. blacksmith-shop-and-music
By the way. Col. Meservey was
Knox quota of $10940. of which mother whose enlistee son suddenly -store combination on the old
Ohaptei- chairman Allen F Pavson stopped his weekly letters home, al Thomaston road and hired an old
of Camden says 45 7 per cent is though she kept writing. A quick 13-key. Albert system clarinet—lor
used in carrying out the work in check by a field director at his 75c per month.
this section, the remainder going camp found he had been trans
I tooted. blew and squeaked on it
into the National Fund.
ferred and another check there until I learned that a 15 key. two- Skating Excellent; Skiing Is
As a means of continually keep soon found the bov and had him ring clarinet was more modern and
Poor As Of Last
ing the important drive before the talking wilh his mother an hour better, so I ambled (barefoot) down
public. Fund chairman Lee, a re and a half after her story had to Albert Smith's music store on
Wednesday
tired public accountant with hos been told In this case the boy had Main street to take a looksee.
The
skating
is excellent, skiing
pital administration experience, been sent to a special training sec So many instruments cn display
has made tn his hobby workshop tion and his interest in his work knocked me for a loop and Albert poor at the Snow Bowl as this is
at Owl’s Head three plywood easels was so great that as long as he re allowed me the run of the store be ng written on Tuesday Recent
which will be located in the Ste ceived his letters from home he (and no questions asked) while I rains have transformed Hosmer’s
venson Candy Store. Camden. wasn't worrying so neglected to wended my bug-eyed way about and Pond, in front of the Snow Bcwl
Central Maine Power Company write back The phone call fixed among that, to me. fairyland of Lodge, into a huge skating rink
Many skaters enjoyed the Ice last
Rcckland and Donaldson's News everything.
musical instruments.
week-end skating to music over the
Stand in Thomaston telling the
1
didn't
forget
I
was
there
to
In
the
Rockland
Red
Cross
pro

amplifier at the Lodge.
story of the drive's progress and
look
for
a
clarinet
but
it
must
have
duction
rooms
Mrs.
Hattie
Davies
The ski tow also operated last
carry news pictures cn Red Cross
has
charge
lately
during
the
ab

been
an
hour
before
I
finally
asked
week-end. but the frozen base of
work in Maine Forest fires as well
to
be
shown
some
Albert
’
s
brother.
sence
of
Mrs.
Susie
Lamb
who
reas hand lettered placards carrying centlv had a death in the family. Dick, began to show me some, but fered extremely fast skiing. The
promised snow stoi m went off to sea
Red Cross messages from President
Harry S. Truman. Gen Dwight D. Mrs. Davies is only 82 years old but Albert shoved him aside and select before reaching Camden, but should
ed
a
Buffa,
B
flat
and
said
it
was
has
been
one
of
the
most
faithful
more snow fall, skiing at the slope
Eisenhower and Red Cross Nation
workers of the Red Cross in Maine, the best^buy in any market at $35 will be good as there ls an excellent
al head Basil O'Connor
having done production in the First
Did that stump me> Huh. I did base.
While the local quotas of the World War as well as the last one. n't have a nickel in my jeans! Al
Skiing cn the Megunt ccok Trail,
drive nave not been fully compiled
Girls and Women’s dresses of bert couldn't play the thing and I however. Is good, and with higher
Executive Secretary Isaac L. Ham
was just getting up my courage to
mond at his Rockland headquar wool and cotton have been on the try a few toots on It when a mon temperatures will furnish plenty of
during recent
excellent Spring skiing, probably
ters announced the following local room's agenda
ster of a man. a mustache almost
drive chairmen at a kickoff meet months workers coming in on as big as his belly, came into the through April. (This trail is In the
Tuesdays and Thursdays and in
Camden H 11s Park, about four
ing here this week:
store and Albert froze onto him l,ke
Warren. Mrs. Boleslaus Podkowa: addition during the past month an icicle sidles up to a roving nose miles east of the Snow Bowl, and
Tenants Harbor Mrs. Charles alone the room has made 64 cloth drop put the clarinet in the man's it is necessary to ski in from the
Leach: Rockport. Mrs. Thelma nurses masks. 3127 paper masks and big paws and said. 'Well. well. entrance on U. S. Route 1. for about
l'i miles to the foot of the trail).
Haining and Mrs. Beulah Rivard: 320 instrument covers for Togus.
Willing workers in the production Fred, you're the answer to that
Appleton. Mrs
Evelyn Pitman:
maiden
’
s
prayer
everybody
tells
Friendship Mrs Charles Stenger: rooms—which incidentally can al about! This young man wants a
Hope, Mrs. Eunice Robbins and Mrs. ways use women who like to spend clarinet. I can’t play It and he's a
Edith Willis; Isle au Haut. Mrs. E. an afternoon or two a week sewing beginner end well both appreciate
M Rich: Matinicus-Criehaven Mrs — have included Mrs. Ardrey Orff.
if you will test it out for us—
Hilda E Ames: North Haven. Her Mrs. Alvra Gregory. Mrs. Ethel it
man Crockett: Thomaston. Mrs. Colburn. Miss Alice Erskine. Mrs. what say?
“Sure. I'll run over it a little but
Edith Bowes: Vinalhaven. Mrs. Annie Morton. Mrs. Mary Gushee.
Fred Greenlaw: Washington. Mrs Mrs. Fred D Farnsworth. Mrs. I can tell you right now that this
Harriet Jones: Owl's Head. Mrs Geneva Richardson Mrs. Ella Hy is the best clarinet On the market—
I play one myself and wouldn't play
Nellie Reed: South Thomaston land.
Mrs. Carolyn Davis. Spruce Head.
Many of these workers are doing any other make." With that, he
Miss Mildred Randall.
Red Cross knitting—recently on stuck the proper end of it in his
Rockland fund- will be handled wool socks—as an outside pastime mustaehed mouth and angels began
to sing to me and the whole world
by the local headquarters office, with good results.
a riot of sweet song, every
while George B. Wood will have
Lest it be believed Rockland was became
charge of special gifts and Mrs seeking credit for all Red Cross cloud was obscured by silver linings
Oliver W. Holden the women’s di work being produced in the county. and poor little me was transported
vision
Secretary Hammond hastened to into a new world where sweetness
Calling History To His Aid
Work of the Red Cross in Knox add that the Camden local chapter and light cascaded all about me in
Tlie deacon shook his head.
County as elsewhere is roughly di had produced many hand made showers of angelic, silvery tones
“I can't do it," he cried imp? vided into three classes: Home bathrobes' to brighten up the lives which sent prickly shivers chasing
service with Executive secretary of veterans at Togus: South Hope from my heels to my scalp and I tiently; "I've put money into you''
recovered
from
my
trance
only
schemes till my patience is ex
Hammond in charge assisted by had sent down hand made* quilts
hausted—and what good does it do?
Mrs. Jane O'Neil: Red Cross pro- for forest fire victims in October; whEn the man ceased to play.
I
think
I
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have
been
holding
Next month you are back Iodilution which includes sewing un Vinalhaven has done an especial
my
breath
for
I
remember
that
I
more.’’
der the direction of Mrs Susie amount of work for Togus includ- I
But. father." protested the yount
Lamb and Mrs. Hattie Davies, and ing hand made quilts, hospital heaved a long and rasping sigh as
I
returned
to
earth
and
heard
a
iran. “this is the last time I shall
the surgical dressing work which johnnies, pillow cases, sheets and
gutteral
voice
say
"A
perfect
in

have tc call up an you—tide me
was under direction of Mrs. Winnie underclothing, this work being for
Leighton until she left on a Winter the mast part by ladies who are strument. A Buffe ls always per over only one day and I’m savea
fect.
”
Remember what Joshua did"
vacation recently
members of the American Legion
Then I heard Albert thank the
"There you go!" interrupted the
Secretary Hammond said that Auxiliary there.
man
who
started
to
go
away.
I
deacon,
raising an impatient hand,
his office last year after being tak
Owl’s Head has been busy mak
en over by him on the death of ing surgical dressings and masks wanted to ask him about one thous “always quoting the Bible on me.
Captain Keryn ap Rice had handled and the Knox County Motor Serv and questions but I couldn't speak But I fail to see how you can find
nearly 900 home service cases en ices (formerly Motor Corps) has- a word. Then Albert began to talk a parallel between this case and
tailing loans and expenditures of been active on making the so-called and I soon stopped shivering and Joshua.”
$2600.
“You appear to forget." said the
Tb mask of paper handkerchiefs shaking and my vocal cords began
The cases usually consist both which are used at the rate of one to untangle. Of course I wanted the young man earnestly, “that Joshua
veteran and civilian which do not hundred a day at Togus. The Mo clarinet but—! Only 12 years old, kept his son from going down fo*
come under other assist groups or tor services also transports articles one of a family of 12. no job, no 24 hours."
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are awaiting handling by such there and does work at the Veter money! Albert looked sort of flaber.
Humor in the Family
groups; and Hammond said that ans Administration when lt arrives. gasted When I blurted all this out
to him and he snapped his eyes and
"One of those lazy, good-forwhile Red Cross aid is made on a
While Rockland's quota for this
loan basis if events or circumstan year is $10,940. chairman Lee point clicked his store teeth quite some, nothing tramps called today, and
ces prevent repayment they are ed out that approximate $8 500 but pretty soon he grinned and said. wanted a piece of pie," said ’he
considered as a grant. It has been quota of 1&47 was oversubscribed to “1 know your father and he is a landlady during a momentary si a surprising year, he said in the about that same figure and felt square shooter You are most like lence.
The bachelor boarder faltered
amount that has been repaid either that there would be little difficulty ly a chip off the old block.
"Do you have any idea how you and laid down his knife and fork
in money or In services or materials in raising the full sum speedily to
"And did he get it!” he queried
by those assisted that can be used assist the works of the organization can pay for this clarinet if I let you
in assisting others.
which will be greatly expanded buy it on time?" I knew of only one anxiously.
way and I answered In what 1
Giving examples of local help during the coming months.
“Not much." returned the land
think must have been a very small lady; “he got a piece of my mind,
Hammond said a World War One
veteran required hospitalization at
Chopin found great sport in voice. “I can pick berries and sell instead.”
Togus; examination showed perm playing blindman’s bluff with the them and I think I can sell $35
"Which probably destroyed his,”
anent disability. The Red Cross as ladies-when the ladies were suf worth this Summer.
piped the thin boarder in the tenor
He
pondered
awhile.
At
last
he
sisted in applying for one hundred ficiently attractive.
voice from the foot of the table.
said. “Look me in the eye. my lad."
percent disability and also for Vet
"His what " demanded the land
I did just that. He studied me a mo lady. sternly.
eran State Aid
ment and then said. "I'm going to
Between application and recep
“Peace of mind." explained th?
tion of aid the Red Cross provided Relieved in 5 minutes or double jour money back let you take this instrument home thin boarder, apologetically.
financial assistance.
my
boy.
Nothiing
down
and
all
Everybody cried out in applause
When ercf**,stomach acid causes painful, suffocat
A World War Two case was some ing c is. sour "toinach and heartburn, doctors usually Summer to pay for it—provided at this One could even hear the
th- ^a^teNt-acting medicines known for
what different. The serviceman prescribe
symptomatic relief—medicines like tli use in Bcll-ans your parents are willing. You take pea soup.
No laxative. BeU-aos brings comfort in a it home and let me know what they
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died on foreign soil of heart Tablets.
Jiffy or return bottle to us for double money back. 25c
Last Night
trouble, pay to his wife stopped. SELLARS far Acid Indigestion 25< say."
The Red Cross hj^red the widow
To make it short. I paid for the Last night the nightingale wok?
me,
clarinet as agreed and while buying
it I met Col. Pied Meservey and
Last night when all was stillthrough the years of social and mu It sang in the golden moonlight.
sical association which followed
From out the woodland hill
until the time of his death I I opened my window so gently,
cherished his friendship and admire, I locked on the dreamy dew,
snd respect his musicianship and And O! the bird, my darling was
pro’ound knowledge of music. May
singing.
he rest ln peace. His memory re
Singing of you. of you.
mains
of you In the day time.
Now I’ll add my bit to the Me I Ithink
dream of you by night.
servey’s Orchestra list of names.
—and would you were 'iere
When f was in short pants (I I wake
love.
learned this afterward) the mem
And tears are blinding my sight
bership of the famous Quintette
a low breath in the lime
was Meservey, clarinet: John Do I hear
tree.
herty. cornet: James O'Neil, alto:
The
wind
is floating through.
Allie MacDonald, baritone; May
nard Austin, bass tuba. (Charles And O! the night, my darling.
Is sighing, sighing for you.
Demuth was dance prompter but
played no instrument in quintette.) O! think not I can forget you,
I could not though I would,
Later, Austin was replaced by
Bert Maddox and Doherty by f see you in all around me—
The stream, the night, the word.
Charles Montgomery (regular) and
Mark Crockett and R. G. Ingraham The flowers that slumber so geniiy.
The stars above the blue,
substitutes.
Meservey also had three combin Heaven itself, my aarling,
Is praying, praying for you!
ations of instruments. The Big Four
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consisted of Meservey Montgomery
"The M:iine Maid" at Jericho.
George Rackliff second violin and
Bert Maddox string bass (Rack- Long Island, keeps up the high
llff replaced Demuth. formerly sec reputation for the best food to be
found in those par-.s, and we art
ond violin and prompter.)
very proud of Vivian Billings Rob
Meservey’s Trio. Meservey. Rack- erts. She is “The Maine Maid.'
liff and Maddox. For small halls It
was usually Meservey and Rackliff
I think that Jim O’Neil and Allie
MacDonald were the only member'
who started on the first quintet
job with Meservey and remained FIN-WORMS CAUSE FIDGETING
Five Ways to Buy—Cash, Budget, Layaside,
on as regulars until he passed
AND THAT AWFUL ITCH
Charge, Credit—with never a carrying charge
away.
On« cf the warning signs of Pin-V’orma is
Rockland’s Original Credit Jewelers
Someone correct me if my list is a naming rectal itch which ofU-n causes
MANHATTAN JEWELERS, INC.
wrong? Thanks I never pretended fidgeting and broken sleep, and may lead
more serious distress.
MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, TEL. 120?
to “know it all” and quite likclv to Iteven
is no longer necessary to put up with
other substitutes were on the list. the trouble caused by Pin-Worms, because
has at last found a way to lick
Merry July Fourth to all. —Iree science
these stubborn pests easily and safely.
Member.
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Crisp crumbles of bacon, add extra
zip to all cream soups Good way
tot use up that crisp slice left over
from breakfast.

Worms. P-W is a medically sound treat
ment based on an officially recognized drug
element which has proved very effective in
dealing with this ugly infection. The small
P-W tablets act in a special way to destroy
Pin-Worms. F-W means Pin-Worm relief I
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